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ABSTRACT
In this study, gage capability testing was conducted on the fuel pump, performance test equipment in the
Engineering Test Laboratories and the Fuel Pump Production Facilities. A sequence of tests was
designed to identify the sources of and quantify the measurement error while measuring the performance
of two types of electric fuel pumps under numerous conditions. Some of these conditions included
multiple technicians, Lab location, test fluid type, operating point, and many "noise" variables. For each
of the pump types, the results from the Lab and respective Plant were analyzed and compared using
statistical analyses.
An integral part of the fuel pump, performance testing at the Labs and the Plants is the test fluid. Both
use different test fluids for their testing, and the test procedures and equipment are different. As a result,
an additional investigation was conducted to determine a test fluid correlation and its impact on the pump
acceptance criteria such as production test limits and design specifications (independent of test location,
procedure, and equipment). Lastly, the effects of the different test fluids and their properties on fuel
pump performance were studied.
One of the most important conclusions from these studies was that there was an interaction between test
process variance (gage repeatability and reproducibility of measurements) and the pump variance.
Therefore, the pump acceptance criteria have to accommodate both sources of variability in the fuel
pump performance measurements. The effects of these sources of variability could be minimized by:
minimizing the differences between the test equipment in the Labs and Plants, verifying the
instrumentation calibration procedures, and minimizing manufacturing variability through robust design.
If these steps are not addressed, many costs, such as scrap costs and warranty costs, could result.
Thesis Supervisor: John H. Lienhard V
Title: Associate Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering
Thesis Supervisor: Roy E. Welsch
Title: Professor of Statistics and Management Science
M.I.T. Sloan School of Management

PREFACE
The presentation of this thesis investigation in the subsequent chapters serves as one of the
requirements for completing the Leaders for Manufacturing (LFM) Program at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Combined with the research efforts I have undertaken upon the assignment of
this project, this paper is also the culmination of the LFM internship experience. The diversified and
applied curriculum of the LFM Program and previous employment experience at the Ford Motor
Company, Truck Operations have served as invaluable instruments to these ends.
Since this thesis project employed the use of much experimental design and statistical analysis
techniques as well as the fundamentals of fluid mechanics and dc motor principles, previous coursework
and consultation with my M.I.T. advisors were very beneficial. Preliminary research was conducted
both at M.I.T. and at Ford to become more familiar with the thesis topic and fuel pumps, their
performance, and the fuel pump performance test equipment. It also became important to ascertain and
study any previous work in the area of gage repeatability and reproducibility studies of the fuel pump
performance test equipment and test fluid/equipment correlation. With the enduring and patient
assistance of so many engineers and production personnel at the Electrical and Fuel Handling Division
(EFHD) as well as people from the Scientific Research Labs, Central Labs, and Automotive Components
Group Staff, I was able to design numerous tests and have them run to determine the measurement error
of the fuel pump performance test equipment and the test fluid correlation at the Engineering Test
Laboratories and the Component Production Facilities.
Consequently, I would like to take this opportunity to express my appreciation to all the
technicians and engineers in the Engineering Test Laboratories and the Test Systems, Current Model Fuel
Pump, Advanced Fuel Pump, and the European Fuel Pump Engineering Activities at EFHD. Their
experience and knowledge of the fuel pumps and performance test equipment has been immensely
helpful. Without their support, the project would not have been contained within the time frame allotted.
Their follow-up on the thesis project was pivotal as I resumed academic work at M.I.T. during the 1993
Spring term. Furthermore, I would like to thank the Engineering Services Manager, Mr. Bruce Park,
for providing me with the opportunity to work in his department and to interact with so many great
people. His advice and consultation were influential in directing the scope of the thesis project. I would
also like to thank the Fuel Pump Engineering Manager, Mr. John Pearn, for putting me in contact with
all the "right" people at both Components Production Facilities and providing an overwhelming amount
of support and influence in getting the thesis project testing implemented at all the test sites. Lastly, I
would like to extend much thanks to my direct supervisors, Mr. Mike Schmenk and Mr. Jeff Riedel, in
the Test Systems Engineering Section for being such "great guys". Their enthusiastic support,
commitment, and openness to the conclusions and recommendations that resulted from this project have
made tbis internship experience great.
To extend my appreciation further, there was also much outside help and support from other
organizations within the Ford Motor Company. These included Mr. E. Schanerberger from the Fuels
and Lubricants Section of the Scientific Research Staff and Mr. A. Reaume from the Organic Chemistry
Lab of Central Lab Services. Mr. Reaume conducted much of the fluid property testing. It was from
these two activities that much was learned about the test fluids and how to control them as variables and
test them for correlation in impact on the fuel pump performance. The test fluids were a very integral
part of all the experimentation that was conducted throughout this thesis project.
Next, an extra-special thanks is extended to Mr. Curtis Yates of the Current Model Fuel Pump
Engineering Section. Without his support, patience, enthusiasm and continued tracking of the thesis
tpoject and testing, the project would not have been completed. His knowledge and experience about the
•rotor pumps, performance test procedures, and electrical engineering helped me to design the
performance test experiments and organize a test plan. In addition, Mr. Ferenc Prager and Mr. Rick
Pilkiewicz of the Engineering Test Laboratories at the Alba and ETC Labs, respectively, were
outstanding implementers. They took the many test procedures that I developed and all the drums of
gasoline and infinite amount of fuel pumps that I sent them and produced the results. Perhaps, one day I
will be able to formally thank Mr. Prager by a visit to the Ford-Alba Plant in Hungary.
In summary, I would also like to express my gratitude to my advisors at M.I.T. as they were
very influential in directing my efforts as well as providing me with objective insight on how to design
my testing, what to study, and how to analyze the data. Specifically, I would like to thank Professor
John Lienhard of the Mechanical Engineering Department for not only visiting the internship site but for
providing me with a better understanding of the principles behind positive displacement pumps and
dynamic, regenerative pumps. In addition, his review of how fluid properties and fluid mechanic
principles are applied to fuel pumps was very insightful and provides the basis for Chapter 5 of this thesis
paper. I have appreciated his time and willingness to set up meetings with me to discuss some of the
trends in the results of the testing. I would be honored to work for him in the future and admire his
expertise.
Without anymore delay, I would like to extend my thanks to Professor Roy Welsch of the Sloan
School of Management at M.I.T. Without our numerous statistical consultations on ANOVAs, inverse
regression analyses, balanced and crossed experimental design, my data analysis would have been
overwhelming. I am certain I would have been buried beneath the 10,000+ pieces of data that resulted
from all the testing. His insight and statistical expertise have convinced me of the importance and power
of the use of applied statistics in decision making. Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis paper reflect this
insight and expertise.
As a whole, Ford Motor Company has been very influential in my decision to pursue a career in
mechanical engineering as well as my participation in the Leaders for Manufacturing Program at M.I.T..
My internship experience at the Electrical and Fuel Handling Division has been outstanding, all due to
the employees. Combined with the academic experience of the Leaders for Manufacturing Program, my
perspective and understanding of the automobile industry has broadened. This is one of the key
advantages of the internship experience. I also wish to acknowledge the Leaders for Manufacturing
Program for all its support and valuable resources that it offered me and will continue to offer me in the
future.
My pages here are limited, but to everyone involved with this project, from the day it was begun
until the last signature on this document: A BIG THANKS!!!!
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 BACKGROUND AND UNDERLYING MOTIVATION
The Ford Motor Company, Electrical and Fuel Handling Division (EFHD) is responsible for
supplying the Car and Truck Divisions of North America with two types of fuel pumps, the gerotor and
turbine type. Since 1985, the gerotor type pumps have been produced by EFHD at the Rawsonville
(Michigan) Plant under a licensing agreement with an external supplier. This supplier's design, both of
pump and manufacturing process, was adopted. The turbine type fuel pumps were produced solely by
suppliers for Ford's North American Automotive Operations as well as its European Operations or Ford
of Europe. Recently, however, a new production facility has been built in Hungary to accommodate a
joint licensing agreement that Ford-EFHD has entered into with one of these suppliers. This allowed
Ford-EFHD to purchase the pump design from this supplier and manufacture and sell in Europe.
Currently each type of pump goes through 100% inspection or test at the Component Production
Facilities where it must meet production, performance specification limits created for a test solvent.
These limits were established by EFHD. Then, samples of the production population go through a series
of production validation tests (performance) at the Engineering Test Laboratories in accordance with the
Ford Engineering Specifications (ES). If the pumps pass the tests in the Labs, they are proven for
production and shipment to the customers. Frequent quality control is performed at the Plants with in-
plant checks and samples taken and sent back to the Labs for continued verification.
Based on the above discussion, there are several underlying motivations for completing this
thesis project, they are as follows:
* External suppliers of the gerotor pump possess more "liberal" end-of-line fuel pump, performance
specifications (especially for outlet flow at fixed voltage and pressure).
* The recent ramp up and launch of turbine pump production at the Hungary Alba Plant and the start
of the licensing agreement with another external supplier.
* The expiration and non-renewal of the gerotor pump licensing agreement with the external supplier.
* The Ford Engineering Specifications for the fuel pumps and their impact on Lab testing and Plant
testing (gasoline versus solvent).
* The design, production process re-design, and launch of the new modular fuel pump at the
Rawsonville Plant by the end of the decade.
1.2 PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
In order to address the underlying motivations, the following studies were conducted during this
thesis project:
* A gage capability (repeatability and reproducibility) study, analysis, and comparison of the fuel
pump, performance test equipment (pump performance measurements) at the Engineering Test
Laboratories and respective Components Plants in Michigan and Hungary,
* A gage capability (repeatability and reproducibility) study, analysis, and comparison of the fuel
pump, performance test equipment (pump performance measurements) at the Engineering Test
Laboratories in Michigan and Hungary and,
* A test fluid correlation, analysis, and potential modification of the production, performance
specification limits for outlet flow and current draw on the production test equipment.
1.3 OBJECTIVES
There were many objectives of this thesis project as input was received from many engineering
activities within the Electrical and Fuel Handling Division. All the experimental designs and the forms of
data analysis were selected to accomplish these objectives. The objectives are as follows:
* To quantify the measurement error of the performance test equipment in the Engineering Test
Laboratories and the respective Components Plants.
* To develop a test methodology and statistical analysis procedure that would result in an
ongoing, universal engineering specification to correlate fuel pump performance testing
capability across different laboratory and production facilities.
* To identify the most significant contributors to measurement error/measurement variability of the
fuel pump performance test equipment.
* To determine the effect of various test fluids and their properties on fuel pump performance and
develop empirical relationships that would compensate for fuel pump performance under different
conditions.
* To modify the fuel pump production specification limits for outlet flow and current draw.
* To determine the impact of all of the above on production yields, scrap costs saved, and product
acceptability. (This analysis will be part of a separate EFHD-internal report).
1.4 OVERVIEW OF PROBLEM SOLVING APPROACH
A vast amount of testing was designed to address the objectives of this thesis project, and the
resulting test strategy organized this testing by location, Michigan and Hungary. These two strategies are
shown in Figures 1.4a and 1.4b. Performance tests were conducted on a limited sample size of each of
the fuel pump types to quantify the capability of the performance test equipment in both the Labs and the
Plants. A test fluid correlation was also conducted at the Engineering Test Laboratories using a larger
sample size of each of the pump types. This resulted in the following criterion: if the correlation is
significant, the performance specification limits (for flow and current draw) on the production test
equipment in each of the Plants can be modified. If this is met, then a trial production run is
recommended to verify that the pumps will continue to pass the production performance tests and the
Engineering Specification tests (at the Labs).
TEST PHASE
PRE-PHASE II
PHASE I/RI
PHASE II
PHASE II
PHASE I/RII
PHASE III
DESCRIPTION
Two-Station Performance Test Stand
Gage Capability Comparison
w/Rawsonville Production Testers
ETC/Alba Fuel Lab Two-Station
Performance Test Stand Gage
Capability Comparison
Test Fluid Correlation on Two-
Station Performance Stand with
Alba Production Pumps (built
12/92) for Comparison with Alba Lab
Fluid Correlation
Test Fluid Correlation on Two-
Station Performance Stand with
Rawsonville Production Pumps (built in 1992)
ETC/Alba Fuel Lab Two-Station
Performance Test Stand Gage
Capability Comparison
Verification of Test Fluid
Correlation at Rawsonville on
Selected EOL Pump Tester/Fixture
and ETC Fuel Lab
Figure 1.4a: Electronics Technical Center (ETC) Fuel Lab and the Rawsonville Components Plant
Figure 1.4b: Hungary Fuel Lab and Components Plant
The first part of this project began September, 1992 and consisted of project definition,
investigative research, and test methodology development. An extensive interviewing process of
personnel from the Engineering Services Department, Plant/Production, Quality Control/QC Lab, Fuel
Pump Engineering, laboratory technicians, and Ford Scientific Research took place. Sixty percent of the
time was spent at the Electronics Technical Center, Fuel Laboratory and the remaining 40% spent at the
Rawsonville Plant. An extensive literature search on fuel systems, fuel pumps, and fuels was also
conducted. While at M.I.T. during January through June, 1993, the majority of the above testing was
completed by Ford (in Hungary and Dearborn, MI). Also during that time, numerous meetings with the
M.I.T. faculty advisors took place.
Returning to Ford at the beginning of June, 1993, an extensive data compilation and analysis
was conducted, and many meetings with Fuel Pump Engineering and Engineering Services Department
personnel and corporate statisticians resulted. By the end of the summer, an executive summary of
conclusions and recommendations was prepared for Ford-EFHD. This thesis paper is an elaborated
version of that executive summary and a comprehensive compilation of all the preliminary
TEST PHASE DESCRIPTION
PRE-PHASE II Two-Station Performance Test
Stand Gage Capability Comparison
w/Alba Production Testers
PHASE I/RI ETC/Alba Fuel Lab Two-Station
Performance Test Stand Gage Capability
Comparison
PHASE II Test Fluid Correlation on Two-
Station Performance Stand with
Alba Production Pumps (built 12/92) for
Comparison with ETC Lab Fluid
Correlation
PHASE I/RII ETC/Alba Fuel Lab Two-Station
Performance Test Stand Gage
Capability Comparison
PHASE III Verification of Test Fluid Correlation at
Alba Plant on Selected EOL Pump
Tester/Fixture and Lab
investigationsthat went into designing the test phases, the test methodologies, statistical analyses, and
fluid property investigation.
1.5 THESIS ORGANIZATION
This thesis paper is organized into five chapters. Chapter 2 provides a summary of the
conclusions and recommendations that resulted from the extensive data analysis. Chapter 3 discusses the
considerations that went into designing the experiments including test location, test equipment, factor
identification, test methodology, and assumptions. In addition, fuel pump sampling techniques are
addressed. Chapter 4 offers a comprehensive review of the data analysis and statistical tools applied to
the test results. It also discusses these results. Lastly, Chapter 5 looks at the test fluids more closely and
identifies the effects of temperature on the test fluid properties and the effects of the test fluid properties
on fuel pump performance by applying fluid mechanics/turbomachinery principles. It also provides an
overview of positive displacement versus dynamic, regenerative fuel pumps and their impact on a vehicle
if they do not perform as designed.

Chapter 2: Conclusions and Recommendations
2.1 OVERVIEW
In pursuit of the thesis project objectives that were described in Chapter 1, much
experimentation was conducted at the Electronics Technical Center Lab (ETC Lab), the Alba Fuel Lab
(in Hungary), and the respective fuel pump Production Facilities located in Rawsonville, Michigan
(Rawsonville Plant) and in Hungary (Alba Plant). Two types of fuel pumps were used for test, the
gerotor type and the turbine type, both of which are electric pumps. However, the gerotors are
manufactured and tested both at Rawsonville and the ETC Lab. The turbines are manufactured and
tested at both the Alba Plant and Lab and can be tested at the ETC Lab. It should be mentioned here that
the fuel pump performance test practices of Ford's external suppliers were not included in this thesis
project. Nonetheless, they were looked at as tools to understand how EFHD has designed its Engineering
Test Specifications as it has licensed both the gerotor and turbine pump designs from these suppliers.
The differences that exist between the performance testing by the suppliers and performance testing by
EFHD include the test fluid type and the hardware and software features of the test equipment.
Numerous performance tests were conducted on each of the fuel pump types at each of the above
locations over a series of test phases: Phase I, Pre-Phase II, and Phase II. The performance test
equipment was held constant between both Labs since it has identical hardware and software features.
However, the test equipment in the Plants was similar to the Labs because of the types of measurements
but different because of the different pump types it can test. These test phases will be described in detail
in the Chapter 3. The performance tests included flow, current draw and speed at a fixed operating
voltage and back-pressure, both of which are set by the vehicle application requirements (see Chapter 5).
During some test phases, it was also necessary to break in the pumps in order to seat the brushes on the
commutator surface before actual performance tests were run and to ensure the flow was stabilized.
Some of the most important variables that were controlled and/or varied included test fluid type, fluid
properties (such as kinematic viscosity), test fluid stability (evaporation or volatility over time),
temperature, technician, contamination of fluids and pumps, filtration of test fluids, calibration
fluctuations in instrumentation, pump-to-pump variability, and test site.
The majority of the tests were designed to run gage repeatability and reproducibility studies on
the fuel pump performance test equipment in both the Labs and the Production Facilities under methods
prescribed by the Measurement Systems Analysis Manual. These methods were adapted and modified to
accommodate the dynamic nature of the fuel pump and the test equipment. Analysis of variance
techniques were then used to analyze the data and estimate the components of variance attributed to
technician, fuel pump, test equipment, and the interaction between the technician and pump while all
other variables were held fixed or considered noise and controlled. Furthermore, for some of the results
of the test phases, it was necessary to run regression analyses to determine the test fluid correlation.
Lastly, to study the effects of the test fluid properties on fuel pump performance, many fluid properties
were measured at Ford's Central Labs throughout the course of the test fluid correlation. These
measurements were analyzed according to methods prescribed by most fluid mechanics books but adapted
to fuel pumps and fuels. These statistical analysis procedures and the fluid mechanics principles applied
will be discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.
The following sections discuss the most significant conclusions that were determined by
reviewing the results of all the test phases. Conclusions are also provided from the test fluid analysis.
Lastly, the recommendations are proposed. They suggest future action plans to further verify and
confirm the conclusions. With the implementation of some of these recommendations, the potential
exists to improve fuel pump production yields (or increase the amount of good pumps that pass), reduce
scrap costs, reduce warranty costs (or reduce the amount of bad pumps that pass), and to modify the fuel
pump acceptance criteria (Engineering Specifications and production specifications) to accommodate the
test process variance and pump variance. A cost/benefit analysis of implementing some of the these
recommendations has been provided to EFHD as an internal report, and it will be further investigated
there.
2.2 CONCLUSIONS FROM TESTING
2.2.1 HIGHLIGHTS FROM PHASE I, PRE-PHASE H, AND PHASE H TEST RESULTS
In this section, the conclusions that were determined from the results of all the tests (Phase I to
Phase II) are briefly described. For a complete description of these conclusions and a summary of the
data they were derived from, see APPENDIX A:
1) The influence of the technician, operator, or robotic arm (of Rawsonville test stands) on the
performance measurements is negligible regardless of test condition and location. There is no
interaction between the technician and the pump.
2) The test fluid temperature is not a primary source of pump flow variance under the current testing
conditions in the Labs and the Plants. This is due to small A's in fluid viscosities over the measured
temperature ranges for each of the pump types. The temperature ranges were narrow.
3) The test fluid is not a primary source of variability in the measurements between the Lab and the Plant
for the gerotor pumps. This was determined by a one-to-one correlation from a regression model of
the flow averages, over various gerotor models and in each of the test fluids. This observation can
also be shown from the Phase I and Pre-Phase II test results .
4) The test fluid type is a source of variability in the measurements between the Labs and the Plant for
the turbine pumps. The driving force of this variability is the viscosity of the test fluids (the
viscosity of M99 is three times that of gasoline).
5) On average, the production stands at Rawsonville and Alba possess less 60R&R variability* for the
flow and current measurements than the two-station stands at the ETC/Alba Labs.
6) The within-part variation cannot be isolated from the instability of the performance test equipment, and
this is reflected in the 6arepeatability estimates; the complete system is dynamic, and the pump and
test stand interact.
7) Standard gage repeatability and reproducibility procedures cannot be directly applied to the fuel
pump performance test equipment; the R&R of the test equipment should be measured independently
of the pump. However, this is unrealistic and not representative of the production test process.
8) For the gerotor pumps, the most accurate fluid correlation can be determined by testing numerous
gerotor models at a fixed voltage and pressure to obtain a large flow and current distribution.
9) For the turbine pumps, an average performance curve at a fixed voltage and varying pressures is
required for a more accurate correlation and prediction of the fuel pump performance in the solvent
given the performance (Engineering Specifications) in gasoline.
10) The production specifications can be expanded for flow at 13.2V for the gerotor pumps and flow at
8.OV/13.2V for the turbine pumps; potential exists to reduce scrap and increase yields for both pump
types. The regression models for current draw in each of the fluids are not very insightful, and the
specifications do not need to be changed for each of the pump types.
* R&R indicates repeatability and reproducibility.
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11) On average, the current 6oR&R estimate is larger from the measurements resulting from the test
equipment in the ETC Lab than from those in the Alba Lab. This estimate is also larger than that
which resulted from the measurements taken at the Rawsonville Plant. Another observation is that
this estimate is larger for the gerotor pumps than for the turbine pumps. (over all voltages and test
fluids)
12) The speed measurements taken from the equipment in the Labs possess large 6aR&R estimates
independent of pump type, test fluid, and voltage.
13) A large difference between the performance measurements taken at the ETC Lab and Rawsonville
exists when testing in the solvent (gerotors).
2.2.2 HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE TEST FLUID PROPERTY MEASUREMENTS
Control of the test fluids was a very significant part of all the testing. Temperature was
measured during every run, test fluids were purged and replaced frequently, and the two-station
performance test equipment was cleaned before each set of tests and when the test fluids were changed.
Filter socks were also attached to the pumps.
In addition, during testing at the ETC and Alba Labs, test fluid specimens were collected and
sent to the Organic Chemistry Unit of Central Labs for analysis. Even in Hungary, fluid specimens were
collected and sent to a Lab. The fluid properties that were measured included Reid vapor pressure,
specific gravity, and kinematic viscosity. These property measurements were collected for the following
reasons: 1) to determine the amount of change in viscosity with change in temperature from one run to
the next and from one pump to the next for a given test fluid, 2) to determine the impact on fuel pump
flow, power input, and pumping head when testing in various types of fluids (by applying pump
similarity relationships), and 3) to determine the underlying or root cause of the fuel pump performance
differences between the Lab and Plant sites (is test fluid type a primary root cause?). See Chapter 5 for a
complete analysis. In addition to the conclusions drawn from the results of Phase I, Pre-Phase II, and
Phase II testing, the following observations were made:
1) The average estimated viscosity of the test fluids at the average fluid temperature reached during
testing is:
ESE-M4C50-D: 0.5465 mm2/s @ Tavg = 25.050C
ESF-M99C82-A Solvent: 1.6101 mm2/s @ Tavg = 22.470 C
EUROSUPER95: 0.6665 mm2/s @ Tavg = 20.000C
2) When performance testing all the gerotor pump models at 13.2V, the viscosity of the test fluids
indicate a small rate of change over the fluid temperature from one run to the next:
ESE-M4C50-D: <0.5% change in viscosity for a 1*C change in temperature over all the gerotor
models tested. Note here that this test fluid was dumped after every other run, and (10) pumps of (4)
gerotor models were run.
ESF-M99C82-A Solvent: <3% change in viscosity for a 1*C change in temperature over all the
gerotor models tested. Note here that the test fluid was dumped after every other (10) runs, so the
fluid could have heated up.
3) When performance testing the turbine pumps at 8.OV and 13.2V, the viscosity of the test fluids
indicate a small rate of change over the fluid temperature from one run to the next:
ESE-M4C50-D: <0.5% change in viscosity for a 1°C change in temperature over (46) turbine
pumps. Note here that this test fluid was dumped after every other run.
ESF-M99C82-A: <3% change in viscosity for a IPC change in temperature over (46) turbine
pumps. Note here that the test fluid was dumped after every other (10) runs, so the fluid could have
heated up.
EUROSUPER95: <1% change in viscosity for a V1C change in temperature over (46) turbine
pumps. Note here that this test fluid was dumped after every other run.
4) As shown by the pump similarity rules applied to the gerotor models (with constant geometry), the
impact of the specific gravities of the test fluids on pump flow, power, and pumping head is small.
The pump flow and input horse power increase by only 3% when tested in ESE-M4C50-D versus
ESF-M99C82-A solvent. Consequently, this supports the test fluid correlation results. Pumping head
increases by only 5% when testing in the gasoline versus the solvent.
5) As shown by the pump similarity rules applied to the turbine pumps (constant geometry), the specific
gravities of the test fluids have the following effects:
13.2V/310 kPa and 8.OV/(200 and 250 kPa)
FLOW
PUMPING
HEAD
INPUT POWER
ESE-M4C50-D vs
Solvent
3% higher in 50-D
5% higher in 50-D
3% higher in 50-D
Solvent vs
EUROSUPER95
2% lower in M99
4% lower in M99
2% lower in M99
ESE-M4C50-D vs
EUROSUPER95
0.7% lower in 50-D
1% lower in 50-D
0.7% lower in 50-D
6) Flow past the gerotor gear and the turbine impeller blades is highly turbulent. This turbulence is
increased or decreased depending on the viscosity of the fluid. The more viscous the fluid, the less
turbulent is the flow and the (smoother) lower the flow. However, since both type of pumps tested
during this project exhibited highly turbulent flow, the small changes in viscosity per change in
temperature for each of the test fluids caused very small changes in pump outlet flow. (Chapter 5)
2.3 RECOMMENDATIONS AND RATIONALE
The test phases were very broad in scale and scope, and they point to actions that should be
taken to ensure that the integrity of the pump design and that pump quality are maintained. One action
that could be taken is to "build" in the test process variation and pump manufacturing variability into the
fuel pump acceptance criteria, such as the production specification limits and the Engineering
I
Specifications. In addition, periodic "checks" should be performed on the performance test equipment in
both the Labs and the Plants to check their repeatability and reproducibility not only under the obvious
conditions of process changes or pump design changes but as part of the preventative maintenance
schedules currently in place. Frequency, of these checks could run in parallel with the PM schedule or
half of the frequency of the PM schedule.
Although most of the conclusions pointed to the complexity involved in separating the dynamics
of the performance equipment from the dynamics of the fuel pumps, quality control, production, and the
engineering activities should work together to develop a standardized test procedure that meets all their
requirements. Furthermore, the Test Systems Engineering activity responsible for test Lab performance
equipment should communicate with the Fuel Pump Engineering activity responsible for the production
performance test equipment. Participation by the Test Systems activity in the monthly Fuel Pump QOS
meetings is one such example. For this author, participation in the meetings was important to understand
the interaction between all the elements of fuel pump engineering (responsibility for production test
equipment, design and release of pumps, etc.) and production. Lab testing is also a very important
element of fuel pump engineering.
Another possibility is the creation of a QOS meeting for fuel pump testing including both Lab
and production testing. Specifically, QFD methods could be applied to understand both activities'
requirements. The test equipment at both sites possess similar features in terms of tests, but have very
different requirements. However, both sites are complementary to each other; the fuel pumps have to
pass performance tests in the Plant before they are sent to the Labs for verification testing prescribed by
the Engineering Specifications. To minimize the potential for too frequent capability comparisons
between the Lab and production facilities which could be costly and interfere with scheduled production,
hardware and software requirements could be commonized as is feasible and practical and still meet the
requirements of both test sites.
The test procedures detailed in this paper are merely suggestions or places in which to start
thinking about these actions. It should also be kept in mind that these "checks" or actions may imply
additional costs, labor, and time, but their objectives are to guarantee the integrity and quality of the
pump design and upstream manufacturing processes and to guarantee the customer a product that
performs to his specifications and requirements.
Lastly, considering the numerous conclusions that have resulted from this study, more
immediate and specific actions have been identified. These could potentially impact and increase fuel
pump production yields and thereby reduce associated retest and scrap costs. These actions are
recommended below:
* INVESTIGATE CURRENT AND SPEED MEASUREMENT/CALIBRATION PROCEDURES
ON THE TWO-STATION PERFORMANCE TEST STAND.
Before the true differences between the Rawsonville/ETC Lab and Alba Plant/Lab can be identified and
quantified, the current and speed measurement and calibration procedures of the two-station test stand
need to be modified so that they can become more repeatable and independent of each other. As an
example, pump speed could not be correlated in the test fluids, and the 6aR&R, on average, was very
large for all the fuel pumps. This could also prove or disprove whether the two-station stand is more
repeatable than the plant production test stands.
* INVESTIGATE PRESSURE CONTROL DIFFERENCES/SIMILARITIES BETWEEN THE
ETC FUEL LAB TWO-STATION TEST STAND AND THE RAWSONVILLE PRODUCTION
TEST STANDS.
The pressure regulator, pressure control method, and pressure transducer location differences/similarities
between the ETC Lab-two-station test stand and Rawsonville production test stands should be thoroughly
investigated, both from a hardware and software standpoint in order to explain the large differences in
average flow and current at 13.2V/310 kPa. The production specification limits should not be modified
without resolving the differences between the test sites.
* COMPARE THE CALIBRATION PROCEDURE OF THE TWO-STATION STAND TO THE
CALIBRATION PROCEDURE OF THE PRODUCTION TEST STANDS.
Another potential cause of the gerotor pump performance differences between the test sites could be the
calibration procedures of the two-station test stand and the Rawsonville production test stands. A
comparison of these procedures could also add more significance to the conclusion that the average
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60R&R estimates for the production test stand performance measurements are "better" than the Fuel Lab
two-station stand estimates.
* INVESTIGATE THE METHOD OF OUTLET SEALING PERFORMED BY THE ALBA
PRODUCTION TEST FIXTURES/HOW AND WHERE FLOW/PRESSURE IS MEASURED.
One of the most probable causes of the flow (at 13.2V) measurement variation in the M99-solvent
between the Alba production test stands and the two-station stand at both the Alba and ETC Labs could
be the way the plant fixtures seal the turbine pump outlet. This might not be repeatable from pump-to-
pump and fixture to fixture. Centerlines of pump outlet and seal may not coincide, and this could also be
affected by the way the operator seats the pump in the test pocket. In combination, more flow losses
could result regardless of the fact that the same fluid and pumps were tested at both the Plant and Lab.
* REPLACE THE POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT FLOW METER THAT IS CURRENTLY USED
ON THE TWO-STATION PERFORMANCE STANDS.
Depending on the needs and requirements of the particular test sites, a flow meter should be selected.
Speed (cycle-time) and accuracy are important considerations for plant usage. If the upstream
manufacturing processes, as well as the pump design are optimally robust, repeatability could be
compromised for speed and low cost. It could also be argued that 100% end-of-the line testing would no
longer be necessary thereby eliminating test time from the cycle-time. The test process could then be
used as a "check". For lab usage, important considerations could be sampling rates/times as well as
high accuracy and insensitivity to test fluids and pressure differentials. Since lab testing is required to
verify the production process as well as satisfying the corporate customer/vehicle requirements and
launching new products, perhaps it is justified to invest in a flow meter with "tight" specifications.
* MODIFY AND VERIFY THE RAWSONVILLE PRODUCTION TEST SPECIFICATIONS AT
13.2V FOR ALL THE GEROTOR PUMP MODELS AFTER QUANTIFYING THE AVERAGE
FLOW AND CURRENT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TEST EQUIPMENT AT THE
RAWSONVILLE PLANT AND ETC LAB.
Since it has been concluded that the test fluid types used in the plant and lab environment do not account
for the differences between the pump performance measurements obtained in these places and that there
is a one-to-one fluid correlation, the Rawsonville production specification for flow at 13.2V/310 kPa
could be modified or set to the same values as designated by the Engineering Specifications (see Table
2.3a). However, the current draw limits at 13.2V/310 kPa should not be modified, as there is not much
of a gain. The best way to determine or modify these limits could be through on-line process tests.
The flow limit should be modified only if the differences between the test sites/equipment are
quantified and minimized. It should also be adjusted up or down (from the base Engineering
Specification of 60 iph, for example) by some constant offset or Aavg (determined by the difference).
Once this limit is modified on the production test stands, the standard production validation testing as
prescribed by the Engineering Test Specifications should be conducted at the Lab to verify that pumps
will continue to meet those requirements in gasoline. A large assumption is being made here: time
("green" versus broken-in) is not a significant variable. If the correlation does not hold based on the
verification testing, then time is likely to be a variable, and an additional compensating factor should be
added to the flow limit: 60 Iph + Aavg + Timeractor = new flow spec. in M99
* MODIFY THE LOW VOLTAGE FLOW, PRODUCTION SPECIFICATION LIMIT FOR THE
TURBINE PUMPS AT THE ALBA PLANT.
Referring to Table 2.3b, there are few alternatives here that could be taken depending on the level of
conservatism employed. The limit could be changed to a minimal flow of 25 Iph at 8.0V/250 kPa for
each of the test stands. In addition, since the erratic behavior of the pump at this operating point interacts
with the inaccuracy of the flow meter at such a low region of its operating curve, it is suggested that a
new flow meter be investigated. If not a viable option, the possibility of increasing the measurement
sample time of the flow meter should be investigated. This could average out the variability of the flow
measurements at 8.0V/250 kPa. Having a measuring device error or variance larger than the accepted
production or process variability at 8.OV/250 kPa makes it impossible to effectively and successfully
modify this low flow limit.
Another, perhaps less viable option, would be to change the Engineering Specification to
8.OV/200 kPa, leave the production limit at 8.OV/200 kPa, and drop the minimal flow or threshold to 15
lph. The flow meter should still be investigated for its accuracy and sampling rate when measuring the
flow on a turbine pump at this operating point.
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Lastly, the limit could be left at 8.OV/200 kPa on the production floor, but change the threshold
to greater than 15 Iph. This is contingent on investigating and maybe modifying the sampling rate of the
flow meter or purchasing a more accurate flow meter.
With all these alternatives or options, there are two large assumptions, which also apply to the
gerotor pumps: 1) the turbine pump design is robust and possesses minimal manufacturing variability and
2) the production and Lab performance test process and respective equipment generates repeatable and
reproducible measurements.
CREATE ENGINEERING SPECIFICATIONS FOR FUEL PUMP PERFORMANCE
TESTING IN M99-SOLVENT.
Since the M99 solvent is an integral part of the fuel pump, production test process, the pumps must pass
performance tests at the plant in this solvent before they are shipped to the customer, and plant testing
has significant implications of the production validation testing at the Labs (in gasoline), it is
recommended that additional Engineering Specifications (ESs) for fuel pump performance in M99 be
created and proposed to EFHD's customers. Based on the gerotor performance test results, these
Specifications could result in: ES in M99 = 60 Iph + Aavg + Tiefator (as an example for the flow
specification). The current draw ESs in M99 could be generated from process testing on the floor.
However, most of the previous recommendations would have to be implemented before this
recommendation could be applied at a high confidence level. As always, the two large assumptions that
are being made here are: 1) the pump design is robust and possesses minimal manufacturing variability
and 2) the production and Lab performance test process and respective equipment generate repeatable and
reproducible measurements. Nonetheless, these ESs in M99 could become a standard for any
performance testing in the Plants just as they are a standard in the Labs in gasoline.
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Chapter 3: Testing Methodology
3.1 OVERVIEW
Some of the most significant decisions that had to be made before conducting any fuel pump
testing during this thesis project were the type of fuel pumps to test, the number of pumps, and the
amount and type of fuel pump tests. Many statisticians from Ford, the M.I.T. advisors, and the EFHD
fuel pump production and engineering personnel were consulted with frequently to assist in the design of
the experiments. In addition, many statistical techniques were reviewed during the decision making
process. The probability and statistics theory that was employed in the up front planning is discussed in
this chapter.
The underlying determinants of the scale and scope of the fuel pump testing were time and the
availability of the fuel pump, performance test equipment at both the Engineering Test Laboratories
(ETC and Alba) and the respective Components Plants. Logistics became an emerging challenge
primarily because a substantial portion of testing took place at the Alba Lab and Plant in Hungary.
Facilitation of the testing was conducted via telephone, fax, and electronic mail during the six hour time
differential. Communication was also a significant challenge as two different sets of test procedures had
to be designed and explained, one for the facilities in the United States and another for the facilities in
Hungary. Nonetheless, the procedures were kept as identical as possible. Lastly, the transportation of
test fluids from the United States to Hungary via an ocean freighter was a significant time sink and
challenge even though the fluids were purchased internally from Ford. Long lead times before any of the
testing could start at the Alba facilities had to be allowed to ensure that the fuels and the pumps arrived in
tact. For most tests, the pumps were tested at the ETC Lab and Rawsonville Plant first and then were
sent to Hungary for further tests.
Working with the above constraints, there were only two predetermined test parameters. These
included the test location and the fuel pump performance test equipment. Many other variables had to be
identified and will be described below. All of these variables were either held constant, allowed to vary
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by selecting factor levels, or left as noise. The appropriate action was selected depending on the
objectives of each particular test phase.
In this chapter, the preliminary investigation and actual test phases that were conducted during this
thesis project, along with key assumptions, will be presented. The test methods employed during these
test phases are only a few of the many methods that could be applied. They were deemed to be efficient
and containable within the test sites and time available. An underlying objective was identified: to test
the pumps in an environment that closely matched their testing in the Components Plants and their actual
usage conditions in the field. With the exception of one test phase, a gage repeatability and
reproducibility (R&R) capability study was the primary test method adapted to the fuel pumps, the fuel
pump performance tests, and the Lab and Plant test equipment. The gage R&R method and limitations
that were identified (how they were addressed with the assumptions made) will also be explained in this
chapter.
3.2 TEST LOCATION
3.2.1 ENGINEERING TEST LABORATORIES: Electronics Technical Center and Alba Fuel Laboratories
These Laboratories contain different types of fuel pump performance test equipment and durability
test stands. The performance test stands include the two-station performance test stand, seven-station
performance test stand, and the hot fuel performance test stand. This equipment can accommodate two
types of fuel pumps, the gerotor and the turbine type. The pumps undergo a series of testing (comprised
of performance and durability at these Labs) which is designated in the Ford Engineering Specifications
based on the vehicle, car or truck, applications. These tests include design validation, production
validation, and in-process testing. The testing that takes place at the ETC Lab is typically of the design
and production validation nature. In-process testing occurs when the Plants randomly select pumps off
the line (after they have passed the production performance tests and the Quality Control Lab tests for
performance) and sends them to the Lab where they undergo a complete cycle of tests based in gasoline.
Although a significant amount of tests are prescribed by the Engineering Specifications, the
primary tests of interest for this thesis project were the fuel pump performance tests which can be run on
any of the Lab equipment. When performance testing is conducted, the pump performance
characteristics that are measured are current draw, outlet flow, and pump motor speed at a fixed pressure
and voltage. The pumps have to meet a minimum flow and maximum current draw requirement in order
to pass the tests/meet the Engineering Specifications.
The Alba Fuel Laboratory in Hungary has comparable fuel pump performance and durability test
equipment that was developed, engineered, and implemented by the Test Systems Engineering Section of
the Engineering Services Department (EFHD). The Lab has just recently come on line and is capable of
testing the turbine type fuel pumps. It is part of the Ford of Hungary Alba Plant. Comparably, these
pumps undergo a series of production validation and in-process testing. However, the design validation
for the turbine pumps takes place at the ETC Lab since most of the design engineers are at the
Rawsonville Plant. Lastly, the performance limits vary from the gerotor pumps, but the performance test
procedures are identical.
3.2.2 COMPONENT PRODUCTION FACILITIES, Rawsonville, Michigan Plant and Ford of
Hungary Alba Plant
There are currently six models of the gerotor type fuel pump which are produced at the
Rawsonville Plant. They are identified by their minimum (g-3a) outlet flow rating (in liters per hour) in
gasoline based on the Engineering Specifications and include the 45 lph, 60 lph, 88 lph, 95 lph, and 125
lph models. They are nearly identical with the exceptions of gerotor thickness, wear plate thickness, and
the amount of windings in the electric motor. They are produced over two production shifts per day.
Depending on the demand, only certain fuel pump models are run each day or week. Production is not
mixed, because not only are some of the pump components different depending on the model, but the
end-of-line fuel pump, production test stands can only accommodate one model at a time.
There is one fuel pump line which separates into two branches at the end. On each branch, there
are two fuel pump, production test stands, one on either side of it. As a result, there are a total of four
test stands that test the fuel pumps after final assembly. Each test stand has three fixtures which can test
three fuel pumps simultaneously. The pumps are fed into the fixtures by robot arms, and all of the test
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stands are automatic and computer controlled. The line operator just has to type in the part number every
time a different pump model is scheduled for production.
The Alba Plant is a new facility and has been in operation for less than four years. It was built in
Eastern Europe or Hungary for numerous strategic reasons. It has been producing the single-stage,
turbine type fuel pump for less than two years under a joint-licensing agreement with an external supplier
for Ford of Europe. It currently produces pumps during one shift per day.
Similar to the Rawsonville Plant, each pump goes through inspection testing via the end-of-line,
fuel pump production test stands. There are five test stands located at the end of the line each equipped
with two fixtures that hold the pumps during test. Unlike the Rawsonville Plant, operators at the end of
the line actually load and unload the pumps and operate the test stands. In other words, the stands are
semi-automatic.
3.3 FUEL PUMP PERFORMANCE TEST EQUIPMENT
3.3.1 TWO-STATION PERFORMANCE TEST STAND (ETC and Alba Lab)
This test stand is located at both the ETC and Alba Fuel Labs and is identical in design, features,
and function. It is capable of running performance tests with test fluids (i.e., gasoline) at ambient or
elevated temperatures. It will test two pumps at a time and generate complete performance curves of
flow, current, and speed or single and multi-point performance measurements at fixed voltages and
pressures. This test stand was selected because it has recently been implemented in Hungary and will be
used (with additional stands) at the new fuel laboratory that is currently under construction at the
Rawsonville Plant. Lastly, some of the other fuel pump performance test stands have become obsolete,
and some will currently undergo software and hardware changes to accommodate relocation to
Rawsonville and equivalency to the hot fuel test stand hardware and software.
3.3.2 FUEL PUMP PRODUCTION TEST STANDS AND FIXTURES (Rawsonville and
Alba Plant)
As mentioned previously, there are four fuel pump, production test stands at the Rawsonville
Plant, and all were used in this thesis study. Each test stand fixture performs a series of tests on a fuel
pump for a specific period of time, then the pump is removed, and the next one is loaded. These test
times vary slightly by fuel pump model. These times can be changed by modifying the actual production
tests.
Depending on the fuel pump model running on the line for the day or shift, the production
specifications will vary. If a pump is rejected in any of the fixtures for any particular test, it is collected
and retested. The pump will then go through the whole test sequence again. Sometimes the pumps do
not pass the first time due to mechanical problems or break-in effects.
Although the pump models are identified by their lower p-3a outlet flow in gasoline based on the
Engineering Specifications in the Lab after 30 minutes of break-in, the production specification limits
have been established for the production test stands in a test fluid solvent (M99-solvent). The two sets of
limits are not identical, and certain tests that are performed in the plant are not performed in the Lab.
Currently, the expected difference between the performance measurements at the Plant and the ETC Lab
has been thought due to the gerotor performance differences in the different test fluids. Consequently,
correlation tests had been performed to establish an offset that could be applied to the prescribed
Engineering Specifications and would result in adequate and conservative fuel pump, production
specification limits. It is these specifications that have been used at the Rawsonville Plant for the past
three to four years. However, it should also be mentioned that the production specifications for some of
the other production tests are determined based on the test process itself.
At the Alba Plant and Lab, the production test situation is somewhat similar to that of the
Rawsonville Plant. Since both the Lab and the Plant are so new, there were many process studies and
verifications completed before the pumps were launched to satisfy Ford of Europe, the customer of the
turbine pumps. Based on fluid correlation studies between the Alba Lab performance test equipment in
gasoline and the production equipment in the Plant, the current production limits were established.
It has already been proven that the turbine pumps behave differently in the test solvent in the Plant
than when performance tested in gasoline in the Lab due to viscosity effects. Here, the difference
between the Lab and the Plant is the fuel.
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3.4 FACTORS
There were many factors that were identified, more than could be feasibly and efficiently included
in the tests. Careful screening and selection were required before any of the test phases could be
implemented. As mentioned previously, the factors were either held constant, varied at different levels,
or left as noise depending on the objectives of the test phase. These factors and their levels will be
described below as well as rationale for their state (constant, variable, or noise):
Test Location (As described above.)
Test location was held as a constant for each test phase. It was the fuel pump performance results
by test location that were compared for the gage R&R studies.
Fuel Type
ESE-M4C50-D Unleaded gasoline used for exhaust and evaporative emission test (Howell
Hydrocarbons)
ESF-M99C82-A Calibration Solvent. Colorless. (Gage Products)
EUROSUPER95 High octane gasoline used at the Alba Lab/supplied by a European Supplier
The test fluids and their properties will be elaborated in much more detail in Chapter 5. At both
the Rawsonville and Alba Plants, the M99-solvent is used in the production test stands and the Quality
Control Lab and is also purchased from the same supplier The fuel that is used for pump performance
testing at the ETC Lab is of a different blend than the fuel used in the Hungary Lab. The unleaded fuels
that are used at ETC vary depending on test application and what the engineer specifies. There are also
winter and summer grades of these fuels that are used. At the Hungary Lab, the unleaded gasoline is
known as Eurosuper95 (95 octane) and is obtained from a local supplier in Europe. However, all these
fuels are commercial fuels.
In order to account for the variability that could result in the pump performance measurements
due to different types of test fluids and to obtain a more accurate correlation and gage capability
comparison of the fuel pump performance test equipment between Labs, and Labs and Plants, all three of
the above test fluids were used in this thesis project. In place of the standard or commercial grades of
gasolines that are typically used in the Labs, the ESE-M4C50-D gasoline was selected due to its stability
in vapor pressures and other properties over time and temperature. This fuel was purchased internally
from the Ford Scientific Research, Fuel House and also shipped to the Lab in Hungary. It was used
during all phases of testing. The Eurosuper gasoline was only used at the Hungary Lab for the
correlation tests due to complexities in international shipping and the complexities involved in
synthesizing the blend over in the U.S.. Lastly, the M99-solvent was used for all the testing due to its
stability over time and the fact that it was already available in Hungary.
When conducting the gage R&R comparison study between the Labs, the test fluid took on
two levels, M99-solvent and the 50-D gasoline. For the test fluid correlation studies, the test fluid took
on two levels, M99-solvent and 50-D gasoline at the ETC Lab, and three levels, M99-solvent, 50-D
gasoline, and Eurosuper gasoline at the Alba Lab.
Fixturing
Since the gerotor type fuel pumps are tested at the ETC Lab, and turbine pumps are tested at the
Alba Lab, the existing fixturing on the two-station performance stand had to be modified. This fixture
connects the pump, at its positive and negative terminals, to the test stand. At each of the Labs, an
electrical connector that accommodated the type of pump to be tested was used. This fixturing was
considered a "noise" factor. However, the gerotor pumps will never be tested at the Alba Lab. The
majority of the turbine pumps will be tested at the Alba Lab because they are manufactured at the same
facility, but some will be tested at the ETC for design validation.
Break-in and Warm-up of Pumps
Gerotor Pumps
The break-in of the gerotor pump occurs when the brushes seat on the copper commutator
surface. According to the Engineering Specifications, the pump should pass flow and current
performance characteristics after 30 minutes at a fixed voltage and pressure of 13.2V and 310 kPa
respectively. At this point, the p outlet flow increases, and the a decreases. The p current draw
decreases, and its a decreases. In other words, the pumps stabilize.
Previous test results from in-process testing (in gasoline) at the ETC Lab for a large sample of 60
lph gerotor pumps were studied. However, this data could not be compared with pump performance in
the M99-solvent for the same period of break-in since the data did not exist, and pumps were only
measured "green" in the solvent at the plant. Nonetheless, this data allowed the author to understand the
break-in characteristics of the gerotors in gasoline. It was necessary to break the gerotors in before
testing them.
For the performance test stand, gage capability test phases, the pumps were selected such that
they had already undergone many hours of in-process testing and were considered "stable". All they
required was a minimal amount (less than 5 minutes) of warm-up before they were tested. For the fluid
correlation test phase, pumps were selected off the line and were "green". However, they were then run
for many hours on the durability stands in order to break them in. As a result, pump break-in for the
gerotors was considered a significant noise and was controlled.
Turbine Pumps
For the turbine fuel pumps, the break-in characteristics diverge from those of the gerotor pumps.
Based on the external supplier's specifications and the current experience of the European Fuel Pump
Engineering Section and much of their testing, these pumps only require at most and even less than 30
minutes of run time at 13.2V and 310 kPa.
For the performance test stand, gage capability test phases, "stable" pumps with a significant
amount of test time on them were selected for test. They, only required warm-up before testing. On the
other hand, for the fluid correlation tests, production level pumps were selected. They required 30
minutes of break-in time. As a result, the break-in of the turbine pumps was not as significant as the
gerotors. It was considered a noise and controlled.
Calibration
To account for the potential variability that could be introduced into the fuel pump performance
characteristics by the test stand instrumentation due to the noise of calibration drift, the two-station
performance test stand at both Labs was calibrated before all test phases. For the production test
equipment, only the Alba Plant test stands were calibrated before tests were conducted on them. This was
done because of production downtime and availability. The Rawsonville production test equipment was
not calibrated before testing due to production constraints and the fact that the current preventative
maintenance schedule would have calibrated most of the test stands and fixtures within a relatively short
time frame (four weeks at a time) near the testing.
Laboratory Technician or Operator
To determine if there was a significant amount of variability in the performance test results
caused by different technicians running the same test equipment at the Labs, technician or operator was
considered a variable in which two operators were selected to run the tests. It was believed that the only
source of difference between technicians was the way they attached the pumps to the fixtures and how
they positioned the pumps in the test stand fuel tank. An attempt to control these two particular noises
was made by having the pump placed in the tank in the same position every time at each Lab location.
At the production facilities, the operators were still considered variables, and there were two
levels or two operators selected. However the test process is semi-automatic at the Alba Plant and
automatic at the Rawsonville Plant. For the Alba Plant, there was more interaction between the operator
and the test fixture since he had to put the pump in the test pocket and operate the switches on the
machine. Whereas at Rawsonville, there is minimal to no interaction between the end-of-the line
operator and the test fixtures. There were still two levels for the operator factor, the test and load side of
the dial table. A dial table, for each fixture, held the gerotor pumps before and during test.
Test Fluid Filtration and Purges
As potential sources of noise, test fluid filtration and purge were controlled at the test Labs. It
was not feasible or practical to do so at the Production Facilities due to preventative maintenance
schedules and potential interference with production. Before each test phase was conducted at the Labs,
the test stands were purged and flushed of any old fuel and cleaned out, and the filters were changed.
Between test fluid switches, the stand was flushed and purged for almost 30 minutes or more before
testing would commence in the next fluid. All these actions served to minimize the potential for
contamination of the test fluids and the pumps. In addition, large fluid spills were to be compensated and
fluid levels checked. Lastly, the lid on the test equipment was always kept closed to minimize
evaporation loss of the fluids and contamination.
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Test Fluid Temperature/Tank Fills (Discussed further in Chapter 5)
When the test fluids arrived at Labs, they were stored in a cool environment (refrigerator or
outside) so they would not evaporate. Before they were used in the test stands, they were brought to
room temperature.
The test fluid temperature was considered a noise and controlled very carefully. In order to
keep the test fluid temperature from rising too rapidly, to minimize vapor losses (volatility) in the test
fluids, and to reduce the risk of any undue air bubbles or vapor pressure acting on the pump (particularly
at the inlet), the fluid temperatures were controlled to room temperature in the Lab test stands. By
keeping a conservative and constant fuel tank level of test fluid (depending on how many gallons were
filled), the fluid could be prevented from heating up too rapidly. Another reason for controlling the
temperatures in the Lab equipment was to try to replicate the test fluid temperatures in the Plant test
equipment since the pumps are tested at ambient conditions in the Plants. For both the Labs and the
Plants, if the temperature of the test fluid rose too high, testing would be stopped until the temperatures
declined. It was also important to control the temperatures of the test fluids to minimize the effects of
the temperature changes on the test fluid properties which could affect the pump performance.
All the gasolines used during the test phases were purged more frequently because of their
higher volatility and potential to change more rapidly (especially the Eurosuper) than the
M99-solvent with changing temperatures. In addition, they could heat up faster during particular test
runs in which many measurements were taken; this was to be avoided.
Pump (Variability)
Pump manufacturing variability was a very significant noise factor that was attempted to be
minimized or held constant. Part break-in or test time was a consideration for doing this. Sampling
strategy also played a role here, and this will be discussed later.
Pump Types
Independent of pump sampling or pump sample size selection for test, there were six gerotor
models that could be tested. For the fuel pump, performance test stand capability test phases, the pumps
were identified as a factor to be varied. As a result, levels or pump quantities ranging from two to four
were tested. For the turbine pumps, two to three pumps or two to three factor levels were tested at a
given test location and in different test fluids.
Operating Characteristics of the Performance Test Equipment
Although, the Lab fuel pump, performance test equipment is identical between Lab sites, there
were many characteristics of this equipment that were left as noise or not feasible or practical to adjust,
vary, or optimize to make the pump performance measurements more robust. This would warrant a
separate study. Such characteristics include sampling rates of performance measurements, electronics,
hardware (flow meters, pressure regulators), resolution or accuracy of the individual measuring devices,
software, and control mechanisms. It was also not feasible to try to modify the production, performance
test equipment to match the Lab equipment and vice versa. All test equipment was allowed to operate the
way it normally does when it measures the fuel pump, performance characteristics. As a result, there
were many "noises" contained within the test systems, but the test equipment was held as a constant.
3.5 TEST DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
Before any testing was conducted during this thesis project, much preliminary investigation of
the Lab, Production facilities, and the operation of the fuel pumps took place. This was done with the
assistance of the Fuel Pump Engineering Department, Fuel Pump Production personnel, and the
Engineering Systems Department as well as numerous corporate and divisional statisticians and
researchers from Scientific Research. Much time was also spent at the Ford Technical Library in
Dearborn to obtain SAE papers and related literature on fuel pumps and fuel systems. Time was also
spent at the Barker Library at M.I.T. in search of fluid mechanics books, pump handbooks, and other
books on turbomachines. Consequently, many experiments were designed and conducted during this
thesis project. These experiments were divided into three test phases, Phase I, Pre-Phase II, and Phase II
and spanned across four test facilities including the ETC and Alba Engineering Test Laboratories and the
Rawsonville and Alba Components Plants. Numerous gerotor models and turbine pumps were selected
as the test specimens, and noncommercial test fluids were used. Total test time was four to five months
with some additional follow-up tests. These test phases will be described below.
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3.5.1 PHASE I: Gage Capability Comparison Between the Alba and ETC Fuel Lab
Background
This test Phase had three primary objectives:
1) To determine the relative amount of variation in the fuel pump performance measurements due to the
repeatability and reproducibility (R&R) of the fuel pump, performance test equipment at the
Engineering Test Laboratories,
2) To compare the R&R variation across Labs, and
3) To determine which test conditions or factors influence measurement error.
Considering these objectives, the most significant decisions that had to be made were which
pumps and how many to test given that the test equipment, the two-station performance stand, was to be
used at all times. Although a statistically significant and adequate sample size greater than n=25 is
required to capture the underlying "normal" distribution of the production population, there were two
large drawbacks to having pump samples of this size.' The first drawback was efficiency of test (time
and cost considerations). The second drawback was that there is a lot of variability from one pump to the
next ranging from as little as a tenth of a lph in flow to larger values. This was observed consistently in
fuel pump data that was retrieved from both the Rawsonville Plant and the ETC Lab even after a
significant amount of break-in. It was already decided that testing "green" pumps was not acceptable.
As a result, in selecting the pumps for test, part variation was attempted to be minimized so that it would
not contribute to the R&R variability in the test stand. There were three ways that were investigated to
accomplish this:
1) Select n<3 gerotor (same model) and turbine pumps, one at low end of the specification
limit, one at the mean of specification, and one at the upper end of the specification limit for flow.
This will capture some of the inherent variability in the pumps.
2) Select different gerotor type pumps, one at 60 lph, one at 95 lph, and one at 125 lph, all at the
lower gi - 3c limit for flow. This assumes pump models are irrelevant, but distribution is more
important.
3) Select n_<3 gerotor models (same model) and n_.3 turbine pumps based on their similar performance
values for flow or current draw (when comparing one gerotor to another or one turbine to another).
For these possible ways of selecting pumps, a large sample of parts (25 to 50) could be selected
from the line and then performing an X-hour durability test on them to break them in and stabilize them.
I Ledolter and Hogg, Applied Statistics for Engineers and Phsical Scientists (New York, 1992), 163.
Then a single point performance test could be run on them at 310 kPa and 13.2 volts (flow, current,
speed) repeatedly. Lastly, following (1), (2), or (3), the pumps could be selected.
With these above considerations in mind, the pumps were actually selected by looking at the
in-process data on a large sample of 60 1ph and 95 lph gcv gerotors and choosing four pumps, two 60
lphs and two 95 iph gcv pumps which had similar flow values from their respective in-process test
populations. These populations mirror the production population (because the pumps are sampled off the
line per week and throughout the year for in-process testing). For the turbine pumps, a similar procedure
was followed by looking at previous performance data and selecting two of those pumps tested which had
similar performance values for flow.
These pumps all had a significant amount of break-in on them due to the prior in-process or
performance testing. The gerotors had more than a 1000 hours on them, and the turbines had more than
one hour of test. Again, minimizing pump-to-pump variability was important. The test stand should
accommodate the pump regardless of the pump model or the variability of the performance characteristics
within that model. Test stand repeatability and reproducibility are what are sought after not pump
repeatability. Ideally, it is desirable to separate out the test stand repeatability from the pump
repeatability, but in practice, this cannot be done. This will be discussed further in Chapter 4.
The test stand should also accommodate or adapt to whatever the operating parameters the pump
is tested at such as 386 kPa versus 310 kPa. This was an underlying reason why two gerotor models
were selected in order to subject the test equipment to this noise.
Coupled with the fact that pumps change over time, in combination with other noises such as
properties of the test fluids and change or drift in actual test stand calibration, time between tests was an
important noise to subject the pumps to. As a result, this test phase was split into two rounds where one
group of pumps (a 60 lph, a 95 Iph, and a turbine) would start test at the Alba Lab, and an identical
group of pumps would be tested simultaneously at the ETC Lab. Once these tests were completed, the
pumps were swapped.
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Assumptions
While designing this test phase, many assumption were made. They related to the factors that
were described in the previous section and to the gage repeatability and reproducibility method that was
applied. These assumptions are described below:
* Pumps are "stable" and possess minimal between-part and within-part variability; meaning they are
stable over time and perform similarly. This was ensured by the selection of the pumps as described
above.
* The properties of the ESF-M99C82-A solvent and the ESE-M4C50-D gasoline are equivalent between
Labs. This assumption was made because the M99-solvent was not sent over to Hungary as the 50-D
gasoline was. As a result, it was likely it came from a different batch. In addition, the time between
tests was considered here. For example, even though the 50-D gasoline was sent to Hungary from the
U.S., there was a potential for it to change as it was stored prior to use. It was assumed that this
change was small. This potential for change was also minimized with a layer of nitrogen gas filled
over the top surface of the fuel in the drum.
* Sample size can be small when conducting a gage R&R as long as there are many replications.
Pump-to-pump variability was not desired.
* Fuel Lab shift creates no effect on the performance measurements. This was considered a noise even
though the Lab technician was considered a factor. It was possible that he would test over one shift
and into the next. The Alba Lab only has one shift.
* Time lag between testing each group of pumps at each Lab does not affect performance measurements
as long as the test stand calibration does not drift. Calibration of the two-station stand took place
before the beginning of each set of tests at each Lab.
Test Method
It was realized that the two-station performance test stand and the fuel pumps are a dynamic
system of interactive hardware and software. Nonetheless, the gage R&R methods prescribed by the
A.I.A.G. Manual2 were adapted. These methods, characterized by the mode of data analysis, will be
discussed in the next chapter. However, these methods are most readily applied to measurement systems
that are employed in a manufacturing process. A typical application is the measurement system analysis
of the gage (or caliper or micrometer) that is used by an inspector or operator to measure a circular rod
which is assumed to possess a constant diameter no matter where it is measured. Conducting a gage
R&R on a laboratory measurement system was a challenge that was not addressed in this Manual. Its
assumptions are that the test specimen does not change over time or is stable, there is no interaction
2 This is entitled the Measurement Systems Analysis Reference Manual and was created in collaboration with Ford, General
Motors, and Chrysler, 1990 under the A.I.A.G..
between the specimen and the test equipment, and the operator or technician can potentially influence the
measurements.
In general, assessing the quality of a measurement system means examining the variation of the
measurement system and determining the factors that influence the variation.3 This quality is
characterized by its statistical properties, not cost or ease of use. Although, cost and ease of use could be
discriminating factors for selection between numerous test systems that possess similar statistical
properties. A measurement system possesses many statistical properties, and there are some common to
all systems:4
1) The measurement system must be in statistical process control, or the variation within it is due to
common causes not special causes.
2) The variability of the measurement system is smaller than the production process variability.
3) The variability is small compared to the specification limits.
4) The increments of measure are small relative to the smaller of either process variability or
specification limits (< 0.1 of either).
The statistical properties and sources of measurement system variation that are addressed, most of which
are tested for in this test phase, include repeatability, reproducibility, accuracy, stability, and linearity.
The procedure of testing that assesses these properties is often called the gage repeatability and
reproducibility (Gage R&R) procedure. 5 This procedure lends itself well to the production environment,
but there are also classical or other procedures from much statistics literature that can be used to assess
the measurement system variability and the sources of this variability. Some of these include design of
experiments or robust design techniques (Taguchi). Before explaining the procedure that was used during
this phase, in contrast with the gage R&R procedure suggested by the A.I.A.G. Manual, it is necessary
to define these sources of measurement system variation and address how they apply to this test phase6:
Measurement system: the collection of operations, procedures, gages and other equipment, software,
and personnel used to assign a number to the characteristic being measured. In the case of this test
phase, it is the two-station test stand (hardware and software), Ford Engineering Specifications for pump
design criteria and test, the Lab technician, and the fuel pump to be tested.
3 A.I.A.G., Measurement Systems Analysis Reference Manual, (1990), 3.
4 A.I.A.G., 5.
5 A.I.A.G., 13.
6 A.I.A.G., 14.
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Gage accuracy: the difference between the observed average of measurements and the master value
(Figure 3.5. la). In this test Phase, there was no "master" test stand in which master values of fuel pump
performance characteristics could be determined. It was assumed that by testing "master" fuel pumps in
terms of total test time or their break-in, the accuracy would be implied, and their standard deviations
would be within the rated accuracy of the testing instrumentation/devices within the two-station
performance stand. However, this assumes an adequate calibration, which does not drift, of these
devices.
Figure 3.5.1a: Gage Accuracy
Gage repeatability: is the variation in measurements obtained with one gage when used several times by
one operator while measuring the identical characteristics on the same parts. As indicated below by
Figure 3.5. Ib, there were many measurements taken for each pump by a given operator. To minimize
the within and between-part variation, only three different fuel pump models were used during this test
phase for a total of six pumps. All six were never tested at one time. There was a time lag between the
tests at each Lab for each set of three pumps due to Round I and Round II testing.
Repeatability
Figure 3.5.1b: Gage Repeatability
Gage reproducibility: is the variation in the average of the measurements made by different operators
using the same gage when measuring identical characteristics on the same parts (Figure 3.5. Ic). During
this test phase, two lab technicians were selected at each Lab site and performed numerous replications of
the performance tests on the same pumps. Although the technicians were different at each location, it
was anticipated that the technicians would have insignificant impact on the measurements obtained. The
test process is semi-automatic.
Figure 3.5.1c: Gage Reproducibility
Gage stability: also known as drift, is the total variation in the measurements obtained with a gage on the
same parts when measuring a single characteristic over an extended time period. In this test phase, this
was addressed in three ways (as a noise): 1) calibration of two-station stand before testing each Round at
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each Lab, 2) testing over a period of time, Round I and Round II at each Lab, and 3) testing over shifts
and test days since the scope of the testing was so large that it could not be completed in one shift or one
day. Furthermore, the test equipment is typically control charted for a given "master" or stable fuel
pump to determine if it stays within the acceptable calibration limits. This is done everyday before
beginning testing.
Gage linearity: is the difference in the accuracy values through the expected operating range of the gage.
In this test phase, this was accomplished by testing numerous pump models at their various operating
points, fixed voltages and pressures. Are the gage R&R results the same regardless of pump or setting
on the two-station stand?
Before running the tests in the Labs, two fundamental aspects had to be guaranteed during this test
phase: 1) the experimentation or test procedure designed and conducted most closely simulated the actual
test conditions or environment of the Lab sites and 2) the operating characteristics of the pumps as they
occur in the field and as prescribed by the Ford Engineering Specifications are tested. If these two do
not happen, the optimum or ideal capability of the test equipment and technicians will be assessed not the
assessment of the statistical properties of the complete measurement system as it is typically employed.
This test Phase was ultimately designed as a multifactor, balanced design with randomized and
repeated runs. However, for the ETC Lab, the repetitions for each pump were not equal for each
operator because of the two shifts. There was no blocking of variables. The only factor that was
confounded was test location with test equipment and time between Lab tests (Round I and II). The
effect of test location on testing could not be determined. This multifactor model consisted of two fixed
and random-effects, technician at two levels (A, B) and fuel pump at three levels (60 lph, 95 lph,
turbine). Both factors were selected from a much larger population. As indicated previously, all the
other factors were controlled or left as noise. The measurements that were taken at these control/noise
combinations included multi-point performance tests of outlet flow, current and speed at:
Turbine pumps: 8.OV/200 kPa, 8.0V/250 kPa, and 13.2V/310 kPa (which are control factors)
Gerotor pumps: 7.0V/270 kPa, 10.0V/270 kPa, and 13.2V/310kPa or 386kPa (which are control
factors)
As a result, for each location, there were 15 replicates for each pump at three operating points in each
test fluid. This resulted in:
3.5.2 PRE-PHASE H: Gage Capability Comparison between the Alba Fuel Lab and Plant and
the ETC Fuel Lab and Rawsonville Plant
Background
The objectives of this test phase are very similar to those of Phase I, but with an added
dimension, the plant. They were to determine the relative amount of variation in the fuel pump,
performance measurements due to the repeatability and reproducibility of the performance test equipment
and to compare this amount across the Lab and the Plant sites. The test equipment used included the
two-station performance test stands at the Labs and the fuel pump production test stands at the Plants.
The primary motivation for this test phase was Phase II, the test fluid correlation and impact on fuel
pump, production specification limits.
Since one of the overall objectives of this thesis project was to address the modification of the fuel
pump, production specification limits at the components plants, the production test stand, gage capability
had to be verified before any of the limits could be modified and the test fluid correlation verified. This
need to conduct a gage R&R on the test stands at the Rawsonville Plant was further verified by control
charting the fuel pump flow and current performance characteristics for each test fixture, but for only
one fuel pump model, the 60 lph gerotor.
As described in Phase I, a small sample of pumps to be tested was selected from a population
that had undergone a significant amount of previous testing, primarily in-process testing. Three of the
pumps selected were the 60 lph pumps, and they were tested at the ETC Lab and Rawsonville Plant (plus
one additional pump at Rawsonville). The other three pumps selected were the turbine pumps, and they
were tested at both Lab sites and the Alba Plant. Many of the same factors identified in Phase I occur in
this test phase.
Assumptions
Many assumptions were made before performing this test phase. These are similar to those in
Phase I, and are also a common thread behind gage R&R testing. They are described below:
* Pumps are "stable" and will not change during testing.
* The properties of the ESF-M99C82-A solvent are equivalent at each test site.
* Fluid temperature variation (200 C - 25*C) between Lab and Plant will not cause large changes in
the pump properties such as viscosity and therefore, will not significantly affect pump performance.
* Sample size can be small when conducting a gage R&R as long as there are many run replications.
Test Method
The testing consisted of an R&R comparison between the Labs and Plants with an emphasis on
whether the test stands or their fixtures are statistically equivalent to each other in terms of repeatability
and reproducibility. Although, there are many tests that are performed at the production facilities by
each of the test fixtures, the only tests that were focused on as a source of comparison between the Labs
and the Plants, were the performance tests, outlet flow and current draw. These tests consisted of:
Gerotors: 13.2V/310 kPa
Turbines: 13.2V/310 kPa and 8.0V/200 kPa (for flow only)
Furthermore, aside from the obvious differences between the hardware, software, and test environment
of the test equipment between all the facilities, other factors were searched for (beside fuel) to determine
if these were the sources of the differences between the capability of the test equipment. These
differences could then be used to make changes to the equipment and even the production specification
limits with the possibility of impacting the pump yields.
The test design for the Labs was the same as for Phase I, but there were only two trials for each
pump type in the M99-solvent. In addition, the randomization scheme was also modified slightly, and the
pumps were tested at the following operating points:
Gerotors: 13.2V/310 kPa and 10.OV/270 kPa
Turbines: 13.2V/310 kPa and 8.0V/200 kPa
This resulted in:
For the Rawsonville Plant, a test matrix was set up for each test fixture. The only factors were
the 60 iph fuel pump at four levels and the operator which was considered the test and load side of the
dial table of each fixture. In addition to the performance tests, all the tests that the test stands perform
were recorded. For each fixture and the test or load side, each pump was measured three times for each
of the tests. This resulted in a multifactor, balanced design with randomized and repeated runs. Over all
the factor level combinations, this resulted in:
8 runs 6 tests 3 measurements 144 measurements
test fixture run test test fixure
144 measurements 3 test fixtures
x 3 test fixtures 4 test stands a 1728 measurements
test fixture test stand
For the Alba Plant, a test matrix was set up for each test fixture where the only factors were the
turbine pump at three levels and the operator, two selected from the production floor. Even though the
production test stand fixtures measured more than the standard fuel pump performance measurements,
only these were measured. They were also used as a point of comparison with the performance
measurements from both the ETC and Alba Labs. For each test fixture and operator, the performances
tests were run ten times for each pump. This amounted to:
10 runs 3 tests 1 measurements 30 measurements
test fixture run test test fixure
30 measurements 2 test fixtures 5 test stands
x x x 2 operators s600 measurements
test fixture test stand operator
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3.5.3 PHASE II: Test Fluid Correlation
Background
This test Phase had three primary objectives:
1) To supplement the current understanding of the effect of different test fluids on the fuel pump
performance characteristics such as outlet flow and current draw,
2) To develop a correlation factor(s) between fuel pump flow and current draw in gasoline, which is used
at the Labs, and M99-solvent, which is used at the components production facilities with the
possibility of modifying the production specification limits, and
3) To determine if the correlation factors in the two fluids are equivalent between the different gerotor
fuel models (45 1ph, 60 1ph, 88 iph, 95 lph, and 125 iph) regardless of their different operating
conditions (13.2 V/110 kPa versus 13.2 V/310 kPa versus 13.2V/386 kPa).
Out of all the test phases, this one took the longest time to design. There were numerous sources
of complexity which contributed to this time. These included pump break-in characteristics and
durability test stand availability, 2) sample size selection and production schedule, and 3) production test
stand gage capability. These complexities mainly applied to the gerotor fuel pumps that were selected for
test. At the time this test was developed, the turbine pumps were just launched at the Plant in Hungary,
and minimal production history was known. Much prove out had already taken place on the pumps, and
gage capability studies were performed on all the production test stands. The Lab equipment was also
verified and on-line. As a result, 46 production-level turbine pumps were selected for correlation testing
at both the ETC and Alba Labs in anticipation that this was a significant sample size, and they did not
require the level of break-in of the gerotors.
In the next few paragraphs, the above sources of complexity will be described for the gerotor
pumps. It should be noted here that although a substantial amount of preliminary work and investigation
took place, a different alternative for gerotor testing was ultimately selected.
Fuel Pump Selection and Sampling Strategy
One of the key criteria for selecting the gerotor pumps for test was that they should be
representative of the production population. It was decided, initially, to include only the 60 1ph gerotor
pumps in the tests under the assumption that the results would hold for all the other gerotor models. As
will be seen shortly, this did not work. Nonetheless, a sampling strategy was designed for the 60 lph
gerotor fuel pumps:
1) A production test stand (at Rawsonville) was selected from which to sample the 60 iph pumps from.
This test stand should be fairly consistent or within control by comparing its three fixtures. X-bar
and range charts from plant generated data were analyzed to determine this. Sampling was done from
only one fixture off this "best" test stand. However, sampling could have been done from all three
fixtures if their means for pump flow and current were equivalent and their standard deviations were
"relatively" small.
2) A sample size of the 60 lph gerotor pumps was determined. The intent was to capture a sample that
was representative of the entire production population and its underlying (normal) distribution in
terms of outlet flow (based on the production specification limits for flow and the test process mean
and standard deviation).
3) The sample of the 60 lph pumps were separated into different strata or segments based upon their
flow. In other words, the pumps were selected from the test stand fixture such that their flow fell
within different regions of their production distribution curve for flow in the M99-solvent.
4) The frequency with which the fuel pumps were sampled from the line was determined by analyzing the
SPC data for each production test stand fixture.
Assumptions
* Technician does not significantly influence measurements.
* Turbines are "stable" and will not change during testing.
* Gerotors are "stable" and will not change during testing.
* The properties of the ESF-M99C82-A solvent are equivalent at each Fuel Lab.
* The fluid correlation should be determined at ambient conditions.
* Sample size represents pump production population.
* The R&R of the two-station performance stand is "acceptable" for flow
and current draw.
Resulting Test Method
Proceeding along in the direction discussed above, the original plan of just testing the 60 iph
gerotors in the ESE-M4C50-D gasoline and ESF-M99C82-A solvent, was changed. Since a large
concern was whether or not a correlation factor between performance results in both test fluids would
hold over the entire fuel pump population, it was ultimately decided to select four gerotor models for test
in each of the test fluids. These included the 45 lph, 60 lph, 95 lph, and 125 Iph pumps, and ten of each
were tested. The ten 60 lph pumps were selected from the prior sampling that took place. The
remaining 30 pumps were just randomly selected from production.
During the correlation tests conducted at the ETC Lab for the gerotor pumps, all the pumps
were aggregated together, randomized, and tested in each test fluid. This resulted in 40 runs with each
run repeated three times without removing the pump between repetitions. Furthermore, multi-point
performance tests of flow, current, and speed were performed in each test fluid at the following:
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45 Iph pumps: 10.OV/100 kPa, 13.2V/100 kPa, and 13.2V/110 kPa
60 Iph, 95 iph, and 125 Iph pumps: 10.0V/270 kPa,13.2V/270 kPa, and 13.2V/310 kPa
However, the primary points of interest were the standard operating points of 13.2V/110 kPa for the 45
iph pumps and 13.2V/310 kPa for the remaining gerotors for two reasons: 1) because they are tested at
the Plant at those points and 2) because they operate at those parameters in the vehicle. The low voltage
performance measurements were included for additional information. Speed is included because it is a
common measurement in the Lab. However, the speed measuring apparatus in the test stand was not
operating properly or consistently, and was undergoing modification.
Even though there were four types of gerotor models lumped together and tested to determine
the test fluid correlation, the fuel pump was not selected as a variable. The only variable was the test
fluid. As long as all the pumps were tested at a fixed voltage of 13.2V, their flow and current
distributions could be compared in each of the test fluids. The test fluid correlation of pump flow and
current draw should hold no matter what gerotor model was tested:
The test scenario for the production turbine pumps was somewhat different than the gerotor
pumps. Aside from the 30 minutes of break-in before they were tested, the turbines underwent
correlation testing twice, once at the ETC Lab and once at the Alba Lab. The significant difference was
that at the Alba Lab, three test fluids were used: the 50-D gasoline, the M99-solvent, and the Eurosuper
gasoline. At each Lab, the performance measurements of flow, current, and speed were measured in
each of the respective test fluids at the following conditions:
ETC Lab: 8.0V/200 kPa and 250 kPa, 8.5V/250 kPa, 9.0V/250 kPa, and 13.2V/310 kPa
Alba Lab: 8.OV/200 kPa and 250 kPa, 8.5V/200 kPa and 250 kPa, 9.0V/200 kPa and 250 kPa,
and 13.2V/310 kPa
I
This resulted in:
46 runs 5/7 tests 3 measurements 690/966 measurements
test fluid run test test fluid
690 /966 measurements x 2/3 test fluids = 1380 /2898 measurements
test fluid
There were two reasons why the low voltages were included: 1) Ford of Europe or the
Engineering Specifications call for a minimum flow criteria that has to be met at both the Lab and the
Plant, and 2) even though the Engineering Specification is given as 8.0V/250 kPa, the pumps are tested
at the Plant at 8.OV/200 kPa.
As one last step, this test phase was rerun for the same turbine pumps on the basis of the results
that were obtained (discussed in Chapter 4). The pumps were only retested at the ETC Lab in the 50-D
gasoline and the M99-solvent. However, instead of running the multi-point performance tests as given
above, a performance curve for flow, current, and speed at each of two fixed voltages, 8.OV and 13.2V,
over a fixed pressure range was run. The pressure range for the 8.OV was 25 kPa to 250 kPa, and the
pressure range for the 13.2V was 25 kPa to 538 kPa. Since these pumps are unlike the gerotors in that
there is only one model, a larger flow and current distribution was obtained and able to be compared in
each of the test fluids by running performance curves at a fixed voltage.
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Chapter 4: Data Reduction and Analysis
4.1 OVERVIEW OF METHODOLOGIES USED
4.1.1 GAGE REPEATABILITY AND REPRODUCIBILITY
The primary test methodology described for Phase I and Pre-Phase II in Chapter 3 was the gage
repeatability and reproducibility (gage R&R) methodology. With this method, there are many techniques
in which the data can be organized and analyzed. These include the range method, the average and range
method, and the analysis of variance method (ANOVA). One most notable feature of all these methods
is that they do not calculate within-part variation in their analyses. Unless there is a way to select the test
samples or fuel pumps to eliminate the within-part variation, it will be included within the estimate of
measurement variability attributed by the gage repeatability variation. 1 It is important that the total
measurement system variation, which can be directly measured by the above three methods, includes not
only the measuring device (flow meter or pressure transducer) and other variations as discussed in the
last chapter, but it also includes the variation of the parts being measured. This is the within-part
variation and between part-variation. The exclusion of the within-part variation from the study should be
generally avoided, and the determination of how to handle this component of variation must be based on
a rational understanding of the intended use of the part and the purpose of the measurement.2 For this
thesis project, calculating and extracting out the within-part variation was not attempted, because it would
not have been representative of the test system. In addition, the methods prescribed by the AIAG manual
for determining within-part variation cannot be applied to dynamic test systems and dynamic test
specimens.
4.1.2 DESCRIPTION OF ANALYSIS METHODS3
Range Method
This method will provide a quick approximation of measurement variability and will only provide
an overall picture of the measurement system. It does not decompose this variability into repeatability
I A.I.A.G., Measurement Systems Analysis Manual (Troy, MI, 1990), 37.2 A.I.A.G..
3 A.I.A.G..
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and reproducibility. Furthermore, it only requires five parts and two operators, who each measure the
part once, to run the study. The calculations are shown below in Table 4.1.2.a:
Parts Measurement: Measurement: Range (A-B)
Operator A Operator B
1 Al B1  A1-B1
2 A2  B2  A2-B2
3 A3  B3  A3-B3
4 A4  B4  A4-B4
5 A5  B5  A5 -B5
Table 4.1.2a: Range Method Calculations
5
(Ai -Bi)
R= '
5
GR&R=(4.33) x R
oprocess = USL - LSL
%GR&R = 100 xGR&R
Oprocess
This method is further described in many SQC books and the Measurement Systems Analysis Manual
(AIAG, 1990).
Average and Range Method
This is currently the method of analysis used by the Rawsonville Plant. It is a mathematical
method which can determine both the repeatability and reproducibility for a measurement system and
break the total variability of the measurement system into these two components. However, it ignores
the possible interaction between gage and operator. Nonetheless, it will provide insight into the possible
causes of the measurement system error (part variation, within-part variation, operator variation, gage
variation, calibration, maintenance, and others). In addition, the number of operators, trials, and parts
tested may be varied, but the typical selection, according to Ford standards is shown in Figure 4.1.2a.
As noted in the previous chapter, master parts should be tested during these studies. "Master"
implies stable and repeatable parts that will minimize both within-part and between-part variation within
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the gage variability (repeatability) component. The standard statistical techniques in terms of
randomization and factor selection or control should be taken into account as discussed previously. It
should also be noted that with traditional gage R&R studies, the part measurements taken by the
operators are "checked" against a standard. In this thesis project, dynamic fuel pumps were tested during
the gage R&R studies of Phase I and Pre-Phase II, and there was no real "standard" or best pumps to
check against. Every pump is different from the other. In order to minimize within-part and part
variation, pumps which had a substantial amount of previous testing on them were tested. Once all the
data is taken and recorded on a sheet like that in Figure 4.1.2a, the following calculations can be made
(after determining the R and Xdiff). (All the constants that are used in these calculations and those in
Figure 4.1.2a are determined from the number of trials and operators. Tables of them are included in
APPENDIX B.)
1) Repeatability or Equipment Variation
EV = RxKI (K1 based on number of trials)
2) Reproducibility or Appraiser Variation:
AV = XdiffxK2 (K2 based on number of operators)
3) Repeatability & Reproducibility (R&R):
R&R = (EV) 2 -(AV) 2
4) Part Variation:
PV =RpxK3 (K3 based on number of parts)
Rp = Xpma - Xp-nzn (These X values are computed by summing up the measurements for each part
over each operator, averaging them, and then looking for the max and min
averages)
5) Total Variation in Measurements
TV = (R&R 2 +PV 2 )
Figure 4.1.2b: Components of Variance or Measurement Unit Analysis
In Figure 4.1.2b, these calculations are based on predicting 5.15a or 99.0% of the area under the
normal probability curve. Therefore, these values for each of the components of variance of the total
measurement error are magnitudes and provide an indication of where the largest source of variability
comes from. In Figures 4.1.2c and 4.1.2d, these calculations have a similar interpretation and are
complimentary to each other. Figure 4.1.2c provides, for example, the percent the equipment variation
consumes of the total variation, but the summation of these percentages does not equal 100%. The
calculations in Figure 4.1.2d are more subjective and are based primarily on the accepted tolerance for
the part (assuming the process control limits lie within these tolerances). The key percent of tolerance
(P/T) factor is the %R&R, and there are typical criteria or guidelines that indicate whether the
measurement system is performing adequately:4
Under 10%: Measurement system performance is acceptable.
10% to 30%: Measurement system is "probably" acceptable based upon the significance of its
application, cost to repair, etc.
Over 30% error: Measurement system needs improvement, make effort to identify causes, and
correct them.
%EV = 100 xEV
TV
AV%AV = 10 0 xAVTV
R&R%R&R = 100 x TV
PV%PV = 100 x C-
TV
Figure 4.1.2c: % Process Variation for the Components of Variance
4 A.I.A.G..
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EV%EV = 100 x (USL- LSL)
%AV = 100 x AV(USL - LSL)
%R&R = 100x R&R(USL - LSL)
%PV = 100x P(USL - LSL)
Figure 4.1.2d: % of Tolerance for the Components of Variance
ANOVA Method
This is a standard statistical technique and can be used to analyze the measurement error and other
sources of variability in the measurements obtained in a gage R&R study. It was the primary method
used to analyze the data resulting from the Phase I and Pre-Phase II test phases. With ANOVA, the
method of collecting the data is important. Randomization and replication are also necessary to ensure a
balanced design or that each operator tests each pumps the same number of times. The method of data
collection shown in Figure 4.1.2a is acceptable.
What makes this method of analysis different than the others is the fact that more sources of
variability such as interactions between factors can be determined. One such interaction is that between
the operator and gage. Another difference is the way the components of variance are estimated.
However, it is still possible to perform a measurement unit analysis as well as determine the % process
variation, % of tolerance, and % contribution to total variation. In sum, the following steps can be
performed when applying the ANOVA as the method of analysis of a gage R&R study. These were
applied to Phase I and Pre-Phase II:
1) Design the gage R&R study (see Figure 4.1.2a) including sample and operator size as well as
randomization scheme and the amount of runs and repetitions to make.
2) Determine what to measure.
3) Perform necessary calibrations and test equipment preparations.
4) Run gage R&R study.
5) Run ANOVA on the measurements using the factors of fuel pump, operator, and interaction between
operator and part. (See APPENDIX C for an ANOVA summary table.)
6) Determine which factors contribute the most to the total variability in the measurements and whether
there are any interactions.
7) Calculate the estimates of the variance components.
8) Calculate the sigma spreads of the EV, AV, interaction of part and operator, R&R, and PV.
9) Determine % process variation, % of tolerance, and % contribution to total variation.
2
Repeatability: a2gage
Interaction: a02oxp
Operator: a2o
Part: a2part
r
k
n
= MSerror
(MSoxp - MSerror)
r
(MSo - MSoxp)
nr
(MSp - MSoxp)
kr
= runs
= number of operators
= number of parts
MSerror
MSoxp
MSo
MSp
= Mean Square Error
= Mean Square Interaction Operator /Part
= Mean Square Operator
= Mean Square Part
Figure 4.1.2e: Estimate of Variance Components Based upon ANOVA
If the interaction between the operator and part is significant, the 5.15a estimates of EV, AV,
Interaction, R&R, and PV can be determined. If the interaction is not significant, the MSoxp is replaced
by the MSpool (pooled Mean Square) in the above calculations, and the a2oxp is eliminated. This
indicates an additive model. See Design and Analysis of Experiments Book (Montgomery 1991) for a
derivation of the MSpool (pooled Mean Square). There was not enough degrees of freedom to use
MSpool, so the MSerror was substituted instead. The ANOVA output generated from the Phase I and
Pre-Phase II data showed that there was no interaction between the Lab technician and pump or the test
and load sides of the production test equipment and the fuel pumps. Therefore, the 5.15a values can be
calculated:
~---
Figure 4.1.2f: Estimate of 5.15 Sigma Spread based on ANOVA and for an Additive Model
The % process or total variation and the % contribution to total variation were calculated for the
Phase I and Pre-Phase II test results. The % of tolerance was only calculated for the Pre-Phase II
results, because the process tolerances were known for the particular measurements that were taken on
the production test stands. These were calculated as above in Figure 4.1.2d with some modification,
because some production limits were single-sided.
Total Variation (TV) = ýR&R2 + PV 2
% of Total Variation = 100 5.15o(EV or AV or Interaction orR& R or PV)
5.15o(TV)
5.15a(EV or AV or Interaction orR& R or PV) )2% Contribution to TV = 100 x (5.15(TV)
5.15c(TV)
Figure 4.1.2g: %'s based upon Estimates of 5.15cr from ANOVA
4.1.3 TEST FLUID CORRELATION
The analysis technique that was applied to the results from Phase II was regression analysis. 5
This was selected because of the amount of data that was collected and the fact that the underlying test
objective was to be able to predict the fuel pump performance in the M99-solvent test fluid given the
performance in gasoline. The regression model that was predicted was a simple linear regression model
(Figure 4.1.3a) whereby pump flow, current draw, and speed in the solvent were regressed on the same
parameters in gasoline. As a result, the only factor that was considered was the test fluid type. All the
5 A detailed description of regression analysis can be found in many books on regression or introductory
statistics books.
EV = 5.15 Mý-Serror
AV = 5.15 (MSo - MSerror)
V nr
R&R = 5.15 (EV) 2 +(AV) 2
PV = 5.15 (MSp- MSerror)
kr
other factors were controlled or left as noises and were imposed on each test run via randomization of the
runs and measurement replication.
Figure 4.1.3a: Simple Linear Regression Model
Once the regression was run on the data, the adequacy of the model or fitted line and a check on
the normality assumptions of the underlying distribution of all the fuel pumps that were tested were
performed. This included the standard checks on the residual values, which are determined by
subtracting the predicted values from the actual Lab measurements. See Figures 4.1.3b-c for an example
plot of the residual values versus the predicted values and an example normal, probability plot of the
residuals. By looking at these plots, it can be determined whether or not the data or measurements need
to be transformed into a logarithmic or exponential scale or any other form. Typically the data should be
transformed, to stabilize the variance in the model and minimize the dependence of one factor on
another, if there are any obvious patterns that show up in the above residual plots.6
In summary, the way the correlation tests were designed and the way the resulting measurements
were organized for the regression analysis were the most significant aspects of this analysis. These two
aspects were also very influential in determining whether or not the fuel pump, production specification
limits could be modified and how they could be recomputed.
4.2 STATISTICAL SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS IN THE ANALYSES
All the actual analyses that were conducted for each test phase were implemented by the
application of numerous software packages. These were very efficient and minimized the amount
6 Hogg and Ledolter, Applied Statistics for Engineers and Physical Scientists (1992), 367.
YM99 = po +PIXGAS + 8
YM 99 = Pump flow, speed, or current measurement at a fixed voltage / pressure in M99 - solvent.
XGAS = Pump flow, speed, or current measurement at a fixed voltage / pressure in a gasoline.
3o, Pi = Coefficients or intercept and slope.
s = Error around model.
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of analysis time. During this thesis project, the analysis accounted for at least 50% of the total time
spent on the project with the other 50% spent on the actual design and running of the tests. The primary
(PC/IBM compatible) software packages used were Excel V4.0--spreadsheet program and Statgraphics
V6.0, a statistical, DOS-based program. Excel was pivotal in organizing the data from the two-station
performance test stand. The raw data from this stand was saved in a .CSV format on a floppy disk
which could then be read directly into the Excel program. This eliminated the potential of having to
enter the data into Excel manually. Once the data was read into Excel, it was then formatted in a manner
that could be read and analyzed by the Statgraphics program. This typically involved column formatting.
The file was then saved as .CSV file in Excel and imported into Statgraphics for the application of the
ANOVA and regression analyses, as well as, much exploratory data analysis and plotting.
Statgraphics was chosen over the statistical functions of Excel due to the broad range of these
functions and the graphics capability that it has. However, it was difficult to determine a way to read the
raw data directly from the two-station performance test stand. Statgraphics could not analyze the data in
the format that resulted from the stand. Even if the data is entered manually into Statgraphics, it has to
be entered in a particular way or the analyses will not be performed. Statgraphics was unforgiving if
changes needed to be made to the data once it was entered.
Lastly, some of the output from the analyses that were performed on Statgraphics could be saved
in Statgraphics and then exported back to Excel for further analysis or manipulation. This was done by
exporting the Statgraphics' file as a .WKS or Lotusl23 file and then read into excel as a Lotus123 file.
Once in Excel, it could be then saved in a .XLS/.XLC format.
4.3 RAW DATA
As described in Chapter 4, there was a significant amount of data generated from each test phase,
typically over 1000 rows in an Excel spreadsheet. As a result, the data files will be located at the
Rawsonville, Michigan Plant of the Ford Motor Company, Electrical and Fuel Handling Division. These
files are the basis for the ANOVA, regression, and exploratory data analyses that were performed in
Statgraphics. These analyses can be replicated if desired. Lastly, other background analyses (means,
standard deviations) and their respective files will be included from each test phase for reference.
4.4 DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS: Phase I
As discussed in section 4.1, the ANOVA method of analysis for the gage repeatability and
reproducibility (gage R&R) study conducted during this test phase was the primary method of analysis.
However, there were also other analyses that were initially performed on the data to provide insight on
which factors had a significant impact on the gage R&R between the Labs, which unforeseen or noise
factors entered into the data, and which factors could be eliminated during the ANOVA.
ANOVA of Variance
In this analysis, many more factors and interactions were evaluated here. These factors included
test fluid at two levels, M99-solvent and 50-D gasoline, test location at two levels, ETC and Alba Lab,
and fuel pump at three levels, 60 lph gerotor, 95 lph (gcv) gerotor, and turbine, and the two-factor
interactions between all of these. The time factor of Round I and Round II was not an independent factor
and was linked or confounded to each pump at each test site. Operator was also eliminated and
considered a noise factor because the same operator could not test the same pumps at each Lab site.
Furthermore, there were two pumps, of each type, tested at each site. Since it was not desired to
determine pump-to-pump variance, the variance of the measurements for each pump type was averaged
together. These multi-point measurements of flow, current, and speed that were taken for each pump
ranged from:
LOW MEDIUM HIGH
60 Iph gerotor 7.0V/270 kPa 10.0V/270 kPa 13.2V/310 kPa
95 Iph (gcv) pump 7.0V/270 kPa 10.0V/270 kPa 13.2V/386 kPa
Turbine pump 8.OV/200 kPa 8.0V/250 kPa 13.2V/310 kPa
Table 4.4a
The ANOVA was performed on the data shown in Table 4.4b on the next page. The standard deviations
are also included. The LOW, MEDIUM, and HIGH measurements were aggregated across the pump
levels as shown above. The data was aggregated this way to determine whether or not measuring the
pump performance at different operating points made a difference on the overall variability in the results.
In other words, can the test stand repeat regardless of what operating points or fixed points it is supposed
to measure the pump performance?
The ANOVA showed, at a significance level (90% confidence level) of ac = 0.10, that the
interaction between fuel and pump had the most significant effect on the total variability of the results for
the LOW data values for flow and current. However, this could be a combination of potential causes
such as the insensitivity of the pumps to low operating points, especially 7.0V/270 kPa for the gerotor
models regardless of fuel, the sensitivity of the turbine pumps to test fluids regardless of the operating
point at which they are tested, and the gage R&R error that cannot be computed by conducting an
ANOVA of variances.
In addition, the MEDIUM and HIGH current data values analyzed by the ANOVA indicated that
fuel, pump, and their interaction have the most significant effect on the overall variability in the current
draw measurements. This phenomenon was consistent over all the pumps and operating points.
Lastly, the speed variances are included in Table 4.4b only a under a strong suspicion the speed
measuring device on the two-station test stand was not working properly. However, nothing out of the
ordinary appeared in the ANOVA results from this data.
One other important observation, looking at the overall ANOVA of variance results, was that the
turbine pumps contributed the least to the total variability in the results. Please refer to
Figure 4.4a for a summary of the ANOVA of variance results by aggregate performance values.
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Figure 4.4a: Phase I Results Based on ANOVA of Variances
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ANOVA of Gage R&R Raw Data
After reviewing the above results for the ANOVA of variance, the next step was to determine the
gage R&R variation in the fuel pump performance measurements of flow, current, and speed at a
particular fixed voltage and pressure (not aggregated across all pumps). Since the ANOVA of variances
revealed that test location factor was not a significant contributor to the overall variability in the
measurements, this factor was held constant during this analysis. What resulted was an ANOVA
performed on the data resulting from testing at each Lab and then compared between the Labs.
However, the results were only compared between Labs for the turbine pumps in both test fluids, M99
and 50-D gas, at 8.OV/200 and 250 kPa and 13.2V/310 kPa. Furthermore, a gage R&R ANOVA
analysis was conducted for the two types of gerotor pumps that were tested at the ETC Lab and compared
across the different test fluids only for the performance measurements taken at 10.OV/270 kPa and
13.2V/310 or 386 kPa. The 7.0V/270 kPa is a test criterion for gerotors at low temperature-low voltage
and was not included because a pump just has to "turn-over".
The operator or technician factor, at two levels (two technicians), also reentered the analysis
here, since individual gage R&R analyses were being performed on the measurements from each Lab
(over various pump models with test fluid types held as constants). However, due to the two shift
structure at the ETC Lab, each operator did not test each pump the same number of times in each fluid.
In Hungary, however, there was only one shift, and each of the two operators performed the same
amount of tests on the same pumps in each test fluid. It was anticipated that the Lab technician would
not significantly influence the fuel pump measurements, because the two-station stand is semi-automatic.
All the technician has to do is connect the pump, at its terminals, to the stands, and select the settings.
Nonetheless, the operator factor would determine the amount of reproducibility error if included in the
analysis. As a result, there were three factors that were included in the gage R&R ANOVA analysis
within and between test Labs: 1) fuel pump at two levels (or two of the same pump type replicated
numerous times; i.e., 60 lph#1 and 60 lph#2), 2) operator at two levels, A and B, and 3) the interaction
between the operator and part. As mentioned in the previous chapter, all the other factors were held
constant or treated as noise.
I"~·~·Xlll(iURl(iOUIb·OIIPCeU·lgYI~9~~1-
Following the steps (5) through (9) outlined in section 4.1.2, a multifactor ANOVA of the
performance data was run on Statgraphics generating results by location, fuel, pump, and operating point,
as well as confidence interval plots, box and whisker plots, and factor interaction plots. These along with
an inspection of the F-statistic and the significance level provided on the ANOVA output table,
determined which factors were the most significant. The confidence level that was used to determine
whether the F-statistics were significant was 75% with a significance level of a = 0.25 to decrease the
risk of falsely concluding that there is no interaction effect. 7
On average, the operator factor and the interaction effect came out negligible, with most of the
error attributed to the gage and the part. Therefore, taking the results from the ANOVA output table and
computing the estimates of the variance components attributed to each of the factors as well as the values
that are shown in Figures 4.1.2f-g, the following analysis sheet is shown in Figure 4.4b on the following
page. This sheet was completed for each pump performance measurement in each test fluid at each Lab.
These sheets are, in turn, summarized in APPENDIX D, Tables D1-D10.
The results indicate the total gage R&R error in the measurements is largely contributed to by the
repeatability or gage error (EV or equipment variation). These 6arepeatability estimates could be
inflated because there was no practical way to separate the effects of the within-part variation from the
fluctuations or stability of the performance test equipment. Also, any other unknown sources of
variability will show up in these estimates. Unless the gage R&R study or test is designed properly and
conducted carefully, the probability other sources of variability are picked up is high. However, the cost
of testing in terms of time and dollar amount will increase with how carefully the test is designed to make
the estimate of 6arepeatability as accurate and representative of the test process as possible.
Another observation, is that the 6apart or part variation (PV) was large. This could be indicative
of the production variation inherent within each pump such that no one pump performs the same as the
7 A.I.A.G., 67.

next pump when it is tested. It was attempted to safeguard against this when designing this study by
testing well broken-in and "stable" pumps.
4.5 DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS: Pre-Phase II
The analysis that was performed on the data resulting from this test phase was identical to the
gage R&R ANOVA analysis that was described above for Phase I. Therefore, a lot of the statistical
details will be excluded here. However, there were a few different dimensions to this test phase that
warranted some deviation. One difference was that the testing was conducted with only the M99-solvent.
Secondly, the gage R&R variation was also determined for the fuel pump production test equipment in
the component production facilities. Lastly, the only pumps that were tested included the 60 lph gerotor
pumps and the turbine pumps with the same pumps undergoing the gage R&R study in both Labs and the
production facilities. As mentioned during the last chapter, the objective of this test phase was to
compare the gage R&R results from the production test equipment with the gage R&R results from the
test Labs: 1) the gage capability of the Alba Plant versus the Alba Lab and 2) the gage capability of the
Rawsonville Plant versus the ETC Lab. The % of tolerances, however, were also calculated from the
results from the gage R&R study that took place at the plants, since tolerances or production specification
limits existed for the each of the performance tests.
It was not intended for this ANOVA analysis to determine which performance test equipment was
better or that the Lab equipment was more capable than the plant equipment. Both test environments
have very different needs or requirements. The 6GR&R estimates that were computed were relative
measures used to capture the capability of the test stand at a given point in time with pump and Lab
technicians/operators representing the population from which they came. As a result, most of the factors
were left as noise or allowed to occur as they normally occur (shifts, multiple technicians, test fluid
change and filtration) with the exception of the pump and operator factors as discussed above.
ETC and Rawsonville Plant Gage R&R ANOVA
The results from the Lab, two-station test stand gage R&R were run through an ANOVA similar
to Phase I. The ANOVA output and components of variance are summarized in APPENDIX E,
Table El. The interaction between part and operator was negligible. For pump flow and current draw at
the 13.2V/310 kPa operating point, the 6a estimates for reproducibility and part variation were the two
largest components of variation. Ideally, for the current draw, the 6aR&R estimate should be less than
0.10 amps. For the speed measurements, large 6aR&R error resulted for the pumps at 13.2V/310 kPa.
Both the AVERAGE and RANGE and ANOVA gage R&R methods of analyses were performed
on the data resulting from the gage R&R study on the production test equipment. The operator factor
became the test and load side of the dial table for each test fixture (three fixtures per test stand and a total
of four test stands). Aside from the analyses of the outlet flow and current draw at 13.2V/310 kPa,
analyses were performed on the other measurements taken from each fixture of each test stand. These
measurements included dead head pressure, outlet leak, and low voltage (1.5V) current draw. This
resulted in 15 ANOVAs and other calculations as prescribed in section 4.1 for each test stand.
For the AVERAGE and RANGE method of analysis, the PV and TV estimates were computed
separately. Furthermore, the % of tolerances for each measurement on each fixture was determined.
The tolerances used were the USL-LSL for each measurement where the USL and LSL were set by the
production test process or engineering designs as necessary. However, there was only one single sided
specification, the LSL, for outlet flow. To determine the denominator to use in order to compute the
flow 6aR&R P/T, the flow readings were averaged across the test and load side of each fixture and then
averaged across all of the fixtures:
The results from the ANOVA analysis are summarized in APPENDIX E, Table E2. The results
12 QiQ_=1 - = 25.31 lph
i =fixture 112
Q = Average outlet flow over all test fixtures.
Qi= Outlet flow averaged over test and load side of each fixture i.
Tolerance = 2. LSL - Q
LSL = Outlet flow production specification limit or X - 3cr = 77 Iph for 60 lph pumps in M99.
from the AVERAGE and RANGE analysis are also summarized in APPENDIX E, Table E3, along with
the tolerances for each measurement and P/T calculations.
After reviewing the % or tolerance results, the "best" test stand was test stand #1/fixture A, and
the "worst" was test stand #2. Another observation was that the 6aR&R estimates for all the
measurement types were not equivalent between fixtures or between test stands. Some explanations for
this could include calibration or maintenance of the particular test stand or fixture. Furthermore, the
largest 6aR&R was for deadhead pressure, and this was fairly consistent across all the test fixtures. This
could suggest two things: 1) that test needs to be investigated or modified or 2) the pumps do not respond
the same, over time, to the dead head pressure test. In addition, the P/Ts for outlet flow were not
unacceptably large. It was also observed that the outlet flow measurements were dependent on the outlet
pressures which should center around 310 kPa. Lastly, the outlet leak measurements and the 6crR&R
error depended upon whether or not there were some leaky seals in the test system or other sources of
leaks which were difficult to find. This could be controlled by continued and routine maintenance on the
test fixtures/stands.
When comparing the gage R&R results from the production test equipment to the gage R&R
results from the two-station performance stand at the ETC Lab: the 6aR&R results for outlet flow and
current draw were smaller at the Plant than in the Lab, and a large differential in average flow and
current was determined. The outlet flow was X lph higher at the Plant under similar test conditions of
test solvent and pumps. This relationship was just the reverse for the current draw measurements which
were 0.3 of an amp larger in the Lab than in the Plant under the same conditions of pump and fuel.
ETC Lab, Alba Lab, and Alba Plant Gage R&R ANOVA
The results that were analyzed here were based on testing three turbine pumps at each of the three
locations during three similar gage R&R studies. The same three pumps were sent to each location and
tested, and the gage R&R results for the respective performance test equipment were compared across all
locations. For the gage R&R tests that were conducted on the pumps at both Labs, identical ANOVA
analyses were performed. However, one pump and all its measurements had to be eliminated from
inclusion in further analysis.* The ANOVA results for the Lab data are summarized in APPENDIX F,
Tables F1-F2.
Upon inspection of these results, the 6aR&R variation for the flow was similar at both the 8.OV
and 13.2V operating points at both Labs. The 6oR&R for current draw, however, was two to three
times larger at the Alba Lab. The calibration of the current measuring device was suspected. Lastly, the
6aR&R for the pump speed was the largest at the 13.2V operating point than at the 8.OV operating point,
especially at the ETC Lab. If these phenomena occurred consistently across Labs and across operating
points, then it could be argued that the measuring device was at fault. With these results, it was difficult
to determine if the pumps were at fault, or the specific test equipment was at fault.
As with the analyses performed on the data resulting from the gage R&R tests in the Labs, the
ANOVA was also performed on the results from the gage R&R tests conducted at the Alba Plant.
Although the production test stands at Alba can perform many of the same measurements as the
Rawsonville test stands, the only measurements that were analyzed included the outlet flow at 13.2V and
8.OV and current draw at 13.2V for each test fixture. The P/Ts were also estimated from the ANOVA
results since the production specification limits at the Alba Plant were known. Test stand #1/left-hand
fixture was identified as the "best" or most capable and could be used for the verification of the test fluid
correlation. The ANOVA and components of variance summary are shown in APPENDIX F, Table F3.
For an indication of the behavior of each of the test fixtures when measuring outlet flow at 13.2V
and 8.OV and current at 13.2V, see Figures 4.5a-c. In addition, the average 6OR&R across each test
stand was similar for the 8.OV outlet flow and ranged from 7 to 10 lph. The average test stand 6aR&R
estimates were not consistent for the current measurements at 13.2V; perhaps a calibration issue because
not all the fixtures were "bad". Lastly, another observation made when comparing all the flow
measurements (8.OV/13.2V) across all the fixtures was the 6aR&R values were larger for the right-hand
fixtures than the left-hand fixtures of each test stand. This is anticipated to be a function of the way the
gage R&R study was designed where one operator at a time per test stand would randomly test the three
pumps between the left-hand and right-hand fixtures. The fixtures were not randomized nor was the
* To be discussed further in section 4.8.
~-~---~-·111-
order of the test stands on which the operator tested the pumps. First operator A would run the tests, and
then operator B would run the tests on the same test stand, from test stand one through five. This
phenomenon could also be caused by the way the operator puts the pump in the test pocket of the test
fixture or the way the fixtures seal the pump outlet.
When comparing the gage R&R results from both of the Labs to the results from the Alba Plant,
the 6 -R&R averages for outlet flow at 8.OV and 13.2V were smaller at the Plant. However, the current
draw 6aR&R at 13.2V was smaller at the ETC Lab. At the Alba Lab and Plant, the average 6aR&R for
current was two to three times larger. This could be a calibration issue. Also, looking at the average
flow and current values for each of the test fixtures at the Plant, the current values at 13.2V were similar
to the Alba Lab but deviated significantly from the ETC Lab. For the 13.2V flow values, the Alba Plant
fixtures were lower by 5 to 10 lph compared to both Labs. It was anticipated again that the way the
pumps are positioned in the test pocket and the way the fixture head seals the outlet of the pump could be
the causes. Lastly, the average outlet flow at 8.OV on the production test stand fixtures compared closely
to both Labs.
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4.6 DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS: PHASE II
As discussed in Chapter 3, many considerations were taken into account when this test phase was
designed in order to "truly" capture the effects of the different test fluids on pump performance and
determine the test fluid correlation--a correlation independent of test location, the type of pump, and
many other factors that were controlled. The resulting performance data, at various operating points,
was carefully manipulated to determine the most "robust" regression model. This regression analysis
was performed for both gerotor and turbine pumps in numerous test fluids. These models did not
correlate green pump performance in M99-solvent (in the Plants) to performance in gasoline after 30
minutes of test (in the Labs).
Since regression analysis was the primary form of analysis of the performance results, single
point data (performance measurements at one voltage and pressure) in M99 was regressed on single point
data in gasoline. Then multiple point data (performance measurements at a fixed voltage but numerous
pressures) in M99 was regressed on multiple point data in gasoline. For the gerotors, these regression
models in the test fluids were based on data that resulted from testing four types of gerotor models at the
same voltage and fixed or multiple pressures (rationale, last chapter). However, the turbine pump fluid
correlation tests were actually rerun so that, instead, the performance curves at a fixed voltage and
numerous pressures could be correlated in the various test fluids.
These above regressions were only one level of regression analyses that were performed on the
data. To prove that the resulting, estimated production specification limits would hold at the Plant, an
inverse regression was performed on the gerotor data. An inverse regression was also performed on the
turbine pump performance data to determine new production limits for flow and current draw.
4.6.1 GEROTOR FUEL PUMP TEST FLUID CORRELATION
Standard linear regression techniques were applied here, and as indicated above, the gerotor
pump performance (across four models) in M99-solvent was regressed on its performance in the 50-D
gasoline. By looking at Table 4.6. la, many iterations were completed on individual gerotor models at a
given operating point, then aggregated (3) gerotor models at the 13.2V/310 kPa operating point, and
lastly all the models aggregated together at a fixed voltage and multiple pressures. The reason for going
through all these regression iterations was to show that an inadequate correlation could not be obtained by
just correlating one gerotor model at a single operating point.
Performance Pump(s) #* R Correl. Model: YM99= 1o+ P1XGAS
Measurements 10/model (%) Coeff** (ph or amps or RPM)
Q @ 13.2V/110 kPa 45 Iph 30 27.21 0.522 YM9Q = 56.03 + 0.260XGrq
Q @ 13.2V/310 kPa 60 Iph 30 17.33 0.416 YMgo = 56.75 + 0.472XA
Q @ 13.2V/310 kPa 95 Iph 30 31.87 0.564 YMg9 = 67.07 + 0.537XA
Q @ 13.2V/310 kPa 125 Iph 27 48.97 0.670 YM99 = 36.03 + 0.772XrAq
i @ 13.2V/110 kPa 45 Iph 30 2.53 0.159 YMgg = 1.00 + 0.165 2XqAS
i @ 13.2V/310 kPa 60 Iph 30 56.54 0.752 YMg = 1.94 + 0.407XGAq
i @ 13.2V/310 kPa 95 Iph 30 1.93 0.139 YM99 = 4.80 + 0.0 99XGAq
i @ 13.2V/310 kPa 125 Iph 27 1.8 0.134 YM99 = 5.99 + 0.135XGA.
N @ 13.2V/110 kPa 45 Iph 30 0.45 0.067 YM = 3 39 4 .9 6 + 0.066XAS
N @ 13.2V/310 kPa 60 Iph 30 45.93 0.678 YM99 = 946.40 + 0.787XGA
N @ 13.2V/310 kPa 95 Iph 30 22.47 0.474 YM99 = 4052.05 + 0. 3 99XGAS
N @ 13.2V/310 kPa 125 Iph 27 34.37 0.586 YM99 = 1513.47 + 0. 74 6 XUAS
S Q @ 13.2V/310 kPa 60, 95, 125 lph 87 99.07 0.995 YM9 = 10.08 + 0.910X
i@ 13.2V/310 kPa 60, 95, 125 Iph 87 91.71 0.958 I YM = -0.318 + 0.995XAS
N @ 13.2V/310 kPa 60, 95, 125 Iph 87 98.17 0.991 Y = 522.39 + 0.873X
Q @ 13.2V/270,310 kPa 60, 95, 125 iph 174 99.11 0.995 Y = 9.33 + 0.913X
i @ 13.2V/270,310 kPa 60, 95, 125 Iph 174 92.56 0.962 YM9 = -0.281 + 0.993XGA
N @ 13.2V/270,310 kPa 60, 95, 125 Iph 174 98.13 0.991 Y = 524.14 + 0.871X
Q @13.2V/100,110,270,310 kPa 45,60,95,125 Iph 234 99.50 0.997 YM99 = 7.56 + 0.924Xr.A
i @13.2V/100,110,270,310 kPa I 45,60,95,125 Iph 1234 197.42 1 0.987 1 YM99 = -0.114 + 0. 96 4XGAg
N @13.2V/100,110,270,310 kPa 45,60,95,125 1ph 234 98.12 0.990 Y
gy = 
133.86 
+ 0.922Xpp
Table 4.6.1a: Summary of Simple Linear Regressions
Q = flow rate, i = current draw, N = speed--* 3 measurements/pump--** correl. coeff = RT
The averages for each of the gerotor models in each of the test fluids are included in
APPENDIX G, Tables G1-G2. Also shown in APPENDIX G are Figures G1-G3, which are the bolded
models in Table 4.6.1 la. The impact on the gerotor production specification limits for flow and current
draw and how these limits can be modified will be described later.
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Gerotor Fuel Pump Fluid Correlation and Inverse Regression Analysis
As a verification of the three bolded regression models in Table 4.6. la, it was determined
whether they could be used to approximate the new production specification limits for flow and current
draw at 13.2V. If these new limits could be derived from the models, would they hold over time and not
pass pumps that should not pass and reject pumps that should have passed, and could they be applied for
all the gerotor models? This verification was conducted by performing an inverse regression analysis on
the performance data used to generate the above three models. However, rather than aggregating the
gerotor fuel pump models together, this analysis was performed on the performance measurements for
each pump model. First, a definition of inverse regression.
Inverse Regression or Inverse Predictions: When a regression model of Y on X is used to make a
prediction of the value of X which gives rise to a new observation Y, this is known as inverse
prediction. 8 Since the Engineering Specifications in gasoline are known, and the regression models were
to be used to predict the flow and current values in M99 given these limits in gasoline, the following
steps were performed:
1) The same linear regression as described above was conducted on each gerotor pump model for its flow
and current measurements at 13.2V/270 and 310 kPa. However, a total of 9 replicates for each pump
model were left out of the regression model for a control check. The results of the regression are as
follows:
Performance Pump # Rz Correl. YM99= o+ 31XGAS
Measurements Model of (%) Coeff. (Iph or amps)
Data MODEL
Q @ 13.2V/100 and 110 kPa 45 lph 51 30.26 0.550 YM99 = 53.57 + 0. 304XGAS
i @ 13.2V/100 and 110 kPa 45 lph 51 4.80 0.219 YM99 = 0.906 + 0. 227XGAS
Q @ 13.2V/270 and 310 kPa 60 lph 51 29.33 0.542 YM99 = 47.52 + 0.561XGAS
i @ 13.2V/270 and 310 kPa 60 lph 51 66.43 0.815 YM99 = 1.524 + 0.504XGAS
Q @ 13.2V/270 and 310 kPa 95 lph 51 39.18 0.626 YM99 = 64.52 + 0.556XGAS
i @ 13.2V/270 and 310 kPa 95 lph 51 7.43 0.272 YM9g = 4.009 + 0. 218XGAS
Q @ 13.2V/270 and 310 kPa 125 lph 45 52.05 0.721 YM99 = 24.39 + 0.835XGAS
i @ 13.2V/270 and 310 kPa 125 lph 45 9.73 0.312 YM99 = 4.507 + 0. 325XGAS
Table 4.6.1b: Summary of Simple Linear Regressions for Inverse Prediction
2) Based upon the Ynew values (pump flow and current in M99) that were generated at the ETC Lab for
each pump model, the Xest (pump flow and current in 50-D gasoline) that gave rise to these estimates
can be determined by the following:9
8 Neter, Wasserman, and Kutner, Applied Linear Regression Models, 2nd Edition, (1989), 173.
9 Neter, Wasserman, and Kutner, 174.
A Ynew - Po
X est. = - -plw#0
3) The next steps were to calculate the following with the Lab data and data generated from the
regression ANOVA: 10
4) The regression models were then applied to the fuel pump data that was set aside in step (1). These
models, in application with the corresponding left out M99 values, were used to predict the Xest
-Step (3) was then repeated.
Observations: For each pump regression model for outlet flow, the R2 values were small and gave
evidence there was more error in the pump flow measurements than can be attributed to just test fluid
type. However, the Xests , as well as the confidence limits, indicated that each pump would continue to
pass the gasoline Engineering Specifications in the Lab if the production limits were modified. This
appears to support the flow results shown in Table 4.6. la.
The results for the current draw models for each pump type generated Xests that were within the
Engineering Specification in gasoline, but the regression models were inadequate because of very small
R2 values. If the production limits are changed, the model did not show whether or not the pump would
continue to pass the Lab tests, especially when looking at the confidence intervals surrounding each Xest.
10 Neter, Wasserman, and Kutner, 175.
Xest. + t(1 - -; n - 2)s(Xest.) 1 - a Confidence Limits for X est
s 2 x est.)  MSE 1 (X est. - X)
t - statistic = 1.164 for all Pumps except 125 iph
t-statistic = 1.166 for 125 iph Pumps
t - statistic = 1.152 for Tubine Pumps
a = 0.25
n = Number of Replicates used in the Model (#)
MSE = Mean Square Error from Regression ANOVA
01 = Slope of Regression Model
A
X est. = Determined from Above
X i = Flow or Current Measurement from Lab in Gasoline
X = Average of Flow / Current Measurements from Lab in Gasoline
__
.~--------
This is in direct contrast to the regression model and results that were generated when all the pumps were
aggregated together at multiple pressures and fixed voltage (13.2V) as shown in Table 4.6. la.
Implications for Production Specification Limits at the Rawsonville Plant
Although these test fluid correlations for the gerotor pumps and subsequent regression analyses
were performed on data from broken in and acceptably "stable" (500 hours of break-in) pumps, not
"green" pumps, new production specification limits can be derived. For outlet flow at 13.2V, the
production specification limits can take on the values of the Engineering Specifications in gasoline (refer
to Chapter 2). This was determined initially by the aggregate pump correlation and regression and
further verified the inverse regression analysis above.
For the current draw at 13.2V, the production limits can take on those proposed in Chapter 2, but
the results from the standard and inverse regression analyses were conflicting. More suitable current
draw production limits could be determined based on process capability testing or SPC data. Verification
testing is required if both the current draw and flow production limits are changed. This testing will be
discussed in section 4.7.
4.6.2 TURBINE PUMP FLUID CORRELATION (ETC, ALBA LAB, AND REDO AT ETC LAB)
Similar to the gerotor pumps, simple, linear regression analyses were performed on the
performance data resulting from testing at both Lab sites (ETC and Alba) and in each test fluid.
However, at the Alba Lab, the pumps were tested in an additional test fluid, Eurosuper95 gasoline. In
Tables H1-H3 in APPENDIX H, the means and standard deviations for the all the results (fluids and
Labs) are summarized. The regression analyses below in Table 4.6.2a and in Figures H1-H4 in
APPENDIX H.
Test Performance # R Correl YM99= 13o+ I1XGAS or Euro.
Site Measurements of (%) Coeff. (lph or amps or RPM)
Data MODEL
ETC FLOW
LAB 8.0V/(22,200,250 kPa) 324 96.94 0.984 YM99 = 4.172 + 0.860XGAS
8.0V/(200,250 kPa) 276 76 0.872 YM99 = 3.24 + 0. 9 09 XGAS
8.5V/250 kPa 44 34.47 0.587 YM99 = 9.22 + 0.541XGAS
9.0V/250 kPa 44 36.93 0.608 YM99 = 12.51 + 0.5 2 2XGAS
13.2V/(200,250,310 kPa) 405 88.52 0.941 YM99 = 8.88 + 0. 84 3 XGAS
8.OV/200 kPa 138 26.59 0.516 YM99 = 8.88 + 0.7 16 XGAS
8.0V/250 kPa 138 23.90 0.489 YM99 = 5.98 + 0.6 56XGAS
13.2V/310 kPa 135 50.79 0.713 YM99 = 16.28 + 0. 7 6 5XGAS
ETC CURRENT
LAB 8.0V/(22,200,250 kPa) 324 92.75 0.963 YM99 = 0.292 + 0. 9 52 XGAS
8.0V/(200,250 kPa) 276 59.25 0.770 YM99 = 0.704 + 0. 8 3 2 XGAS
8.5V/250 kPa 44 28 0.530 YM99 = 0.993 + 0. 7 6 0XGAS
9.0V/250 kPa 44 23.10 0.480 YM99 = 1.170 + 0. 7 18 XGAS
13.2V/(200,250,310 kPa) 405 71.49 0.845 YM99 = 0.178 + 1.02 4 XGAS
8.0V/200 kPa 138 17.81 0.422 YM99 = 0.888 + 0. 7 7 2 XGAS
8.0V/250 kPa 138 20.81 0.456 YM99 = 1.173 + 0.7 03 XGAS
13.2V/310 kPa 135 31 0.557 YM99 = 0.022 + 1.053XGAS
ALBA FLOW
LAB 8.0V/(16,200,250 kPa) 108 96.73 0.983 YM99 = 1.541 + 0. 87 8 X50D
8.0V/(200,250 kPa) 92 70.14 0.837 YM99 = 1.76 + 0.865X50D
8.5V/(200,250,310 kPa) 138 87.80 0.937 YM99 = 0.88 + 0. 8 7 6X50D
9.0V/(200,250,310 kPa) 138 88.65 0.941 YM99 = 1.93 + 0.860X50D
13.2V/(200,250,310 kPa) 138 80.90 0.899 YM99 = 10.27 + 0. 8 30X50D
8.0V/200 kPa 46 10.40 0.322 YM99 = 13.47 + 0.4 55X50D
8.5V/250 kPa 46 11.08 0.332 YM99 = 11.17 + 0.4 2 3X50D
9.0V/250 kPa 46 12.90 0.359 YM99 = 16.46 + 0.4 14 X50D
13.2V/310 kPa 46 11.93 0.345 YM99 = 37.63 + 0.531X50D
ALBA FLOW
LAB 8.0V/(16,200,250 kPa) 108 96.89 0.984 YM99 = -0.15 + 0. 8 7 3XEURO
8.0V/(200,250 kPa) 92 71.94 0.848 YM99 = -0.15 + 0. 8 7 3XEURO
8.5V/(200,250,310 kPa) 138 88.91 0.943 YM99 = -0.605 + 0. 89 3 XEURO
9.0V/(200,250,310 kPa) 138 89.98 0.948 YM99 = 0.63 + 0. 8 8 2 XEURO
13.2V/(200,250,310 kPa) 138 82.78 0.910 YM99 = 8.12 + 0.8 51XEURO
8.0V/200 kPa 46 19.87 0.446 YM99 = 8.02 + 0.6 12 XEURO
8.0V/250 kPa 46 11.10 0.333 YM99 = 5.24 + 0.4 4 1XEURO
8.5V/250 kPa 46 17.76 0.421 YM99 = 8.09 + 0.53 2 XEURO
9.0V/250 kPa 46 20.73 0.455 YM99 = 12.70 + 0.5 2 2XEURO
13.2V/310 kPa 46 10.27 0.320 YM99 = 42.10 + 0. 4 8 4XEURo
ALBA FLOW
LAB 8.0V/(16,200,250 kPa) 108 99.28 0.996 Y50D = -1.79 + 0.9 9 1XEURO
8.0V/(200,250 kPa) 92 91.76 0.958 Y50D = -1.05 + 0.9 54 XEURO
8.5V/(200,250,310 kPa) 138 97.84 0.989 Y50D = -1.300 + 1.00 2 XEURO
9.0V/(200,250,310 kPa) 138 97.62 0.988 Y50D = -0.88 + 1.005XEURO
13.2V/(200,250,310 kPa) 138 96.87 0.984 Y50D = 0.42 + 0. 9 9 8XEURO
........ 6..........b
Table 4.6.2a: Summary of Linear Regression on Results from both Labs
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Test Performance # R2  Correl YM99 = 13o+ P1XGAS or Euro.
Site Measurements of (%) Coeff. (lph or amps or RPM)
Data MODEL
ALBA CURRENT
LAB 8.0V/(16,200,250 kPa) 108 92.40 0.961 YM99 = 0.459 + 0.866 X50D
8.0V/(200,250 kPa) 92 57.13 0.756 YM99 = 0.803 + 0.7 6 0X50D
8.5V/(200,250,310 kPa) 138 82.37 0.907 YM99 = 0.581 + 0. 845X50D
9.0V/(200,250,310 kPa) 138 80.11 0.895 YM99 = 0.686 + 0.8 2 8 X50D
13.2V/(200,250,310 kPa) 138 73.17 0.855 YM99 = 0.012 + 1.06 3 X50D
8.0V/200 kPa 46 13.49 0.367 YM99 = 1.275 + 0. 601X50 D
8.0V/250 kPa 46 16.80 0.410 YM99 = 1.424 + 0.5 82 X50D
9.0V/250 kPa 46 11.82 0.344 YM99 = 1.838 + 0.506 X50D
13.2V/310 kPa 46 47.50 0.690 YM99 = -0.923 + 1.245XSOD
ALBA CURRENT
LAB 8.0V/(16,200,250 kPa) 108 92.44 0.961 YM99 = 0.330 + 0. 908XEURO
8.0V/(200,250 kPa) 92 59.31 0.770 YM99 = 0.733 + 0. 7 85XEURO
8.5V/(200,250,310 kPa) 138 85.12 0.923 YM99 = 0.495 + 0. 87 7 XEURO
9.0V/(200,250,310 kPa) 138 84.40 0.919 YM99 = 0.599 + 0. 8 6 1XEURO
13.2V/(200,250,310 kPa) 138 79.72 0.893 YM99 = -0.104 + 1.090XEURO
8.0V/200 kPa 46 32.18 0.567 YM99 = 0.421 + 0.8 8 6XEURO
8.0V/250 kPa 46 27.20 0.521 YM99 = 0.959 + 0. 7 2 1XEURO
8.5V/250 kPa 46 32.23 0.568 YM99 = 0.816 + 0. 7 8 3XEURO
9.0V/250 kPa 46 26.70 0.517 YM99 = 0.932 + 0. 7 6 5XEURO
13.2V/310 kPa 46 51.35 0.717 YM99 = 0.241 + 1.019 XEJRO
ALBA CURRENT
LAB 8.0V/(16,200,250 kPa) 108 98.53 0.993 Y50D = -0.126 + 1.041XEURO
8.0V/(200,250 kPa) 92 89.97 0.948 Y50D = 0.138 + 0.9 6 0XEURO
8.5V/(200,250,310 kPa) 138 97.76 0.989 Y50D = -0.003 + 1.009 XEURO
9.0V/(200,250,310 kPa) 138 97.64 0.988 Y50D = 0.033 + 1.000XEURO
13.2V/(200,250,310 kPa) 138 95.75 0.978 Y50D = 0.192 + 0.9 6 1XEURO
Table 4.6.2a (continued): Summary of Linear Regression on Results from both Labs
The pump speed measurements were not modeled here, because they could not be obtained from
the Alba Lab due to instrumentation error. The speed measurements that were determined at the ETC
Lab possessed a large amount of gage R&R error as described during Phase I.
Even though the objective of this regression analysis was to determine if the production
specification limits could be modified for pump flow (at 8.OV/200 kPa and 13.2V/310 kPa) and current
draw (13.2V/310 kPa), more performance measurements were taken at the lower voltage settings.
Currently, the flow production specification is not set at 8.0V/250 kPa, which is designated by the
Engineering Specification in gasoline. As a result, the fuel pump production specification limit was
changed to 8.0V/200 kPa which was determined to correlate with the pump performance in gasoline at
8.0V/250 kPa in the Lab (after 30 minutes of break-in). Therefore, part of this test phase was devoted to
investigating whether another low voltage setting could be applied, for outlet flow in the Plant, and still
hold in the Lab.
As can be seen from Table 4.6.2a, the regression model is a "better" predictor of pump
performance in the M99-solvent when more pressures or "portions" of performance curves are
correlated. This is because more "spread" or variation is introduced into the measurements. In addition,
the correlation between M99 and Eurosuper and M99 and the 50-D gas on the turbine pumps at the Alba
Lab, gave relatively "similar" results. Therefore, the Eurosuper could be a "close" substitute for the
50-D gas even though some of its fluid properties such as viscosity is different. This will be elaborated
further in the next chapter.
On the basis of the above results, it was anticipated that a more accurate model, as well as a
better correlation, could be obtained if performance curves in a particular fluid at a fixed voltage could
be correlated. Since only one type of pump model was involved, this would be better than only
correlating portions of performance curves with only two or three pressures. However, since there are
many gerotor models, it would have been costly to run correlation tests/performance curves on each
gerotor model separately.
Turbine Pump Fluid Correlation Redo at the ETC Lab
Therefore, it was decided to rerun the turbine pump fluid correlation to correlate performance
curves. This time, the pumps were only run at the ETC Lab in order to avoid shipping complexities,
time delay, as well as the fact that there was a backlog of work at the Alba Lab. Only the 50-D gasoline
and the M99-solvent were used because as was seen previously, there was little difference in the
Eurosuper versus 50-D models for flow and current draw. The test procedure was nearly identical to the
tests that were run previously. However, each of the 46 turbine pumps were run at eight pressures at
two fixed voltages, 8.OV and 13.2V. The "new" averages and standard deviations for the 46 pumps at
each pressure are shown in Tables 11-12 in APPENDIX I. The performance curves in each of the two
test fluids are plotted in Figures 11-14 in APPENDIX I. These plots show the average at each pressure
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and the gt ± 3o limits. The regression analysis results are depicted below in Table 4.6.2b and Figures
15-17 in APPENDIX I.
Performance Measurements # of R2 Correl Model: YM99= Po+p I1XSOD
(for 46 turbine pumps) Data (%) Coeff. (Iph or amps)
FLOW
13.2V/(25,88,163,238,310,388,463,538 kPa) 368 98.86 0.994 YM99 = 5.246 + 0.869X50D
CURRENT
13.2V/(25,88,163,238,310,388,463,538 kPa) 368 98.05 0.990 YM99 = 0.401 + 0.9 51X50D
FLOW
8.0V/(25,50,75,100,125,150,175,200,250 kPa) 403 96.03 0.980 YM99 = 6.991 + 0. 836X50D
Table 4.6.2b: Summary of Linear Regression Results from ETC Lab Redo
Inverse Regression and Inverse Predictions on the New Results
Similar to the inverse regression analysis performed on each of the gerotor fuel pump models,
this analysis was performed on the new turbine results in each of the test fluids. The regression models
shown above were used. No data was left out of the model.
Implications for the Production Specification Limits at the Alba Plant
Although the regression model for flow and current at fixed voltage (13.2V) and a pressure range
indicated a high correlation of the these performance characteristics, the turbine pumps behave differently
in the M99-solvent due to its larger viscosity. The production limits that are estimated from these models
(as shown in Chapter 2 and below) for flow and current at 13.2V could be sufficiently applied to the
production test stands. Correlating entire performance curves in the test fluids is a conservative test
method when considering one pump model.
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MEASURED M99 VALUE CONFIDENCE LIMIT NEW PRODUCTION SPEC. IN
IN GAS M99-SOLVENT
Smallest Lab Flow Value Lower Confidence Limit @ New Spec in M99 @13.2V/310 kPa
measured in M99 @13.2V/310 99.75% or Xnew - 1.152a based on regression model:
kPa based on curve correlations. = 72.085 Iph in gas YM99 = 5.246 + 0.869(72.085)
= 72.95 iph > 67.87 Iph
Largest Lab Current Value Upper Confidence Limit @ New Spec in M99 @13.2V/310 kPa
measured in M99 @13.2V/310 99.75% or Xnew + 1.152a based on regression model:
kPa based on curve correlations. = 5.877 amps in gas YM99 = 0.401 + 0.951(5.877)
= 5.82 amps < 5.989 amps
Table 4.6.2c: Estimated Turbine Pump Production Specification Limits @ 13.2V/310 kPa
There is much variability in the low voltage performance measurements (at 8.0V/250 kPa),
especially at high pressures. This variability created a "good" correlation model between the test fluids
for the turbine pumps. There is some level of uncertainty surrounding the pumps' ability to pass that
stringent, low voltage performance test (flow at 8.0V/250 kPa versus 8.OV/200 kPa) on the production
line. There are some causes of this uncertainty, barring test fluid effects: 1) turbine pumps can only
meet minimum flow requirements (10 lph in gasoline after 30 minutes) at such a large pressure and low
voltage due to their inherent design, 2) the flow meters used both in the Labs and the plant are too
insensitive to read very low flow values, and 3) the Engineering Specification for the Lab test is too
conservative.
In terms of the production specification for flow at the 8.OV/200 kPa setting, unless the
Engineering Specification can be modified to 8.OV/200 kPa, there are alternatives for the production
specification. These are based on the inverse regression results and a level of conservatism:
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MEASURED M99 VALUE
Largest Lab Flow Value
measured in M99 @8.0V/250 kPa
based on curve correlations.
= 20.51 1ph
Smallest Lab Flow Value
measured in M99 @8.OV/200 kPa
based on curve correlations.
= 19.14 1ph
Largest Lab Flow Value measured
in M99 @8.0V/200 kPa based on
curve correlations.
= 36.43 lph
CONFIDENCE
LIMIT IN GAS
Upper Confidence
Limit @ 99.75%
or Xnew + 1.152c
= 21.37 lph in gas
Lower Confidence
Limit @ 99.75%
or Xnew - 1.152a
= 9.321 lph in gas
Upper Confidence
Limit @ 99.75%
or Xnew + 1.152c0
= 40.39 lph in gas
NEW PRODUCTION SPEC.
IN M99-SOLVENT
New Spec in M99 @8.0V/250
kPa based on regression model:
YM99 = 6.991 + 0.836(21.37)
> 24.86 Iph
New Spec in M99 @8.OV/200
kPa based on regression model:
YM99 = 6.991 + 0.836(9.321)
> 14.79 Iph
New Spec in M99 @8.0V/200
kPa based on regression model:
YM99 = 6.991 + 0.836(40.39)
> 40.77 iph
Table 4.6.2d: Estimated Turbine Pump Production Specification Limits @ 8.OV/200 or 250 kPa
Lastly, for all these alternative production specification limits (at 8.OV and 13.2V) to be applied
to the production test stands, there are some preliminary tasks that should be completed. These include:
1) reconciliation of why there are differences, primarily in outlet flow at 13.2V in M99, between the Lab
and the Plant; these differences are not as significant as those between the ETC Lab and the
Rawsonville Plant and could just be related to calibration or operator involvement in the production
test process and
2) investigation of the flow meters used both in the plant and the Lab; these could be the source of the
difference as well as the inability to get consistent flow readings when testing the pumps at 8.OV/200
or 250 kPa.
The final step is a verification of these new production specification limits at the plant and in the
Lab. A verification procedure or Phase III of this thesis project testing will be described below.
4.7 VERIFICATION TESTING/CONTINGENCY PLANNING FOR
MODIFIED PRODUCTION, PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION LIMITS
Since these correlation tests were run on broken-in pumps which are not representative of
production, it is essential the new production specification limits are verified on "green" or production
level pumps. This procedure would have originally been the Phase III part of this thesis testing. If these
verification tests prove to be ineffective or provide inadequate results (pumps not passing in the Lab after
they pass in the Plant), this will probably indicate that the "green" variable is too large a variable to
ignore in the testing, and new correlation test methods will have to be devised.
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Conservative
Moderately
Conservative
Highly
Conservative
4.8 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS AND THE REJECTION OF OUTLIERS
4.8.1 OUTLIERS AND HOW THEY WERE HANDLED
One general rule was followed in eliminating outliers: unless they could be explained, they were
not removed from the data set. This is typically a "safe" rule to follow especially if the objective of
taking a series of measurements is to assess or determine the amount of variability that exists. It is also
not true that outliers are "errors" (although in some cases the data was recorded incorrectly or test
specimens were mixed up). 11 However, in following any particular statistical method (such as Grubb's
or Dixon's outlier tests) for identifying the existence of outliers and therefore discarding them, if the
purpose of detecting outliers is to check the values, it is their extremeness and the plausibility of simple
explanations that should weigh in the decision, and not their statistical significance. 12 The variability that
could be obtained in practice could be seriously underestimated.
Applying the above rationale, fuel pump performance measurements which were recorded as
negative by the two-station performance test stand, were eliminated from the data before it was analyzed.
As indicated previously for the turbine pump Pre-Phase II testing, the data for one of the pumps had to be
eliminated. This was because the pump was burning off residue from its brushes while it was tested at
the ETC Lab. In some instances, data was eliminated, because the results exhibited a very large
deviation from one measurement to the next (i.e., 0.1 lph to 10 1ph) even though it could not clearly be
identified if it was the two-station performance test stand or the pump itself that caused such large
deviations. This was done mainly for some of the turbine pump data at 8.0V/250 kPa and 310 kPa.
However, it was strongly anticipated that the pump was the cause, and the results would have been
severely skewed if those measurements were left in for the subsequent analysis.
Once the above type of outliers were removed from the data sets, the means and standard
deviations were not so large and seemed to compare with historical test results. It should be noted that
there are statistical methods in which to identify and discard outliers. Once such method, which was
11 Royal Society of Chemistry, "Robust Statistics-How Not to Reject Outliers", Analyst, (December 1989),
vol. 114.
12 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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proposed by one of the members of Ford's Scientific Research Staff and adapted from the Analytical
Methods Committee of the Royal Society of Chemistry in the United Kingdom, is shown in
APPENDIX J. This method could be applied to future performance test results/data from the plant or
Lab.
4.8.2 THE TREATMENT OF NORMALITY
Since the outliers tended to skew the underlying distribution of the performance data, and it was
assumed that the measurements would follow a normal distribution, removing the outliers made some
difference in the shape of the distribution. However, for the data that resulted from the gage capability
test phases, this normality assumption was checked as the gage R&R analysis is contingent on the test
specimens or pumps coming from a normal distribution and the performance measurements being
normally distributed. Numerous, normal probability plots were made of the residuals and as well as
frequency histograms of the raw data. Some examples are shown in APPENDIX K. For the regression
analysis, the normality assumption was checked upon review of plots of the residuals
(see APPENDIX K).
After reviewing some of these probability plots and frequency histograms for the Pre-Phase II and
Phase I test results, the data was not truly normally distributed as only a small sample of pumps were
tested, and these only represent one small fraction of the entire pump population. The data appeared
skewed, bimodal, and in some instances, uniform. This could suggest a few alternatives: 1) run the
capability studies on a larger sample size (10 pumps as suggested by the standard gage R&R methods, but
this would mean less replicates and probably capture much more of the pump-to-pump variability which
could cloud the gage R&R results), 2) transform the performance measurements into a logarithmic or
some other mathematical scale, or 3) apply a different method of analyses.
To expand on option (3) a little further, analyses that could be applied to the data include
nonparametric regression analysis or nonparametric analysis or variance, both of which are less sensitive
to the underlying distribution of the data. These methods can be found in more advanced statistics books
and were beyond the scope of the time required to complete this thesis project as programming might
have been necessary. However, the results and conclusions assessed from the Pre-Phase II and Phase I
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data analyses pointed to some observations that were useful in changing the production specification
limits for the pumps. They also detected a difference between the average performance measurements
generated from the two-station test stand at the ETC Lab and those generated from the Rawsonville
production stands. Lastly, these results provided a "relative" comparison of the performance test
capability at each of the test locations.
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Chapter 5: Fluid Property Effects on Fuel
Pump Performance
5.1 OVERVIEW
In this chapter, the most significant factors that were either controlled or varied throughout all of
the test phases will be described. These included fuel pump type and test fluid type, and they were
pivotal in determining the gage capabilities of the Lab two-station performance test stand and the
production performance test equipment, test fluid correlations, and ultimately the production specification
limits for pump flow and current draw.
The fuel pump designs which are currently mass produced for automotive applications include the
gerotor or positive displacement, regenerative turbine, the two-stage regenerative turbine, and the roller
vane type pump. 1 Only the gerotor and single-stage regenerative turbine pumps, which are produced by
EFHD, will be discussed here. A brief overview of their operating principles within the vehicle and their
impact on the vehicle driveability as their wear-in occurs will also be provided.
In addition, a description of the test fluids used during the testing and the test fluid, property
results of the these fluids will be presented. Lastly, the effects of test fluid properties, as related to
temperature changes, on fuel pump performance will be discussed. This includes the application of some
fluid mechanics and turbomachinery principles (Reynolds number, laminar versus turbulent flow,
dimensional analysis, pump similarity rules, pump efficiency and so forth).
5.2 PRODUCTION FUEL PUMPS
The fuel pump applications are primarily driven by the customer requirements. These can be
from internal Ford customers such as the Car or Truck Divisions, external customers, or from the end-
user. These requirements can range anywhere from quiet sounding vehicle, to startability and
driveability in sub-zero temperatures, to smooth, uninterrupted acceleration at wide-open-throttle. The
1 Yu, Dequan, "Fuel Pumps--A Brief Technical Overview", EFHD Advanced Fuel Delivery
Engineering, (1991).
electric fuel pump must be able to deliver the necessary amount of fuel when and where it is needed and
under all conditions, both vehicle and customer use. Under these conditions, a flow rate, pressure, and
temperature range of use are determined or influenced by the engine and the battery voltage. Engine
demand typically requires a fuel flow of 45 lph to 125 lph and pressure range of 270 kPa to 386 kPa.2
Typically, the pressure and voltage (pump speed) are fixed to give an outlet flow and current draw (see
Figure 5.2a):
Figure 5.2a: Fuel Pump Operating Point at Fixed Voltage
The pressure is set by the fuel pressure regulator (which is part of the fuel rail). The purpose of
this fuel pressure regulator is to maintain a constant fuel pressure drop across the injectors under all
engine operating conditions (this is controlled electronically such that an electronic controller regulates
the time the valves open and the fuel that enters, at a constant pressure). 3 Because an injector spray tip is
exposed to continuous changes in air pressure inside the intake port, this regulator must vary fuel
pressure to maintain the same pressure drop across the injector. 4 This fuel pressure regulator consists of
2 Yu, EFHD, (1991).
3 General Motors, "AC Spark Plug In-tank Fuel Pump and Fuel Level Sender Application Guide" (1988), 1-4.
4 General Motors, 1-4.
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an air chamber (connected to a source of manifold vacuum), a fuel chamber, a diaphragm and relief
valve assembly, and a calibrated regulator spring. 5 The air chamber contains the regulator spring and is
separated from the fuel chamber by the diaphragm assembly. The fuel pressure is regulated by the
difference between the fuel pump pressure acting on one side of the diaphragm and the variable force of
the calibrated spring and opposing manifold vacuum acting on the other side. Fuel pressure varies
inversely with manifold vacuum; it is greatest at low vacuum or wide-open-throttle, and is lowest at high
vacuum (engine idle). See Figure 5.2b for a diagram of a "basic" fuel supply system and a port fuel
injection system.
Figure 5.2b: Basic Fuel Delivery System
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5 General Motors, 1-4.
Figure 5.2b (cont.): Port Fuel Injection System
The voltage is set by the battery or the power requirements, one of which is to run the fuel pump
once the ignition is turned on. This is fixed at 13.2 volts. One important consideration, here, is that the
voltage of the charging system or battery changes with temperature and battery condition. Consequently,
in addition to testing the pump operation to its Engineering Specifications for performance and noise, hot
and cold weather testing becomes necessary (hot weather testing for vapor lock and cold weather testing
for battery turn-over and fuel pump performance). Typically, vehicles can operate in temperatures
ranging from -300C to 65 0C. 6
5.2.1 ELECTRIC FUEL PUMP--COMMON COMPONENTS
Regardless of the type of electric fuel pump that is used in an automobile (gerotor, turbine, roller
vane), each pump consists mainly of three structural components: the pumping unit, the permanent
magnet driving motor (dc motor), and the end support cover for the electrical and hydraulic connections.
See Figure 5.2.1a.
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6 Yu, EFHD, (1991).
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Figure 5.2.1a: Typical Fuel Pump Design7
The pump unit, for example, is the inner-outer gears in the gerotor or the impeller in the turbine, with a
suction inlet at the base plate. The motor unit, consisting of a rotating armature with a coupling driver to
drive the pumping mechanism and the permanent magnets fixed in the housing, receives its voltage
through a commutator and carbon brushes arranged in the end support cover. Lastly, this end support (or
outlet) subassembly, contains the electrical connections, hydraulic pipe connection, and the check and
relief valves (which can also be incorporated in the base plate at the inlet). The total assembly is held
together by the pump housing, crimped at the edge.
The mechanical power supplied by the electric motor to the pump unit is rather high considering
its dimensions. 8 Overheating of the motor, however, is avoided by the cooling effect of fuel flow around
the armature which permits long term continuous operation without substantial degradation.
5.2.2 SUMMARY OF THE OPERATION OF THE ELECTRIC FUEL PUMP9
Most vehicles today possess various types of fuel injection systems which operate in many
different ways in order to provide the engine with gasoline. All types of systems, therefore, need as a
basic component, an electrically driven fuel pump. The main task of the fuel pump is to deliver the
system with enough gasoline at a pressure raised to the particular value required (as discussed above with
the pressure regulators). As a result, the following basic steps or sequence of operations are performed
by any electric fuel pump, whether it is a gerotor or turbine style:
7 Yu, EFHD, (1991).
8 Yu, EFHD, (1991).
9 Kemmner, Rollwage, and Rose, "New Generation of BOSCH Electrical Fuel Pumps--Improvement in
Hot Fuel Handling and Noise", SAE Paper #870120, (1987).
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1) in-tank aspiration of fuel by fuel pump (assuming in-tank fuel pump)
2) increase of pressure by compression (gerotor) or momentum transfer (turbine) to a defined value
controlled by the pressure regulator (discussed above)
3) transport of the gasoline through the pressure system (supply line) to the injectors on the engine
Additional functions of the fuel pump are performed by the relief valve, which avoids excessive pressure
rise in case of blocked fuel lines, and by the check valve, which seals the system completely when the
pump is turned off. As also discussed above, all the pump's functions have to be accomplished under
varying conditions, such as a voltage supply between 6.OV and 15.OV, fuel temperatures from -400 C to
+80 0C, short term ambient temperatures up to as high as + 100 0C, and vibration stress according to
driving conditions.
The Gerotor or Positive Displacement Pump
The gerotor pump is a positive displacement pump. For automotive applications, it has evolved
into an electrical, in-tank pump run by a DC motor. It has a moving boundary which forces the fuel
through the chamber by volume changes. See Figure 5.2.2a. A cavity opens, and the fuel is drawn into
the inlet. The cavity is then closed, and the fuel is then squeezed through the outlet. Some of the
advantages of its application include low manufacturing cost and complexity, small, economical size, low
voltage performance, and minimal sensitivity to the gasoline viscosity. Some of the disadvantages
include pressure pulsations and high noise, hot fuel handling/performance, and contamination of gerotor.
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Figure 5.2.2a: The Gerotor Pump Inlet View and Representative P-Q Diagram
The Regenerative Turbine or Dynamic Pump
The regenerative turbine pump is a special type of dynamic pump. A dynamic pump adds
momentum to the fuel by means of fast-moving blades or vanes. There is no closed volume as in the
gerotor pump. See Figure 5.2.2b. The fuel increases momentum while moving through the open
passages. As it moves through these passages or blades, the high velocity fluid particle generates high
pressure or a pressure increase as it exits through the outlet or discharge of the pumping chamber. In
other words, fuel flows in at the suction and is picked up by the impeller's vanes. After nearly making
one revolution in its channel, the fuel particle has a high velocity that sends it out of the discharge. Some
of the turbine pumps advantages over the gerotor pump is its low noise/pressure pulsation potential, more
stable or repeatable performance curves, and its ability to handle vapor (or good hot fuel handling
performance). On the downside, these pumps have a higher manufacturing cost due to the tighter
tolerances that must be held. They are much more sensitive to the viscosity of the fuels that they pump.
Lastly, they are extremely sensitive and have poor performance under low voltage and low temperature
considerations.
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Figure 5.2.2b: The Turbine Pump Inlet View and Representative P-Q Diagram
5.2.3 THE ELECTRIC FUEL PUMP IMPACT ON THE VEHICLE AND THE END USER
Under most conditions, including when the vehicle is at idle or run at wide open throttle, the
customer cannot perceive whether the pump is pumping gasoline at a rate of 60 lph or a rate of 70 Iph.
As long as the engine is getting the specified amount that it needs, the vehicle will operate the way it is
intended. There are some degradations that can occur within the fuel pump (and or fuel system) that
could not only affect the vehicle but become readily perceived by the end-user. Some of these have to do
with the wear-in of the pump over time, the temperature of the fuel/the fuel itself, and the inherent
operation or design of the pump.
Wear-in
Typically looked at in terms of the mileage or life of the vehicle, wear-in on a pump can be the
shortening of the brushes that make the contact with the surface of the commutator as well as the change
in the inner or outer diameter of the gerotor (or gear teeth) due to friction between the inner gear and the
outer gear. This is also similar for the turbine type pumps, and depending on the material used to
fabricate the impeller, the gasoline can be very corrosive and cause it to decompose. The gasoline could
also cause the impeller to swell or expand altering the design tolerances and ultimately the discharge or
flow.
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Vehicle symptoms due to these wear-in phenomena include engine stalls and stumbles due to lack
of necessary pump output. In addition, as the brushes wear down, carbon deposits build up on the
commutator as well as filter into the rest of the pump. This could prevent the pump from providing the
necessary output (flow or current or speed) as well as cause contamination to enter into the fuel injectors.
Hot Fuel Handling10 & 11
The most significant reason for hot fuel problems is the composition of the fuel itself. There are
also four major contributing factors to vapor formation: fuel volatility (high Reid vapor pressure (RVP)
of the gasoline), low atmospheric pressure, especially at high altitudes, temperature/pressure of gasoline
and the fuel system, and vehicle design (the ability of the fuel system to handle vapor). As more and
more components of low boiling point are blended in the gasoline, especially in winter time, the
generation of vapor bubbles begins at low fuel temperatures and slight vacuum pressures. The effect of
vapor bubble generation occurs either by exceeding the boiling curve at a given pressure or by falling
short of the vapor pressure at a given temperature. The most important effects of vapor generation occur
in the fuel pump itself. The suction or intake of fuel by the pump is normally coupled with the formation
of a vacuum. A second effect is the return flow of fuel from outlet to inlet side of the pump through gaps
or by dead volumes.
The volume of vapor that fills the inlet or suction chambers of the fuel pump reduces the outlet
flow of fuel since the resulting vapor bubbles prohibit the gasoline from entering the pump. Although the
pump is operating as designed, and the required operating pressure will be reached, the flow will
decrease. Pressure fluctuations may occur when the amount of fuel required by the engine increases
abruptly. Lastly, the presence of vapor inside the pump affects the starting conditions of the pump since
the vapor either has to be condensated out by compression or exhausted by evaporation before the
pressure rises reaches the required system pressure within an acceptable time.
The turbine pumps, however, possess improved hot fuel performance. This is due to the inherent
design of the pump, particularly its impeller. Since the impeller blades pick up any fluid, a regenerative
10 General Motors, 1-4.
11 Kemmer, Rollwage, and Rose, SAE Paper #870120, (1987).
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pump can handle vapor as well as liquid, as long as there is sufficient liquid to seal the space between the
impeller and the sealing wall of the casing (housing). 12 The pump capacity or flow will equal liquid
volume plus the vapor volume entering the impeller. As the impeller turns, fuel is drawn into the
pumping section through the inlet ports. Centrifugal force created by the rotating impeller separates and
expels vapor from the fuel. After the separation, the heavier liquid fuel is transferred to the outlet body,
and vapor is forced back to the fuel tank through a vent at the pump inlet. By separating and rejecting
vapor at the pump intake, the pump is able to pump the liquid fuel through the fuel system. As a result,
the primary functions of the turbine section of the pump assembly are separating vapor and pumping
fuel. 13
The resulting impact of vapor generation inside and outside the electric, in-tank fuel pump on the
vehicle is poor or slow starts, inadequate supply of fuel to engine, engine stumble or stalls, and poor
performance. Fuel injection systems cannot tolerate vapor. If vapor is delivered to the injectors, fuel
metering is reduced, and the air-fuel mixture delivered to the engine is leaner than desired. 14
Noise and Vibration s1
Since the pump is mounted vertically in the fuel tank, connected by hoses and a metal flange plate
to the cover of the tank opening, noise transmission into the interior of the vehicle becomes likely. There
are generally three causes of noise generation by a fuel pump:
1) According to the pumping principle, the fuel flow has various flow/pressure characteristics. These in
turn, cause pulsations which are radiated to the fuel lines on both the inlet and outlet side propagating
there with sound velocity.
2) Fuel pumps vibrate due to numerous external (road, surrounding vehicle systems) and internal
excitations. The resulting vibrations are transferred by the fuel lines as well as the pumping mounting
plate.
3) Vapor bubbles form on the inlet side of the pump, especially with increasing fuel temperature. When
the pressure rises in the pump, these cavitation bubbles collapse, producing shock waves with high
frequency components and creating corresponding body vibrations.
12 Courtesy: Electrical and Fuel Handling Division, "Discussion of Regenerative Pumps".
13 General Motors, 4-2.
14 General Motors, 1-9.
15 Kemmer, Rollwage, and Rose, SAE Paper #870120, (1987).
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For the gerotor pump, the pumping chamber volumes are small. This results in flow and pressure
variations and a high frequency of pulsations depending on the number of gerotor gear teeth. The main
element of the pulsation, however, is due to the geometry of the gears which could lead to run-out or
variations in teeth shape. In addition, excitation is created as the teeth make contact, and vibration is
generated.
The turbine pump operates on the principle of continuous momentum transfer with non-touching
pump parts. As a result, no pressure peaks or impacts occur. The uniformity of the flow is high and is
not detectably effected by the repetition frequency of the number of impeller blades. Body vibrations are
possible due to the interacting forces between the impeller blades and edges of the flow channels or
sealing rims being transferred by the gasoline. In summary, the turbines are better from a noise,
vibration, and harshness standpoint than the gerotors. And since they possess a lower overall noise level
then the gerotors, the noise excitation by the electric motor, due to the unbalance of the armature,
electrical commutation or sliding effects of carbon brushes, which are all normally of minor importance,
could become dominant.
5.3 DESCRIPTION OF TEST FLUIDS USED DURING TESTING
Under normal operating conditions in the vehicle, the fuel pump pumps commercial blends of
gasoline--summer or winter grades of varying octane numbers. As a result, the Ford Engineering
Specifications which specify a set of tests that the pumps must undergo (and pass), require they be tested
in gasoline at the Fuel Lab. For winter operation, it is desirable to have high volatility (high RVP) fuel
so that it will vaporize quickly at very low temperatures. In summer, it is necessary to have lower RVP
fuel so that the fuel will not vaporize before reaching the combustion chamber. Typically, summer fuels
are 10.5 (psi) RVP, and winter fuels are 13 to 14 (psi) RVP. 16 These values will vary depending on
local conditions (such as temperature and altitude).
Throughout all of the testing that was conducted during this thesis project, it was decided to avoid
testing in summer or winter blends of gasoline since they could possess much variability from one drum
16 General Motors, 1-9.
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or blend to the next in terms of vapor pressure and resulting volatility. A "stable" test fluid was desired
for the gage capability studies. As a result, all the test fluids that were used during the majority of the
testing were non-commercial with the exception of the Eurosuper gasoline that is available for use in
Europe and is currently the blend used at the Alba Lab. All these test fluids and some of their properties
that are relevant to performance testing will be overviewed below.
5.3.1 ESE-M4C50-D: Unleaded Gasoline
This is a non-commercial gasoline and is specially blended for exhaust and evaporative emissions
tests. It is well-refined with controlled lead, phosphorus, and sulfur contents. Its Reid vapor pressure
(RVP) is very low and was anticipated to change very slowly at the temperatures at which the fuel pumps
were performance tested. This gasoline was used for all the test phases, with the exception of
Pre-Phase II. There were several reasons why it was used: to achieve a more accurate gage capability
of the performance test equipment at the Labs and the Plants, to obtain an equal comparison between
Labs and between the Labs and Plants, to determine the effects of the test fluids on the test stand
capabilities, and to obtain a more accurate test fluid correlation.
5.3.2 ESZ 95 (EUROSUPER95): Unleaded Gasoline, Super Grade
This gasoline is the accepted standard for the fuel pump, performance tests at the Alba Fuel Lab.
It is a commercial grade of gasoline that has both summer and winter blends. A summer blend was used
here. Its European (or British) specification number is also Unleaded Gasoline MSZ 11793 or Esz 95.
This gasoline was only used at the Alba Lab for the turbine pump, test fluid correlation or Phase II
testing. In addition, it was difficult to send the fuel to the ETC Lab. Its analysis sheet for the batch that
was used for the Phase II testing was reviewed before the testing began.
5.3.3 ESF-M99C82-A: Calibration Solvent or Flow-Test Solvent
This is considered a process material and is an aliphatic hydrocarbon. It is generally received and
used in large shipments by both Fuel Labs and Plants. In the past, it was typically used in the flow
stands for production testing of all carburetor assemblies. It is a material that is considered "safe" for
production floor usage in the elevated temperatures of the surrounding environment (although the pumps
are tested at temperatures ranging from 170 C to 23.50 C in the production test stands). Its flash point is
(ASTM D56) is 58.90 C minimum. It is also considered a very stable test fluid, because its RVP is very
low (this makes it conducive to plant test usage as it has a long life before it starts to degrade).
Consequently, it was used throughout all of the test phases and was a very important control fluid for the
gage capability comparisons between the Labs and between the Labs and Plants. It was also the source
of controversy regarding the Engineering Specifications for Laboratory testing versus production floor,
performance specifications.
In addition, this solvent is a very heavy fluid since it has a viscosity that is nearly three times as
much as that of gasoline. Subsequently, it has a great impact on fuel pump flow primarily for the turbine
pumps.
5.3.4 ORGANIC FUELS/LUBRICANTS LAB RESULTS
During Phase I testing at the ETC Fuel Lab, Phase II at the ETC Lab, and Phase II at the Alba
Lab, test fluid samples were taken throughout the course of the experimental runs. However, only the
Eurosuper gasoline was sampled at the Alba Lab to minimize costs. The frequency and manner in which
the specimens were taken were decided in order to capture the amount of change in the test fluid during
one run. In addition, some of the other underlying objectives in taking test fluid samples were to: 1)
determine the integrity of the test fluid throughout the course of "routine" performance testing on a fuel
pump and 2) measure the test fluid properties that could potentially affect fuel pump performance; how
fast they change or vary with temperature and duration of use before test fluid purge and replenish.
These samples (in one liter bottles) were chilled and then sent to local Labs.
Aside from the test fluid temperature, which was measured during each run, the test fluid
properties that were measured included Reid vapor pressure (ASTM D 323, method B), specific gravity
at 15.6 0C and 25°C (ASTM D 4052), and kinematic viscosity at 0°C and 37.80C (ASTM D 445).17
17 The ASTM methods referenced here can be found at Ford's Technical Library, the Central Lab, any
design analysis activity, or any engineering library.
5.4 TEST FLUID PROPERTIES
Since the primary function of any pump is to transport a fluid, it therefore follows that the
performance achieved and the means by which the fluid is acted upon must be closely related to the
characteristics of the fluid involved.18 In the case of a fuel pump, the fluid is gasoline which is a
volatile, Newtonian fluid. The most significant gasoline properties which impact a pump or handling by
a fuel pump, are specific gravity and kinematic viscosity. Both affect the pumping head and capacity
(speed) at which the pump can operate, the power input required, and fluid flow. Viscosity, in
particular, (and to a lesser extent, specific gravity) is temperature dependent. As indicated above, these
properties and test fluid temperature were very closely monitored throughout all of the testing.
5.4.1 PROPERTIES DEFINED
Specific Gravity
This is a dimensionless quantity and is defined as the ratio of the density of the test fluid (or
gasoline) at 150C to the density of water at 4*C: 19
SG1c = pgasea15o
PH20@4o c
Specific gravity (or density) variations with temperature may be significant in the fuel system,
particularly since a wide temperature range of the gasoline exists as it is pumped from the tank, through
the hot engine/engine compartment, and back to the tank. In addition, if the volume of gasoline in the
fuel system (primarily tank) changes, there is a greater chance that the specific gravity of the gasoline
will vary with temperature. As a result, a standard correction coefficient has been derived for petroleum
products to be able to determine the specific gravity at any temperature. This is shown in Table 5.4.1a
below for each of the test fluids:20
18 Warring, R. H., Pumps: Selection. Systems. and Applications, (1984), 1.
19 Warring, R. H., 9.
20 Warring, R. H., 12.
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M99C82A-Solvent 50-D Gas/Eurosuper
SG15oC* 0.78- 0.82 0.74- 0.76
Coefficient (C ) per OC 0.00072 0.00078
*As determined from ASTM D 4052
Table 5.4.1a: Correction Coefficients for Specific Gravities of the Test Fluids
Therefore, the specific gravity of the test fluids at any temperature can be predicted by: 21
SGTrc = SG15"c - [CcxSGis5cx(T - 150 C)]
Kinematic Viscosity
This is the property of a fluid that measures its resistance to change of shape (flow or motion) and
indicates how quickly a shear force exerted on the surface of a fluid penetrates into its interior. 22 It is
also defined as the ratio of a fluid's absolute viscosity to its density at a given temperature:
V mm2
p- s
For a given fluid, viscosity is significantly affected by temperature and is exponentially related by:
v s eT-er; where c is a constant (based on the fluid and other factors) and T is temperature. For purposes
of this thesis project, and since the temperature ranges tested over were narrow, it was assumed that the
viscosity varies linearly with temperature. An example of this is shown below in Figure 5.4.1 a for the
Eurosuper95 gasoline. Its kinematic viscosity was measured over a broad range of temperatures using
the ASTM D 445 method. A line was fitted to the data.
21 Warring, R. H., 13.
22 Fay, James A., Introduction to Fluid Mechanics (draft), (1991), 11.
Plot of Fitted Curve and Actual Data
Eurosuper Gasoline Viscosity vs Temperature
1
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Figure 5.4.la
For the test phases that were conducted, the temperatures that were measured ranged from 180C to 270C
across all of the test locations.
The pressure effects on viscosity were ignored because the fuel pumps operate at a fixed
pressure. Usually, viscosity increases with pressure, but this is more pronounced at lower temperatures.
With oils (and possibly fuels), the effect of pressure can be an increase in viscosity by as much as 30%
per 1000 psi. 23 The pressure at which a fuel pump operates is only 45 psi or 310 kPa.
Vapor Pressure
This parameter was also measured for all of the test fluids. The vapor pressure of a liquid is the
pressure exerted by the saturated vapor in contact with the liquid surface at a given temperature, and is
the absolute pressure at which the liquid will boil at that temperature. As discussed above, vapor
pressure can have a significant effect on pump flow in the case of volatile fluids like gasoline causing
vaporization in the pumping chamber or inlet. The vapor pressures, determined by ASTM D 323
(method B) for each of the test fluids used in this thesis project, are summarized below in Table 5.4. lb.
These values are the averages over all the runs or the number of fluid specimens taken for each fluid:
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23 Warring, R. H., 17.
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TEST PHASE TEST ESE-M4C50-D M99C82A EUROSUPER95
LOCATION GASOLINE SOLVENT GASOLINE
Phase I/Round I ETC Lab 8.40 psi 0.48 psi N/A
Phase I/Round II ETC Lab 8.52 psi 0.42 psi N/A
Phase II: gerotors ETC Lab 8.53 psi 0.42 psi N/A
Phase II: turbines ETC Lab/Alba Lab 8.43 psi 0.44 psi 6.00 psi
Table 5.4.1b: RVP Summary
Typically, the M99 RVP values ranged from 0.3 to 0.6 psi throughout all of the testing. The
50-D gasoline RVP values were relatively stable. The Eurosuper RVP values varied greatly, ranging
from 4.0 psi to 9.0 psi throughout all of the runs. Although the test fluid vapor pressure could be a
culprit of vapor lock or hot fuel handling problems, testing at elevated temperatures was not considered
here, and the temperatures of the fluid never reached a temperature any higher than 270C. In addition,
the fuel system has mechanisms built in to protect for the occurrence of vapor lock by creating ample net
positive suction head in the fuel supply line on the inlet side of the pump.
5.4.2 THE EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE ON TEST FLUID PROPERTIES
As indicated above, temperature has an effect on the test fluid properties of specific gravity and
kinematic viscosity. For all the Phase II results: 1) the specific gravities were estimated from the
Central Lab values at 150C averaged over all the runs, the SGT formula given above, and the appropriate
CC value at the average fluid temperature, and 2) the kinematic viscosities determined at the average
temperature values were based on the average viscosity values at 0°C and 37.80C (from the Central Lab)
over all the runs. For the Eurosuper95 gasoline, the average viscosity at the average temperature was
determined from the equation given in Figure 5.4. la since the viscosity was only measured at 200C at a
local Lab in Hungary. For the Phase I results, the same procedure as for the Phase II results was
followed to estimate the specific gravity and viscosity, but since the temperatures were not measured
completely for Phase I/Round I at the ETC Lab, a slight deviation was necessary. Instead of computing
an average temperature over all the runs, 20°C was used as an average value.
Specific Gravity and Kinematic Viscosity versus Test Fluid Temperature (from Phase II)
In Figures 5.4.2a through 5.4.2c, the relationship between the estimated test fluid properties at
each actual temperature measured during each of the runs is shown. These values were determined using
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steps (1) and (2) above, but instead of evaluating the SG and viscosity at Tavg
. , the actual run
temperatures were used. These plots were designed to exaggerate the linearity of the properties over a
small temperature range. The properties tended to be very flat or constant over those ranges. This is
further evidenced by the slopes, which are very near zero, of both the SG and kinematic viscosity versus
temperature curves. These slopes also suggest that these properties do not change that rapidly over a 10C
to 70C range (see x-axes of the Figures). A summary of these slopes is shown in Table 5.4.2a:
TEST TEST Tend SG @Tend Tinitial SG @Tinitial Slope or %A/*C
PHASE FLUID oC  Viscosity oC  Viscosity SG and Viscosity
@Tend @Tinitial
Phase II: M99 270C 0.7807 210C 0.7841 -5.62E'4 /C or 0.06%
gerotors 1.5608 mm 2/s 1.7102 mm2 /s -2.49E-2 (mm2/s)/oC or 2.49%
50-D Gas 240C 0.7410 210C 0.7431 -6.95E4/oC or 0.07%
0.5661 mm2 /s 0.5777 mm2 /s -3.88E-3(mm2/s)/oC or 0.39%
Phase II: M99 280C 0.7809 220C 0.7835 -5.67E4/oC or 0.06%
turbines 1.5351 mm2 /s 1.6826 mm2 /s -2.54E-2(mm2 /s)/oC or 2.54%
50-D Gas 230C 0.7418 210C 0.7432 -5.83E' 4/C or 0.06%
0.5426 mm2/s 0.5529 mm2/s -4.29E'3(mm2/s)/oC or 0.43%
Eurosuper 250C 0.7503 180C 0.7543 -5.64E4/oC or 0.06%
N/A N/A -8.20E'3 (mm2 /s)/oC* or 0.82%
* See Figure S.4.1a
Table 5.4.2a: Change in Test
Another observation, which can be made here, is
Fluid Property per °C
that regardless of the fuel pump type tested in
each of the fluids, the curves are similar. The range of SG and viscosity values over the given
temperature range are also similar for the two pump types tested. This is what was expected since test
Phase II was designed to only look at a test fluid correlation, not a lab-to-plant or pump-to-pump
correlation.
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Specific Gravity and Viscosity versus M99-Solvent Temperature
Phase II: Test Fluid Correlation/ETC Lab
(40) Gerotor Pumps (including 45, 60, 95, and 125 Iph models)
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Figure 5.4.2a: Estimated Specific Gravity and Kinematic Viscosity versus M99-Solvent Temperature
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Figure 5.4.2b: Estimated Specific Gravity and Kinematic Viscosity versus 50-D Gasoline Temperature
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Figure 5.4.2c: Estimated Specific Gravity and Kinematic Viscosity versus Eurosuper95 Gasoline Temperature
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5.5 TEST FLUID EFFECTS ON PUMP PERFORMANCE
In this section, the actual effects of the test fluids, as related to temperature, on pump
performance are discussed. These effects will be shown using numerous fluid mechanics and
turbomachinery principles. As shown in Table 5.4.2a, the test fluid temperature ranges that were
experienced in the Lab and Plant environment were narrow, and there were small changes in the test
fluid properties, specific gravity and kinematic viscosity, per one degree Celsius. As a result, it can be
expected that the actual effects of these properties on the pump performance characteristics such as flow
will be small. However, when there are substantially large increases in the test fluid temperature,
resulting in specific gravity decreases, viscosity decreases, and vapor pressure increases, these
performance characteristics can change dramatically.
5.5.1 GEROTOR AND TURBINE PUMP PERFORMANCE SENSITIVITY TO TEST FLUIDS
As shown from the Phase II test results and other testing performed by the engineers at the
Electrical and Fuel Handling Division, different types of pumps will perform differently in the test fluids.
The gerotors are less sensitive to pumping different test fluids. The turbine pumps, are much more
sensitive to pumping different test fluids primarily because of the viscosity effect. As shown below, with
a thicker or more viscous fluid, the pump flows less than what it would flow in gasoline, a thinner, less
viscous fluid. The impeller of the turbine pump has to work harder.
Flow and Flow A's in the Test Fluids
It is difficult to determine, for the various gerotor models, whether pump flow is larger or
smaller in gasoline when comparing it to the flow in the M99-solvent. One would expect that the pump
flow would be less in the solvent and that this trend would exist regardless of the gerotor model. The
performance test results indicated otherwise. Because the test fluid temperature was not constant, and
there is manufacturing variability in the pumps, the small percentage differences calculated between flow
in M99 and flow in gas, are likely trivial. These differences could also be masked by the pump-to-pump
variability so that it becomes difficult to determine if there are any significant effects of the different test
fluids. Nonetheless, the results indicate that the gerotor pumps perform similarly in each of the test
fluids.
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For the turbine pumps, the flow was, on average, lower in the M99-solvent than in either the
50-D or Eurosuper gasoline. This was a very consistent observation from the Phase II data which
resulted from forty-six pumps tested at least three times each. The fluid temperatures, however, were
not constant.
Gerotor and Turbine Pump Efficiencies in Different Test Fluids
The fuel pump efficiency can be calculated as the ratio of the mechanical or water power to the
electric power of the dc motor:24
These values were calculated from the Phase II results: various gerotor models and turbines at numerous
voltages and pressures in each of the test fluids.
For the gerotor pumps, the efficiencies vary across different models by design, but were similar
across the different test fluids, especially since the voltage and pressure are fixed. For the turbine
pumps, the most notable observation was their low efficiency in all the test fluids at the 8.0V/250 kPa
operating point.
5.5.2 TURBOMACHINERY, PUMP PERFORMANCE, AND SIMILARITY RULES
A turbomachine is a device which adds energy to a fluid or extracts energy from it. If the
machine adds energy to the fluid, it is a pump. 25 The gerotor and turbine pump are turbomachines with
electric motors. At a fixed speed or voltage, the fluid viscosity is one of the most significant factors
affecting the pumps' performance. This is reviewed and shown in Figure 5.5.2a.
24 White, Frank M., "Turbomachinerv". Chapter 11. Fluid Mechanics, (1979), 633.
25 White, Frank M., 633.
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AP x Q
rlpump = Vxl
AP = Pout - Pin = Fixed Outlet Pressure for Pumps (Pa)
Q = Outlet Flow (-m)
s
V = Voltage (volts)
I = Current (amps)
Figure 5.5.2a: Pump Performance and Viscosity 26
When pumping such fluids as gasolines or even oils, the pump water horsepower (mechanical
power), as well as flow, head, and efficiency change due to a large change in viscosity when compared to
pumping water. This change is also related to the Reynolds number which is the dimensionless
parameter correlating the viscous behavior of all Newtonian fluids:26
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26 White, Frank M., 27.
This number also gives an indication of the nature of the flow of the fluid near its boundary. An Re
below 2000 indicates a smooth, laminar flow in a channel or tube. An Re greater than 2000 indicates a
fully turbulent flow. These values were calculated for each pump type in each of the test fluids and are
summarized in Table 5.5.2a. It is expected that at such high Re numbers for each of the pump types in
each of the test fluids that the same or a constant percentage effect of the viscosity will occur at a fixed
temperature.
PUMP TEST Tav D, (m)" Vvavg DL Re Qavg.
FLUID (O . (m/s) (mm Is) (i) (Iph)
45 lph M99 22.93°C 0.0254 4.86 1.663 0.003 8767 78.86
50-D 22.130C 5.21 0.5719 27,330 74.20
60 lph M99 23.370C 6.78 1.6503 12,325 107.46
50-D 22.330C 7.02 0.5692 36,999 107.50
95 lph M99 23.700C 9.24 1.6445 16,856 148.09
50-D 22.870C 9.65 0.5692 50,861 150.73
125 lph M99 26.00"C 10.13 1.6356 18,580 179.9
50-D 22.390C 10.87 0.5702 57,190 186.77
Turbines M99 25.00C 0.0254 6.69 1.6114 0.002 8303 89.37
50-D 22.470C 11.00 0.5466 40,249 95.53
EURO 20.980 C 11.00 0.5659 38,976 94.94
Table 5.5.2a: Summary of Re Numbers for Each Pump in Each Fluid at 13.2V/310 kPa
The characteristic length (DL) was estimated to be 3.00 mm for the gerotor pumps based on the
width of the flow passage through the motor on top of the windings. This length was estimated to be
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Re pVD _ VDL
kgp = Fluid density( kg)
m
g = Absolute Viscosity ( kg
m-s
V = Characteristic velocity (
S
DL = Characteristic length (m)
v = Kinematic viscosity (m2
s
2.00 mm for the turbine pumps based on the clearance between the housing and a blade tip of the
impeller. The characteristic velocities for each pump in each test fluid were estimated by the following:
These Re values in Table 5.5.2a are more than three times larger in gasoline than in the M99-
solvent at fixed temperatures. These large Re numbers, in both fluids, indicate turbulent flow. For the
gerotor pump, the viscous effect of each fluid on the pump is the same. This was evidenced by the flow
being nearly equal in each test fluid. For the turbine pump, however, the viscous effect of each test fluid
on the pump is more apparent as its flow does change in each test fluid. In other words, for the turbine
pumps, as the kinematic viscosity decreases, the Re values increase, and the flow increases.
Pump Similarity Rules
To further understand the effects of different fluids on fuel pump performance and verify the
findings regarding fuel pump efficiency and the Re values, pump similarity rules were applied to the fluid
property data (specific gravity, kinematic viscosity only) that was collected during the Phase II testing.
These similarity rules can be used to estimate the effect on performance of changing fluid, speed, or size
of any dynamic turbomachine, pump, or turbine within a geometrically similar family. An assumption
was made here: these rules could also be applied to the positive displacement or gerotor pumps. If
pump #1 and pump #2 are from the same geometric family (size constant) and are operating at the same
point (i.e., fixed voltage and pressure), their flow rates, heads, and powers can be related as follows: 2 7
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1 min rads
a = N.2i.( ) ( )60s s
Navg = Average pump speed in rpm (over all runs for each pump type)*.
(These are given in APPENDIX L.)
mV = or (-)
r, =0.0127 m (D, = 0.0254 m)
* Note: For the turbine speed in Eurosuper, this value was estimated
by using the Navg in the 50 -D gasoline for the turbine pumps
tested at the ETC Lab.
27 White, Frank M, 650.
----
Q2
Q1
H2
H1
AP2
AP1
P2
Qi
Hi
APi
Pi
Ni
Di
Pi
= N2 .(D2)3 FLOW
N, D1
= (N22 (D2 2  HEAD
N, D1
SP2 (N2 )2 (D2 )2 PUMP PRESSURE
P1 N, D1
-= 2 N2 )3 .(D2)5 WATER POWER
P1 N1  D,
= Flow pump i (lph).
= Pumping head pump i (m).
= Pumping pressure pump i (Pa).
= Power pump i (Watts).
= Speed pump i (rpm).
= Impeller diameter pump i (m).
= Density fluid type i ( kg).
m
Since it was decided to determine the effects of different test fluids on fuel pump performance,
the above relations could be simplified to the following (derivations shown in APPENDIX L):
Using results from the Phase II fluid property measurements, the percentage change in the fuel
pump performance parameters of flow, head, and water power when pumping the M99-solvent versus the
gasolines was calculated. These are shown in Table 5.5.2b below. These relationships apply across all
the gerotor models, and the values determined were the same for a 45 Iph, 60 lph, 95 lph, or 125 lph
pump. The specific gravity values used were the averages across all models at an average temperature.
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Q1 
-= SG2 FLOW
Q2 ] SGI
H1 _ SGCH =SG--2 HEAD
H2  SGI
S S-G2 WATER POWER
Qi = Flow pump i (lph).
Hi = Pumping head pump i (m).
Pi = Power pump i (Watts).
SGi = Specific gravity fluid i.
__
The average specific gravity was also used for the turbine pumps. In addition, the voltage and pressure
at which the pump types were tested do not enter any of these calculations. These similarity relationships
gave the same results whether the pumps are tested at 13.2V or 8.OV, because the fluid properties
measured were independent of those operating points. However, the similarity values were different
between the two different types of pumps, gerotors or turbines, because the relationships cannot be used
to compare pumps from two different families.
SG %A %A %A
PUMP FLUID @Tavg
TYPE TYPE G SG-9 HGas = HM99 SG p9 .M99
QG.= QM99 SGG7 SGa,,PSG,
Gerotor M99 0.7779 Q50-D = 1.024QM99 H50-D = 1.048HM99 P50-D = 1.024PM99
50-D 0.7419 2.4% 4.85% 2.4%
Turbine M99 0.7819
50-D 0.7423 Q50-D = 1.026QM99 H50-D = 1.053HM99 P50-D = 1.026PM99
2.6% 5.3% 2.6%
EURO 0.7526 QEURO = 1.0 19QM99 HEURO = 1.039HM99 PEURO = 1.019PM99
1.9% 3.9% 1.9%
Q50-D = 0. 993QEURO H50-D = 0. 986HEURO P50-D = 0 .993PEURO
(0.70%) (1.37%) (0.70%)
Table 5.5.2b: Effects of Test Fluid on Pump Performance using Pump Similarity Rules
As can be seen from the above results, the percentage change in pump performance when
pumping different fluids is small. This is due to the specific gravities of the test fluids only.
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PHASE I: ETC/Alba Fuel Lab Gage Capability Comparison
Two-station Performance Test Stand
Fluids: ESE-M4C50-D Gasoline and ESF-M99C82-A Solvent
Referring to Tables Al and A2:
1000 Hour 60 Iph and 95 Iph Gerotor Pumps (ETC only):
" The 6aR&R estimates for the flow, current, and speed measurements at 10.OV are two to three times
larger in the gasoline than in the solvent for each gerotor model.
* Independent of voltage, the average flow and speed are equivalent across the test fluids for each
model.
* Independent of test fluid and voltage, the 6aR&R estimates for the current draw are two times larger
for the 60 iph pumps and exceed one amp for all the models.
* At 10.OV, the 60 Iph pumps possess larger 6aR&R estimates for the flow, current, and speed
measurements in both test fluids. This does not exist for the 13.2V operating point; both pump types
possess similar 6aR&R estimates.
"Master" Turbine Pumps (ETC and Alba):
* In gasoline at all voltages and between both Labs, the 6aR&R estimates for the flow,
and speed measurements are similar; on average, the 6aR&R for current is lower at the Alba Lab.
(Test stand is repeatable regardless of voltage or fixed pressure across both Labs in gasoline.)
* Independent of operating voltages, average flow and speed values are equivalent between Labs in
gasoline; average current is lower at Alba Lab in gasoline.
* The 6aR&R estimates for flow, current, and speed measurements are not equivalent across operating
points and test sites in the solvent; are two times higher at the ETC Lab. (Indicates sensitivity of
turbine pumps to more viscous fluid, integrity of the same fluid used between the test sites, and other
"noise" or variability entering into the results from the ETC Lab.)
* Independent of operating voltages, average flow, current, and speed are not equivalent between the
Labs in the solvent; all average values are lower at the Alba Lab. (Indicates same as above.)
PRE-PHASE U: ETC/Rawsonville and Alba/Plant Gage Capability Comparison
Two-station Performance Test Stand/Fuel Pump Production
Test Stands: ESF-M99C82-A Solvent
Referring to Tables A3-A4:
* When testing "master" 60 lph pumps, there is a significant difference between the average flow and
current measurements obtained from the two-station stand at the ETC Lab and from the Rawsonville
production stands at 13.2V.
* Higher outlet flow indicates higher pressure at 13.2V on the Rawsonville production test stands.
* When testing "master" turbine pumps, there is a difference between the average flow measurements
obtained from the production stands and from on the two-station stand at each Lab.
PHASE II: Test Fluid Correlation After Pump Break-in
Two-station Performance Test Stand Gerotors and Turbine Pumps
ESE-M4C50-D Gasoline versus ESF-M99C82-A Solvent versus Eurosuper95
* An approximate one-to-one fluid correlation (good regression model) over the entire flow and current
performance curves was determined for the turbine pumps. This does not mean that turbine pump flow
in M99 is equivalent to turbine flow in gas. Phase I and Pre-Phase II results indicate lower flow
averages at given voltages in the solvent.
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* The test fluid type is one of the major sources of variability in the performance measurements between
the Alba Plant and Lab for the turbine pumps. The driving force of this variability is the viscosity
values of the fluids. Another source of variability, holding the solvent constant, could be the way the
turbine pump is positioned in the part pocket of the production stand and the method of outlet sealing
by the fixture head; these could result in flow losses.
* Turbine pump performance in the Eurosuper gasoline is equivalent to the ESE-M4C50-D over various
voltages and pressures; performance measurements in ESE-M4CSO0-D versus ESF-M99C82-A are
also equivalent to Eurosuper versus ESF-M99C82-A. This is shown in Chapter 4.
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rIuw 13..VIOLU Krd *v1 qpHi £t.Po1 y7.53. Ipn 83.933 Ipn
Curent @ 13.2V/310 kPa 1.5 amps 11.80% 0.177 amps 5.246 amps
ow @ 8.0V/200 KPA 12 Iph 65.52% 7.862 Iph 20.244 Iph
low @ 13.2V310 kra 40 Ipn 17.u4* 6.817 lph 84.452 Iph
Current @ 13.2V/310 kPa 1.5 amps 32.07% 0.481 amps 5.244 amps
Flow @ 8.0V/200 KPA 12 Iph 62.89% 7.547 Iph 19.734 Iph
iii . i.i.iii:iiiiiii:i-iii M99-SOLVENT
Flow 13.2V/310 Pa 40 Iph 24.50% 9.798 Iph 84.755 Iph
Current @ 13.2V/310 IPa 1.5 amps 36.80% 0.552 amps 5.203 amps
Flow 8.0V/200 KPA 12 Iph 59.34% 7.121 lph 19.629 ph
&Mil W .....i.:...ii..ii~i~ii~, i•:' : :::ii M99-SOLVENT
Flow @ 13.2V/310 kPa 40 Iph 19.95% 7.979 Iph 80.981 Iph
Current @ 13.2V/310 kPa 1.5 amps 40.20% 0.603 amps 5.330 amps
Flow @ 8.0V/200 KPA 12 Iph 60.18% 7.222 Iph 19.417 ph
...s ...S..T if IML99-SOLVENT
Flow @ 13.2V/310 kPa 40 Iph 24.06% 9.622 Iph 85.580 Iph
Current @ 13.2V/310 kPa 1.5 amps 14.13% 0.212 amps 5.092 amps
Flow @ 8.0V/200 KPA 12 Iph 72.72% 8.726 lph 20.248 lph
Table A3: PRE-PHASE II: Alba Plant Gage Repeatability and Reproducibility Study
of the Fuel Pump Production Test Stands
P/T AVERAGE GRAND MEAN
Tolerance All EPtures 6aP&P All Fixtures
M99-SOLVENT I All Mtures
Flow 0 13.2V/310 kPa 40 Iph 22.23% 8.893 1ph 83.940 Iph
Amps @ 13.2V/310 kPa 1.5 amps 29.47% 0.442 amps 5.223 amps
Plow 8.0V/200 kPa 12 lph 64.31% 7.717 Iph 19.854 ph
(2 "Master" Turbine Pumps)
rsi~i i....ETC LABi : f ...... l A
AVERAGE
6aP&P
2-Stationl#2M99-SOLVENT
GRAND MEAN
2-Station/l2
AVERAGE
6oP&P
2-Station/#2
GRAND MEAN
2-Station/#2
o 13.2V/310 kPa 9.778 Iph 93.947 Iph 10.157 Iph 91.325 Iph
Ams 13.2V/310 kPa 0.199 amps 5.692 amps 0.682 amps 5.257 amps
(2 "Master" Turbine Pumps)
AVERAGE GRAND MEAN AVERAGE GRAND MEAN
6oP&P 2-Station/#2 6oP&P 2-Station/f2
M99-SOLVENT 2-Station/f2 2-Station/02
row 0 8.0V/200 kPa 12.504 Iph 23.744 Iph 10.395 Iph 20.486 Iph
Amps @ 8.oV/200 kPa 0.155 amps 3.216 amVs 0.377 amps 2.933 amps
(2 "Master" Turbine Pumps)
Table A4: PRE-PHASE H: Fuel Pump Performance Test Equipment Gage Capability
Comparison Between the Alba Plant, ETC Lab, and Alba Lab
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n 2 2
i=
SS nr nkr
j=1
0
ssp = >
i=1
n k r 2
TSS = xI k
i=lj=Im=l
SSe = TSS - [SSo + SS, + SSop]
x - x
S iIkr
r i-1
+ I = 1 ...... n J = 1 .... k M = 1,...r
nr nkrj=1
ANOVA
Source DF SS MS EMS F
Operator k-1 SSo SSo/k - 1 = MSo 72 + ry2 + nrw2
Parts n-1 SS, SSp/n - 1 = MSp 72 + r 2 + kro2
Oper x Part (n-1)(k-1) SSop SSop/(n - 1) (k - 1) = MSo, + r2 MSop
Gage (Error) nk (r-1) SSe SS,/nk(r - 1) = MS, r2  MSe
Total nkr - 1 TSS Operator - N(o, a2)
Parts - N(0, C2)
Oper x Part - N(o, y2)
Gage(Error) - N(o, r2)
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TWO-STATION PERFORMANCE TEST STAND SIDE#2
ETC FUEL LAB/M99-SOLVENT 0 20-25 DEGREES CELSIUS
(3) "MASTER" 60 LPH GEROTOR PUMPS
GRAND MEAN
STANDARD DEVIATION ESTIMATES
Repeatability
Reproducibility (operator)
Interaction (part*operator)
R&R
Part
MEASURES OF SPREAD (6*SIGMA)
Equipment Variation
Operator Variation
Interaction Variation
R&R Variation
Part Variation
I .. . . . . . . . i _ __ il nm
TOTAL VARIATION (WITH 
PA )
% CONTRIBUTION TO TOTAL VARIATION
Equipment Variation
Operator Variation
Interaction Variation
R&R Variation
Part Variation
TOTAL VARIATION (WITHOUT PART)
% CONTRIBUTION 10 TOTAL VARIATION
Equipment Variation
Operator Variation
Interaction Variation
R&R Variation
FLOW
13.2V/310 KPA
(LPH)
113.429
0.805
0.914
N/A
1.344
4.831
5.485
N/A
8.064
10.884
.......... . ..........:
........... ...........9~~9 ::::::':~`:
IN
::':'ii
CLUDING PARW
19.70%
25.40%
N/A
54.90%
CURRENT
13.2V/310 KPA
(AMPS)
3.738
0.042
0.058
N/A
0.046
0.254
0.346
N/A
0.275
i .i.i:i....i.i.....i:ii.iS i ii
VARIATION
24.85%
45.97%
N/A
29.18%
.. 49.. . i.. . . 
EXCLUDING PART VARIATION
43.68% 35.08%
56.32% 64.92%
N/A N/A
100.00% 100.00%
SPEED
13.2V/310 KPA
(RPM)
5490.633
149.499
69.225
N/A
71.887
896.993
415.347
N/A
431.320
69.17%
14.83%
N/A
...iii ii . .... .ii...iri.... i :i:. :
15.99%
82.34%
17.66%
N/A
100.00%
Table El: Pre-Phase II Summary-60 lph Gerotors at ETC Fuel Lab
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INITIAL CHECK-(46) PRODUCTION LEVEL PUMPS
ALBA FUEL LAB-TWO-STATION PERFORMANCE TEST STAND/#2
|ESE-M4C0-D GASOLINE AVERAGE AVERAGEI AVERAGE STDEV STDEV STDEV AVERAGESCOUNT I VOLTS PRESSURE CURRENT FLOW SPEED CURRENT FLOW I SPEED I TEMP
46 I 8V I 200KPA I 3.00 I 25.64 I 4762.-43 i 0.10 I 3.78 I 79.61 I 21.02 I
46 I 13.2V I 31OKPA I 5.02 I 92.60 I 8512A)0 I 0.14 I Si3i I 71br16 I 102 I
(CORRELATION PERFORMANCE TESTING IN ESE-M4CS0-D GASOLINE
ALBA FUEL LAB-TWO-STATION PERFORMANCE TEST STAND/I2
ESE-M4CS-D GASOLINE AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE STDEV STDEV STDEV AVERAGE
COUNT VOLTS PRESSURE CURRENT FLOW SPEED CURRENT FLOW SPEED TEMP
37 8V 16 KPA 1.64 94.34 1143.54 0.06 1.38 95.82 22.05
46 8V 200 KPA 3.02 26.89 2126.66 0.10 3.19 92.93 22.05
46 8V 250 KPA 3.43 11.89 2384.25 0.12 3.30 137.65 22.05
46 8.5V 200 KPA 3.10 37.08 2102.61 0.10 3.27 72.66 22.05
46 8.5V 250 KPA 3.51 22.19 2354.94 0.12 3.57 109.16 22.05
46 8.5V 310 KPA 3.99 5.52 2625.91 0.15 3.49 100.75 22.05
46 9.0V 200 KPA 3.19 46.63 2085.24 0.10 3.31 34.36 22.05
46 9.0V 250 KPA 3.59 32.04 2324.04 0.12 3.58 58.07 22.05
46 9.0V 310 KPA 4.08 14.97 2604.41 0.14 3.87 6.84 22.05
46 13.2V 200 KPA 4.39 120.99 2077.60 0.13 3.40 7.03 22.05
46 13.2V 250 KPA 4.67 109.35 2316.39 0.14 3.65 10.26 22.05
46 13.2V 310 KPA 5.04 94.83 2607.58 0.14 4.17 14.49 22.05
(CORRELATION PERFORMANCE TESTING IN EUROSUPER GASOLINE
ALBA FUEL LAB-TWO-STATION PERFORMANCE TEST STAND/12
EUROSUPER GASOLINE AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE STDEV STDEV STDEV AVERAGE
COUNT VOLTS PRESSURE CURRENT FLOW SPEED CURRENT FLOW SPEED TEMP
29 8V 16 KPA 1.70 96.63 1175.98 0.07 1.94 73.28 20.98
46 8V 200 KPA 3.02 28.91 2115.99 0.11 3.29 87.97 20.98
46 8V 250 KPA 3.42 13.93 2371.03 0.13 3.40 125.38 20.98
46 8.5V 200 KPA 3.08 38.12 2078.70 0.10 3.31 9.01 20.98
46 8.5V 250 KPA 3.48 23.42 2320.85 0.12 3.59 18.44 20.98
46 8.5V 310 KPA 3.95 7.02 2609.02 0.15 3.59 15.67 20.98
46 9.OV 200 KPA 3.16 47.08 2077.28 0.10 3.38 9.36 20.98
46 9.0V 250 KPA 3.55 32.66 2319.57 0.12 3.60 24.89 20.98
46 9.0V 310 KPA 4.04 16.03 2608.06 0.14 3.89 19.95 20.98
46 13.2V 200 KPA 4.38 120.57 2078.55 0.14 3.54 17.63 20.98
46 13.2V 250 KPA 4.66 109.08 2316.86 0.15 3.91 12.67 20.98
46 13.2V 310 KPA 5.03 94.94 2606.63 0.15 4.25 18.13 20.98
(CORRELATION PERFORMANCE TESTING IN M99-SOLVENT
ALBA FUEL LAB-TWO-STATION PERFORMANCE TEST STAND/-2
M99-SOLVENT AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE STDEV STDEV STDEV AVERAGE
COUNT VOLTS PRESSURE CURRENT FLOW SPEED CURRENT FLOW SPED TEMP
16 8V 16 KPA 1.85 84.19 1171.53 0.13 3.07 86.11 21.52
46 8V 200 KPA 3.09 25.70 2097.20 0.16 4.51 64.65 21.52
46 8V 250 KPA 3.42 11.39 2357.49 0.17 4.51 118.44 21.52
46 8.5V 200 KPA 3.20 33.80 2100.84 0.16 4.37 69.62 21.52
46 8.5V 250 KPA 3.54 20.56 2349.53 0.17 4.54 107.12 21.52
46 8.5V 310 KPA 3.97 5.07 2617.61 0.18 3.81 82.21 21.52
46 9.OV 200 KPA 3.32 42.47 2082.53 0.16 4.26 . 41.67 21.52
46 9.0V 250 KPA 3.66 29.73 2324.03 0.17 4.12 58.38 21.52
46 9.0V 310 KPA 4.08 14.19 2619.21 0.19 4.02 89.39 21.52
46 13.2V 200 KPA 4.70 111.01 2083.63 0.26 5.06 37.34 21.52
46 13.2V 250 KPA 4.98 100.88 2321.80 0.25 5.24 53.40 21.52
46 13.2V 310 KPA 5.35 88.70 2606.94 0.26 5.13 18.42 21.52
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Table H3: Phase II Turbine Pump Test Fluid Correlation (Alba Lab)
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Robust Statistics-How Not to Reject Outliers
Part 1. Basic Concepts
Analytical Methods Committee*
Royal Society of Chemistry, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London W1V OBN, UK
The subject ot outliers has been controversial whenever analytical data have been processed. Modern
statistical theory provides an alternative to outlier rejection, in which outlying observations are retained but
given less weight This approach is known as robust statistics and is beginning to find favour with analytical
chemists. An introduction to robust statistics is given and some examples are described.
Keywords: Outlier; robust statistics: mean, median: variance
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Introduction
Occasionally sets of analytical data'occur in which a few
observations appear discordant with the remainder. Such
observations are known as outliers. For example. considering
the following 24 determinations of copper (pg g-') in
wholemeal flour
2.9 3.1 3.4 3.4 3.70 3.7 2.8 2.5 2.4 2.4 2.7 2.2
5.28 3.37 3.03 3.03 28.95 3.71 3.4 2.2 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.7 (1)
one value. 28.95, itands out from the remainder. In this
instance we may be particularly suspicious of the value. as a
simple explanation suggests itself. Although recording and
range errors are almost certainly the major cause of outliers.
mistakes can also occur in many other parts of the analytical
process and from contamination and transposition of spe-
cimens.
The almost universal practice amongst analytical chemists
has been to regard outliers as errors. and to dclet lhcm from
the set of data. In some circumstanes this ainv"wrong.
and in others there are much safer procedures. y rhould we
be interested in outliers? One good reason is to catch
transcription errors while the original laboratory records are
easily accessible. In such am instance we would want to check.
ei the exuren resmlts whether or not they am ejeed by an
outlier test (such as the tests of Dixon' or GObbs). The
traditional procedue fr dtaset (1) would be compute
x r(3)-x(l) z(24) - x(22) 0.948
x(22) - x ' (24) - x(3) J
-c.|
I"s o Iss . 0 e 0.0
0 5.0 0.0 . 20.0 25.0 30.03.
MhNITAD. (a) A dot pio: and (b) a box plot. "* and Q. e.rerie
observations: +. the media.: mad .the quantiles
where x(). .... x(24) are the observations sorted into
increasing order:
2.2 2.2 2.4 2.4 2.5 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.03 3.03 3.1 3.37
3.4 3.4 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.70 3.77 5.28 28.95
and therefore reject x(24) - 28.95. For the remaining 23
observations the Dixon' test statistic is 0.549. so z(23) - 5.28
would also be rejected. Using the test yet again gives 0. 133.
this being judged not significant. Grubbs* test gives the same
results.
The traditional procedure has the merit of pointing out the
seiond outlier. 5.28. but this would have-een obvious from
any plot of the data (Fig. i). The second-largest value will be
significant (at 5%) only if it exceeds 4.80. However. surely we
would want to check a value of 4.77 for a transcription error?
If the purpose of dctecting outliers is to check the values. it is
their extremeness and the plausibility of simple explanations
that should weigh in the decision. and not the statistical
significance.
Outlier rejection is positively wrong when included in a
ic outlier rejection procedure used above In101 Y I':.
the illustrative datuset (I) is taken from a co-operative trial.,s
The mean and variance of the whole set are 4.28 and 28. I.
spectively, whereas after outier rejection they me 3.11 and
,251. riespell*y. If thew mcad•argest obsrmain bad been
4.77 we woud hliwe obtaied 3.19 and 0.3,, petiswvely.
Fram this. tho conchalis can be drawn dist as true
generally. The traditonal du the-
actual darzVltif a u ls
vamrianctrriraf •miifftiii in practice. The outliers in our
datast are only reviealed because we have 24 replicates.
Duplication might throw doubt on a value of 28.95., but it is
very unlikely to do so on 5.28. On the other hand. estimating
the variance by 28.1 is also unfair. as values as large as 25.95
might be spotted and are much rarcr than I in 24.
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Barnett and LewisO discussed the outlier problem in
considerable detail and described a whole battery of outlier
rejection tests. e change of emphasis from their firnt edition(1978) to the second edition (1964) reflects a change ip
statistical practice from outlier ejecdon tooutlieicrccommo.
aphailosophy is known as robust utistist
a se istant statistics) and is expounded in a
number of muragph '7-* some of which ae forbid-
ding even 6 staisticns.
Robust l been used occasionally by chemists,
especially in g ochemisry.t-ts These papers concentrate on
establishing reference values. whereas robust methods can be
as useful in.assessing variability'as for central tendency.
Philosophy of Robust Statistcs
The normal distribution pervades statistical methodolqgy. and
its very name suggests widespread applicability. Ye('careful
studied'show that real errors do not fit the normal distribution!
Users of statistics point to a theoretical result, the central limit
theorem, to justify the assumption, whereas theoreticians
believe its applicability to have been proved empirically. The
central limit theorem is, of course, a perfectly correct result
about sums of many small independent errors having (approx-
imately) a normal distribution. The problem is that outliers
result from single large errors. It is also generally accepted
that real error distributions have "heavier tails" than the
normal distribution, i.e.'large deviations (in either direction)
are more likely than under a normal distribution. One of the
bases of robust statistics is to use procedures that work well for
such distributions.
The second basis s to protect against gross errors. We
observed from our example that.recording 28.95 rather than
2.895 increased the sample mean considerably (to 4.28 from
M.19). Recording 289.5 and 2895 would give 15.1 and 123.7.
respectively. Hence the effect of a missing decimal point is
disastrous for the mean. On: the other hand, the median is
almost unchanged, from 3.24 with 2.895 to 3.38 with any value
greater than 3.40. This propertyis shared by a irimmed mean.
Suppose we discard the smallest r and the largest r observa.
tions out of the total, n, and then take the mean of the
remainder. (This is called a (100rtn)(%) trimmed mean.1
Discarding r - I and r = 2 gives estimates of the mean of 3.25
and 3.21, respectively, both being insensitive to the actual size
of 28.95. Trimmed means obey both principles of robust.
statistics; they are insensitive to small numbers of gross errors.
and they work'wtl for heavy-tailed distributions close to the
normal. The mean fails the first of these, the median the
second.
The sample variance is even more sensitive to outliers than
the sample mean, increasing from 0.46(when 28.95 is replaced
by 2.895) to 28.1. The inter-quartile range (IQR) is the
difference between observations one quarter in from each
end, the 6th and 19th in the present example, so IOR = 1.0.
For a normal distribution the IOR would be expected to be
about 1.350, which suggests that we determine o2 by (ORI/
1.35)2 - 0.55. Again this is insensitive to gross errors; it is in
fact unchanged if 28.95 is replaced by 2.895 or 289.5.
The trimmed mean and the IQOR were developed in the days
when all data were analysed by hand. Computers have allowed
mote sophisticaed methods to be used. Many such proce-
dares exist, but we wilt only describe some of the simaples
which are known to perform well. A whole book" has been
devoted to compWaisos of 68 procedures! The references
disagree as to the best procedure, but all accept those
described here as amongst the best.
Measuring "True Values"
Both the sample mean and median are estimates of the
location of a distribution of results. This distribution can be
FI. 2. A robust loss function p. Note that p(g) -= x for x I c r. but(zl <.r: for large i-r
considered as a -true value". p. plus errors. and we want to
find an estimate of p. We assume that a is the mean of the
"reliable" results. but not of the whole error distribution. as in
analytical chemistry the distribution of errors will almost
always be asymmetric. Consider n data points Zx .... x.. The
sample mean minimises the sum of squares SS - I(, - up
and this is the source of its sensitivity to gross errors as larme
errors inflate SS significantly. Suppose we minimise SS =
Zp(x, - p) where p(M) does not weight large errors, t. as much
as el. A good choice is the function
(do2.so), el iscoP(t) =  c(21lZol 
-c).IslPc
illustrated in Fig. 2 where o2 is a robust vanriahc and c is a
constant in the range 1-2. This penalises errors larger than co
less severely than z2. The corresponding location estimate. ..
is the mean of pseudo-values i,
z, if r, - [co
.,-= -co if x,<r.-co
la +co if xi>fA+co
.. 12)
and also the weighted mean of z. with weights wa
,w, . 1 f if x,,-jil[co
1  colx, - At if , -ir >co
Hence extreme values can be thought of as being either
brought in or downweighted. We can compute i from either of
these properties. To'start with take mny estimate ilt. say the
mean or the median. At each stage compute frO) as the
weighted mean with weights min(l.cof!xi - AV- t!) or as the
mean of the values 1, [with Ai = it-~"J. [The function min(rt.)
denotes the smaller value of x and y.] The values AIZO converse
rapidly to 1.
The value of c 1.5 has wide support. Suppose we knew a
to be 0.70. then starting from the mean
u )- -4.28. 3.56. 3.27. 3.22. 3.21 ..
and starting from the median
(A - 3.39. 3.24. 3.21.
It is usually unrealistic to assume that o is known. although
only a rough estimate is needed. which might be availale
from past trials. One rough estimate is based on the median
absolute deviation (MAD); MAD - median (iz, - median ).6 = MADAI.6745. which is imilar to the re-scaled IQR. and in
our example gives 6 = 0.53 and ii = 3.207. (The scale factor
0.6745 is used to obtain the correct answer for norm:atl
distributed data.) More sophisticated estimates are considcrcdd
later. Howevcr. this simple proposal is already very reliable.
The corresponding estimator of kwation is somctime% k nos n
as AI5.
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Tabl t. Values of the constants and 9 for a range of cut-off values c. Further values can be obtained from 9 -
P(iM < c). p - 0 + cl( - 9) - 2c exp(-cV2yV2a where I is a standard normal deviat
c
1.0 1.1 1.2 13 1.4
'0.516 0.578 0.635 0.688 0.736
S 0.683 0.729 0.770 0.806 0.183
Measuring "Precision"
If it is supposed that we are in the somewhat more realistic
position of knowing It (say from a reference sample) and wish
to estimate ,a. then we could use the sample variance or the
scaled IQR. or
6,. 6 median(xi - Ijl)/0.6745 --
A robust procedure is to solve
Z min(Ifz - p/lo,c)2 = n .. .. (3)
where again f is chosen to obtain the correct answer for
normally distributed data. Some values of 0 are given in Table
1.
There are a number of ways to solve (3). One of the easiest
is to compute a sequence of values 60) with 610) = 0m and
[ I , -1 )
where
x, if x - 14 <cot- )
I,= - ci- 0 ) if x,<p'- cOU- ')
I + c6(t- ) if x, > it-•o•t -
which converges rapidly to the solution of (3).
Suppose for dataset (1) that we knew that IL - 3.68 (which is
the consensus of a much larger set of measurements), then
& = 0.911,.0.927.0.934, 0.938, 0.939, 0.940. 0.941 ...
so a can be estimated by 0.941. Note that 062 is the variance of
the pseudo-values ., (with divisor n as p is known).
Unknown "true value"
The more sophisticated approach referred to in a previous
section involves estimating o alongside p. Hence at each
iteration we form pseudo-valuesf, and compute their mean. .
and variance. s2. Then AW4) - i and did = V(s2f). This is
repeated until the values stabilise. starting from (median. 6.).
The present example gives
A-= 3.385 3.255 3.213 3.206 3.205 3.205 ... 3.205
o = 0.526 0.$95 0.639 0.657 0.666 0.671 ... 0.674
The following shows the insensitivity to the outlier(s):
Z24) p 6
28.95 3.205 0.674
2.895 3.146 0.613
289.5 3.205 0.674
and in fact (A1.6) do not depend on any of the exact values
greater than A + c6 - 4.22. Hence it is irrelevant whether ithe
value 5.28 Is considered aft outlier or not: all that mattess is
that it exceeds 4.22. This combined estimator is known as HIS
or "Huber proposal 2."
When n. the number of observations, is small, a small.
sample correction should be made. The variance of x, - A will
be about o2(n - t)In and so the cut-off point. c. uhould be
reduced to c VN( I - 1in) in forming the pseudo-values. This
will be important in Part 2.1 (It reduces 6 to 0.662 in our
example.)
13 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0
0.778 0.816 0.849 0.877 0.900 0.921
0.866 0.a10 0.911 0.928 0.943 0.954
Discussion
We have observed that robust procedures can be constructed
to estimate the true value and precision of a set of data by
relatively simple iterative calculations. These are very tedious
to do manually but easy to program. (The longest part of the
program will be to find the starting values. see Appendix.)
The robust estimates ae completely insensitive to how
outlying the extreme data values are and obtain most of their
information from the values in the centre of the bdataset.
The cut-off value c should in theory be chosen depending on
how frequent outliers are thought to be. although it is safer to
choose a smaller value of c if in doubt. About 1% of outliers
suggest c = 2.0 and about 5% suggest c = 1.4. The value c =
1.5 is widely used. The actual estimates obtained are not very
sensitive to c:
c = 1.0 s15 2.0
A = 3.229 3.205 3.234
6 = 0.648 0.662 0.678 .-
If we really wanted to look foroutliers to check them against
the original records, a useful rule would be to check zi values
outside I1 26. In dataset (1) this suggests that all vvues
greater than 4.53 would be checked.
Use of robust estimates
Some considerable care is needed in interpreting pA and 6.
They do not estimate the mean and standard deviation of the
observations (note. not the population). and this is an asset
rather than a liability. Rare but very large outliers will affect
the theoretical mean It considerably when, as in anwlytical
chemistry, they will almost always occur in one direction.
Instead we should regard p as measuring the mean of the
*-reliable" observations, a consensus value which is the nearest
we can get to a "true value". (This interpretation is only
possible if the "reliable". observations form the majority.
Examples do occur in which the outliers are the only valid
observations, but no statistical procedure can redeem such a
disastrous trial.)
In a similar manner 6 measures the standard deviation of
the "reliable" observations. If we take m replicates then the
robust measure p1 obtained from these will have a variance of
about 62/m for moderate m. fin fact 64m X pW where t0 =
P(flx, - pI I/a a c). where P is the probability, which can be
estimated either from the normal distribution or by the
proportion of the dataset with , = x,. As Table I shows. the
correction factor V062 is only just larger than one.] However
the (population) variance of one observation will usually much
exceed 62, as outliers cannot be downweighted. Duplicates
also do not help. as we always find that k - (zt + I- 2 )2. At
least three replicaes are needed toallow downweigh•ing, and
this mnay not be sufficient unless o is known a priore If we had
recorded just the three observations 2.9. 3. 1 and 28.95. then
Mean - I t.65 st4.9
Median = 3.1 d.- 0.297
AI5 = 3.222 -
HIS = I 1.65 6 a- 16.98
There are two plausible explanations for this triple of
observations. One. favoured by (AI$. 6,). is of two reliable
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program aoi
a
a C sru.n.pay
a -4.,
pazamateu tur: * 100)
seal a (3t.) • we Q(11.)
Ieal amdian, his
integew iL a
zeal m0d. ma, as
character nameeso
print *, * Filoe ame
read ' (a)', nam
open (1, filteaame, statuseold')
print v*I ' data poinata s
read *, a
read A,*) ((A)l, Lto,a)
close (1)
mad a meI anl( a, re)
print *, 'amdia ',mad
a a als(a., a, as., vwe)
print *, '1iS, sigus ', m, as
ma - hlS(,.a, as, vaW)
print *, 'hS, sigma ', a ao
end
Oeal finction m dLan((, a, us)
reala (a), ws(*t, w
integer i, j, h, a, n2
do 10 1 - 1, a
vs(i) z()i
hal
if (h .1e. a) goto 20
h a h/3
do 50 1 - hU+, a
is (wajl-h) .Le. v) oto 5O
w*(s) = wnw(-h)
a 3-h
ii (I .gt. b) goto 40
O5 wa(j) - v
it (h .gt. 1) goto 30
a2 a n/2it (2*n2 eq. a) than
-median O0.S*(vws(l(2)(+vs(2+))
else .
m edian.w-va (a2+1)
endit
end
zeal function smad (m, a , , we)
real media, ma, a (a), ws(o)
real am, sun
intage iL, a
do 10 1 1, I
10 wa(i) * abs(ai)--m)
an au mdan(ws, a, es)
it (m .le. 0.0) thea
sua 0.0
do 20 L n 1, a
20 sum a sum + we(i)
Copyriht of Profemr B. D. Ripley
Not to Paject Outliese'
mad am/0.9745
and
real function aI (a, a, as, wes)
retal mdian, z(n), wa(*)
real a, aI, maO, Ma, aeO, mc, sun
integer I, a
data c/i.5/
ILa - mdi•nat, a, we)
asa aoa"d(m, a, a, we)
zc - GOas w esIa
10 a=0 a m
sum a 0.0
do 20 1 - 1, a
20 asum = sum + min(mO+ae, aa(tmo-so, m(i)2
m aim/I
it ( bs(a-xmaO) .g . (1.0e-4)*as) go to 10
a1s - m
end
real function hiS (, a, xas, ve)
real- mdian, i(a), * (*), zoo
ealI a, beta, , c , aS, amO, Ms, aO, mc,
integer i1 a
data •, beta /1.5, 0.778/
c1 a vwithout small-sample correction
cl a siqzt (1.0-1.0/n)
ma meian (a, a, vwe)
a a smadtadim, a, a, we)
20 maO -ma
alO i as
sum 0.0
sum2 * 0.0
me a cloas
do 20 l a 1, a
a - amn(am+aC, ma•i(m-ac, i(i)))
sum sum + a
20 sum2 sum2+ 4 (-=m) (*a-Im)
ma asum/n
asa asqz(su*2/(beaW (n-i)))
if (abs(lam-mO) .gt. 1.0e-42as0) .or.
SabsaC(s/zsO-1.0) .gt. i.Oe-4) go to 10
eman as
end
observations plus one outlier. On the other hand, (HIS. 6)
regards the sample as three variable observations. We know
only from other data which explanation is correct.
No statistical method. can make sense of disastrous trials.
Abbey•v quoted 31 determinattons of the nickel content
(ig g-') of Canadian syenite rock:
5.2 6.5 6.9 7 7 7 7.4 8 8 8 8 8.5 9 9 10
It It 12 12 13.7 14 14 14 16 17 17 18 24 28 3- 125
FcA A
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sun, auma
which give
Mean - 16.01 s - 21.27
Median 11I.00 b.- 4.45
AI1 11.55
,g~gu),70 6- S.19
suggesting a essr of the robust mean of ca. 1.0 (-
N AbbeVm).  bb other robust estimators of •1. but all
agreed to witbUf(Miderable) uncertainty. However.
this uncertainty s sI blrge theiZ lh been learnt from31 determinations.
at refurlly. inuinrgly data am not looked at t all. They a
recorded in machine-readable form and summarised by
computer programs. In such circumstances robust statistics
are preferable to conventional ones. and a marked difference
betweenl should give a warning that the data should be
examinererefully.
Appendix
Computation
The exact form of thealgorithms used to calculate robust
estimates can be deduced from the ForTun 77 program
shown. They cover the most general case of unknown I and a.
but are easily modified to hadle other instances.
Medians are found by sorting the data by the sort algorithm
of Shell.Ia There are ways to find medians without sorting that
will be faster for large values of n, but these are considerably
more awkward to program correctly. One other difficulty is
tiat 86 could turn out to be zero, butonly if half the data are
equal to the median. In that instance we would report Zx, -
medianiln, which is zero only if all the data are equal to the
median.
The programs use a common workspace (ws) which should
be as large as the data array. One trap for the unwary: median
and HIS are real qualities. despite the implicit rules of
FoastrA. To aid translation to other languages, all variables
used are declared. NMAX can be set as required.
Professor Peter Roussecuw's comments were most helpful in
clarifying an earlier draft.
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Robust Statistics--How Not to Reject Outliers
Part 2.* Inter-laboratory Trials
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Robust statistics can be used to find estimates of true values and precision that are insulated from the effect of
outliers. In this paper these procedures have been extended to inter-laboratory trials.
Keywords: Outlier: robust statistics: collaborative trial; co-operative trial
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Introductlon
Robust statistics is a methodologiyfor producing estimates of
consensus values. Ip, and precisions. a.,from data that may
contain a small proportion of outlirs, either as errors or
abnormal results. Part I' has described their application to a
series of repeated measurements in one laboratory. In this
paper the methods are applied to inter-laboratory trials.
The type of trial we had in mind involves a series of
specimens being split into portions and analysed in several
laboratories for specified analyte(s). The method may be
specified closely (a collaborative trial) or left unspecified(a co-operative trial).ln each instance the main aim was to
determine the precision that could be achieved. For a
collaborative trial this is the precision of the method, whereas
a co-operative trial aims to assess the variability in the
everyday practice of different laboratories. In some trials of
either type, determination of bias is also important. Other
inter-laboratory trials are undertaken as part of a quality
control procedure, to help identify laboratories whose perfor-
mance is below that expected, and to establish reference
values.
The approach described here is closely related to those of
Rocket and Lischer3 but differs in small but important details.
Traditiemal Procedwur
A whole family of statistial analyses or collaboraive trials
have been proposed thA di• hr i their aim detU.? All
consider trials involving L laboratories. each of which analyse
a specimen r times or perform a split-level test. Thisprocedure
is repeated for a number of specimens. For simplicity let us
* For Pan I of this series. see reference i.
t Correspondcnce should be addressed to the Secretary. Analytical
Methods Committee. Analytical Division. Royal Society of
Chemistry. Burlington House. Piccadilly. London WIV OBN. UK.
consider only "unifornn-level" experiments. Then for one
particular specimen the data are yja, i - i....., L representing
the laboratory and k - 1 ... , r representing the replicate.
The procedure in BSS497 stipulates that the standard
deviations.s , of yn .... ye, arefirst tested for homogeneity by
Cochran's test. Then it heterogeneity is found, Dixon's test is
applied to the results for that laboratory. The latter test is also
applied to the laboratory averages. As a result of this series of
tests some or all of the results for each laboratory are deleted.
Note that because each of the tests will make errors, some of
the data will be deleted even if there are no actual-attiers.
The effect of this is to systematically underestimate the
vanrances of the sources of error and hence the repcaaility"
and "reproducibility." Other procedures differ in detl but
have the same failing. The overestimation of precimi an be
serious when real outliers are prone to occur. Robust
procedures downweight extreme observations and compen-
sate for that downweighting.
Robust Procedures
First. consider experiments with two sources of random error.
The observation y,& is considered to be the sum of (a) a true
value, p; (b) a laboratory bias. I, with variance, oa.; and (c) a
measurement error, rt., with variance, a,2.
The robust procedure has two steps. Fiut, the observations(yj) are analysed as a whole to estimate laboratory means,
Ij = I + L. and the variance. o,2. The means (A) are then
analysed to estimate IL and s2 =- o0 t .21r'. This exactly
parallels the traditional approach, which uses a = yj.
Estimating 1& and oa is carried out exactly by the procedure
described in Part 1,t i.e., by solving the equations
II,(p.o-)- Lo
TA!pa.o) 1-p]2 (L - .... -()
where , = (, are the estimated laboratory means, p is chosen
to obtain the correct answer for normally distributed data. and
(za ifi, - pl<cto
,(o) I - cio if Z < I- ct
P+cio if :.>p+ta
with ct - c V(1 - IUL). where c is a constant in therange 1-2.
Equations (1) ai solved eradvely by settin the right-band
side equal the left-and side. This proes caverg s.
sometimes very slowly.
The laboratory means :, are found in a similar way. Then we
solve -. n ,,,- I ' .
whcre
tyA - ts.c) - Z (r -- )L o- .. (2)
fNA if Livt - 14 <C20
i',(C&.a e ACIO if Yv.<-l<c,.
+ C.0 if A>p+cpa
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Table I. A trial of the detennrmination of nitrate (mg I-') in drinking waters
Laboratory
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Replicate .... 48. 44.4 46.4 45.7 41.1 48 45.1 45.5 43.8 45.0 50.7 45.8 49.0 42.9
Replicate .. . 48.3 44.5 46.6 46.0 45.0 48.5 45.6 493 44.2 45.2 50.6 46.1 50.0 42.9
Table 2. Statiusticl al or nirate (Table 1) Table 3. Robust estimates for a co-operative trial (g kg-. Data are
Full data set ........
Omitting laboratory 8 .
OmitTine lborastories 13 and8
.- Robuist procedure . . . .
A
46.38
46.30
46.03
46.33
aL. 6.
2.189 0.781
2.319 0.318
2.208 0.261
2.451 0.315
and c2 - c V(1 - Ilr). As r is usually small (2 or 3). c, is much
less than c. Once again, equations (2) are solved by iteration.
For starting values. 14 can be taken as the median of the
observations in laboratory I, and
6 = median(lyv, - 14)/[0.6745V(1 - l/r)J
with, again, a small-sample correction.
In the special instance of two replicates equations (2) can be
simplified. By symmetry, A 9-, whatever the value of o. If we
let wi  (Y2 - yit)/2 be half the difference between the resultsfrom laboratory i, then a can be found from
L~o2 - 2Imia(jw,, coIV2)2
or
L082 = Smin(lwiw, co)l
where 82 = oz/2 is the variance ofw,. An appropriate starting
value is
6 = median(wA)/0.6745
In practice it can be as easy to Solve (2) directly.
This argument indicates the advantage of having more than
two replicates. With just two replicales we can be suspicious of
them both because their difference is too large. but it is
impossible to know which is the outlicr and so to correct our
estimate of the laboratory mean. With three or more
replicates possible outliers can be downweighted.
Example
Table I gives duplicate determinations of nitrate in drinking
water from 14 laboratories. The two values returned by
laboratory 8 appear to be discordant, and those in laboratories
5 and 13 are substantially more discordant than the rest.
Cochran's test gives a value of 0.846 and so rejects laboratory
8 but not laboratory 13 if repeated. Table 2 shows the
traditional results and the robust ones. It is clear that rejecting
all the laboratories whose results are suspicious can easily
cause variances to be underestimated: this appears to be an
example.
Trials with Batches
A report on co-operative trials' recommended considering an
addidton layer of varability. the bMsca. In such a trial.
specimens are sent to the laboratories on b ;a 2 occasions in
order to assess the variabiliy of a *aborasory over time.
Consider Table 3 of reference 8, in which six laboratories
analysed specimens twice in each of three batches. Each of the
seven specimens is considered separately. We have obscrva-
tions
yia,, i= .... L;j 1, .... b;k = .... r
from replicate k of batch j in laboratory i. There are three
sources of random variation. so
taken from Tabl 3 of refcrcce 8 (for specimen 5. line 2.6.8 should
read 6.9)
Robust Traditionai x
Specimen
2
3
6
7
Y Pit + I + + Cj+h **
with the variances of W, r'i and ell, being oL., o and o4,2
respectively.
The traditional analysis uses (a) mean and variance of 9, to
estimate Ia and o02  oa.2 + o,2 lb + oe'fbr. (b) the variance of
.ir about ., to estimate a2 - o- a + o,2/rand (c) the variance of
y,# about yii to estimate o,2. A robust version can be produced
fQr each of these steps. The procedure of the previous section
is applied to the data y.ii with a separate mean for e*h batch
in each laboratory (i.e.. with bL "laboratories") to fitd ,, and
6. Then the whole procedure is applied again with data p. to
find 0i 0.u,. o3 and 6k2. From these we obtain I1. L, 6, and 6,.
The main example of reference 8 has seven specimens. six
laboratories. three batches and two replicates. Table 3 shows
the results. together with those from Table 4 of reference 8.
The results are similar for specimens 3-7. which have the
highest analyte levels. The results for the first two specimens
are influenced heavily by the downweighting of laboratorv 4.
For specimen 5 note that the estimate of ato is increased
somewhat. because the first batch of laboratory" 6 is down-
weighted.
This particular co-operative trial is unusual in that reference
values arc available for specimens 6 and 7 (1.5 and 0.9 g kg-'.
respectively). The estimates i are given by
Specimen*
Specimen 7
giving biases
Laboratory
I 2 3 4 . 6
1.41 1.71 1.48 2.43 I.2s 1.75
.. O.W 1.2 0.98 1.86 I.-S 1..0
Specimen6 ....-- 0.09 0:1 -0.02 0.93 O.:.r o.5
Specimen 1 ..... . .0 ..0.9 OT M0 0.96 O.0A t.0
a remarkably consistent pattern! The variances of each go
about pI are approximately oua/b + o, lbr = (0.0681 and
(0.08)110. respectively. so we can safely conclude that all
laboratories except I and 3 have an upwards bias. On the other
hand, to test whethera laboramti is anoutllef we have to add
the variance o~.2 to get (0.30); and t0.34l. hl each instance
only labhoratory 4 is id•ntified as giving unusually high results
amongst laboratories in the trial.
Some care is needed in using the results of a robust
procediure. The variances refer to he centre of the distnbution
of observations, the "good" results. With'•eal'rrror distribu-
tions. considerably more observations will occur be&ond the
mean ± ka than for a normal distribution. The normal-theory
results can be used as a guide, but with caution so that results
beyond 3o rather than 2o are regarded as outliers.
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psegslm seb
progem trem 'peawt Statiste - It ItZal•aberateory attls,
(C)u S.U.Ipula
eaed. tmane4e amlea tmee peat z
pa~rames (OIU. 0. ILW6l, IM@IOMl-.MLAs. toele.O-*4)
real datamaUa, AP),labortetas)
meal. wlab=lLMA), 5pW(rLA
, 
S I ), IeatO)
seal aml, me, abdia
Latems LI, Lb. k, ab, ilab., aapeseal. am, p, as, as beO , e. t. 4 , 1, , me, s, · u.  am2, ase, Isl
cparot e, 'l sam
deta a, beta /1.3, 0.178/
s•o4 ' (a), eame
open (1, tile£sm , statmams*' ')
opea (2, tl1•u'aesults."t L)'
p•att , sperelmas Ilabe ISsp '
read *, ab, alabs, aep
do 1000 is I, ab
vrite (2. *) I'peci." ', Lb
e t ied tZaditioeal Suelits
do 10 L m 1, slabs
10 reed(1, ") (data(l,1k), k 1, arepe)
do 30 1 s 1, alab.s
s 0.O
do 20 k - 1. areps
20 a - a + idata(,Lt)
30 labs(a) - */eseps
S 0.0
do 40 1 - 1, nlab.
40 a * + l1bs()
am - S/elabs
wvite (2, *) 'msae a',
a - 0.0
de SO 1 - 1, labs
50 a * + (labSl() i-a)2
est as srepa
a 0.0
do G0 I - 1. laba .
do i6 k - 1, *sepe
(0 a s + (dataU(Ltk)-llabs(1))**2
"al a :e /(alab.-1)
seIe sa/ ( (arepc*-) *alabs) -
sa , eqat (ase)
a a sqas•r(O.0, asl-aae)/nreps))
arite (2, *) 'SLga - ',sl1,8
write (2, 5) 'rabuse resUlts:'
a do repo
do 210 1 - 1, slabs
do 200 k - 1, areps
200 Vslt) -lata•i,k)
210 labs (L) - noed"i (as, carps, 0s)
do 220 1 - 1, labs
do 220 Ik 1, saepe
220 (et+(I-1)*nepe) * aba(data(.1t,-labs t))
Sa reel(nepes)4(azerps1-.0)
as 5 moediU t(o, alabsa*lepe, wI**qartI2t/0.674S
C protect agLasst too easy lsab" itL equal results
it (as .la. 0.0) as sq zrt(use)
45 a e eqrsthtamepel.6e)sepe)
220 ceO 0.0
suma O.O
do 250 k m 1. , ase
-MplU,k) - WAS(.cl-SeLA (ClOS,, data(L, -laba(I)
m2 0 + swrsptL,k)**
250 comtLeam
ap " 0.0
do 260 L 5, nlab
ap a asetap, ebs•t8abili)I epe)
260 lab(l) labe(L) * Wlb(l)/•toarp
* - *qr.t(Auml/(betaUabe* (aeps-lt)))
it t(tas/ea0-.0) .t-. tell .*a.
6 (ap .wt. tos*aaOl) gete 230
a Aw do lIbe
as ' mdle (labs, alabs. we)
do 300 L a 1, alabs
300 vs(i) ab"m(lab••i)-ua)
as a mediat(•, nlabs, W1)/0.9745
it (as .le. 6.0) as Sqt(mel./arepa)
310 asO . aI
smi s 0.0
do 320 L - 1, &labe
lab(iL) m, (-t*a·",Lataes , lab (i) -eme) )
s~u+l. O + WlabWI)
sm 1 u2 + .lab( )Me*
320 L
s *A sqt(sm2/(beta- (aabl-s1))
&a am + aeM&
it ((/abe(tlaO-l.O) .qt. tel) .or.
0 (ab•s(mL) .gt. tol*&sO)) "g to 310
esl a as*ae*arps
.rite (2. ) wae-m e , aM
S- sqatta (ma0.0,al-saes/arepe)
rrite (2, *) 'sigma - '.a1,
writ (1, 0)
1000 Ceo•atis
close (1)
closei (2)
cad
SCopyright of Professor B. D. Ripley.
Large Co-operative Trial
Reference 9 gives an account of a co-operutive trial of the
determination of nitrogen, copper and lead in foodstuffs.
Twenty laboratories participated, which were sent duplicate
samples in each of three batches. Six specimens wetre used.
The results of the robus procedure are given in Table 4. The
results are similar to these given in reference 9 excluding the
two worst laboratories, but with, in general. slightly lower
variances as outlicrs are downweighted. The results in
reference 9 aim to estimate the precision attainable in
day-to-day analysis whereas those of Table 4 estimate the
vanability of the good results.
Apan from two rogue laboratories, two outliers (in copper
for wholcmcal. 28.95; and in lead for soya, 97.94) stood out in
the original dataset, and both are heavily downweighted in the
robust results. Adjusting the decimal point in these two values
gives results for the variances much closer to the robust
results. The trial showed that such apparent range errors do
occur, hut at a rate of co. 1 in 1000 amongst the main body of
laboratories. On the other hund moderate otdiers (beyond
say 3a from the consems value) are fairly frequent. a few
percent. rather than the 0.25% espected from a normal
disrtibution.
Conclusions
Even well conductcd inter-laboratorv trials can be difficult to
interpret. and the problems can be compounded by failures to
observe the protocols. The robust procedures described here
will usually produce a secnsible interpretation even in the
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Table 4. Robust results for a co-opertive triap
Ia a a, ,,
Nkrowgn. %t mtr-
Apr ...... 0.14 0.028
Who'mal k - 2.50 0.022
Mlk powdur .60 0.060
Soy• .. .7.' 14.01 0.183
ompoun2.09 0.035
risheal .. ; C4.98 0.332
Coppeu"g g-t.
Apr .. .. 0.95 0.18
Milk powder . 1.33 0.32
Wholemeal 3.59 0.67
Soya.. ...... 11.58 1.05
Fishmeal ...... 13.31 1.57
Compounded feedstuff 19.71 1.95
LWOIg 8_- I -Wholemeal .... 0.28 0.17
Milk powder . . 0.30 0.26
Soya.... ..... 0.49 0.22
Apr .... .. 1.18 0.43
Compounded feedstuff 3.18 1.58
Fishmeal . . ..... 2.97 2.19
0.011
0.028
0.050
0.099
0.034
0.293
0.18
0.27
0.50
0.62
1.76
0.92
0.06
0.04
0.10
0.20
0.79
0.58
0.017
0.044
0.130
0.034
0.198
0.18
0.24
0.33
0.45
2.03
1.50
0.035
0.053
0.089
0.245
0.060
0.485
0.31
(1.48
0.90
1.30
3.12
2.80
0.13 0.22
0.14 0.30
0.13 0.28
0.21 0.52
0.45 1.82
0.29 2.28
presence of a fair proportion of problem results, without the
overestimation of precision to which the classical procedures
are prone. We recommend that robust procedures are always
used for the statistical analysis of inter-laboratory trials. either
alone or in comparison with classical least-squares proce-
dures.
Appendix
Computation -
The program shown illustrates the computation needed for
robust estimates. It is written in standard FORTrAN 77 and
deals with trials without batches. The data are assumed to be
rows of replicates for columns of laboratories, but this can
easily be changed. Both classical and robust analyses are
reported to a file ('results.is" as written).
One trap which is guarded against is the occurrence of
initially zero values of 6. The one example that we encount-
ered had half the laboratories with constant results, recorded
to too low an accuracy. Convergence of the iterative schemes
is tested on both A and 6 and is quite stringent. However. do
not reduce "tol" unless computer time is excessive ap
convergence can be slow.
To aid translation to other languages, all variables used are
declared. The function "median" is given in Part 1t.
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APPENDIX L
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AVERAGE PUMP SPEEDS USED IN THE DETERMINATION
OF THE RE NUMBERS
(FROM PHASE H CORRELATION TESTING/ETC LAB)
247
PUMP TEST FLUID SETTING Navy (rpm)
45 lph M99 13.2V/110 kPa 3653
50-D 3921
60 lph M99 13.2V/310 kPa 5100
50-D 5280
95 lph M99 13.2V/310 kPa 6947
50-D 7260
125 Iph M99 13.2V/310 kPa 7615
50-D 8171
Turbine M99 8.OV/200 kPa 5033
8.0V/250 kPa 5063
13.2V/310 kPa 8709
50-D 8.0OV/200 kPa 4701
8.0V/250 kPa 4544
13.2V/310 kPa 8263
EURO* 8.OV/200 kPa 4677
8.0V/250 kPa 4527
13.2V/310 kPa 8262
* Estimated from ETC data in 50-D gasoline.
DERIVATION OF SIMPLIFIED FUEL PUMP PERFORMANCE
SIMILARITY RULES:
248
Given: AP (N•) 2 .(p1 )2 (P) PUMP PRESSUREAP2 N2  D, p2
APi = Fixed pressure at 200 kPa, 250 kPa, or 310 kPa
regardless of test fluid type.
Di = Fixed diameter for each pump
regardless of test fluid type.
1= (NI) 2 .(!)2 (PI)
N2  1 P2
p SG,but(P) = (SG)
P2  SG2
and( =)  (NN SGa
N2  SGI
Substituting this relationship into the pump similarity rules for
flow (Q), pump head (H), and water power (P), results in:
Q, (N,).(DI SG 2
Q2 N 2  D2  SG
H (NI 2 (D )2 -SG 2
H2  N2  D 2  SG,
P,  (N,) 3  DI )5  P1 ISG2
P2 N2 D2 P2 SG
249
